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Abstract

Recently tremendous advances have been made in
the performance of AI planning systems. However
increased performance is only one of the prerequi-
sites for bringing planning into the realm of real ap-
plications; advances in the scope of problems that
can be represented and solved must also be made.
In this paper we address two important represen-
tational features, concurrently executable actions
with varying durations, and metric quantities like
resources, both essential for modeling real appli-
cations. We show how the forward chaining ap-
proach to planning can be extended to allow it to
solve planning problems with these two features.
Forward chaining using heuristics or domain spe-
cific information to guide search has shown itself
to be a very promising approach to planning, and it
is sensible to try to build on this success. In our
experiments we utilize the TLPLAN approach to
planning, in which declaratively represented con-
trol knowledge is used to guide search. We show
that this extra knowledge can be intuitive and easy
to obtain, and that with it impressive planning per-
formance can be achieved.

1 Introduction

For a long time AI planning systems were either capable
of solving only trivial problems, or required extensive en-
gineered knowledge to solve problems that were still rela-
tively simple. Recently, however, tremendous performance
gains have been made. These gains have come from the
development of new approaches to planning, and most re-
cently from the improvement of the old idea of forward chain-
ing. As a result, the fastest planning system in the recent
AIPS-2000 planning competition [AIPS, 2000] was a forward
chaining planner that was able to generate plans containing
2000 steps in less than 2 seconds. This level of performance
was achieved on simple test domains. Nevertheless, if per-
formance within one or two orders of magnitude of this can

�This research was supported by the Canadian Government
through their NSERC and NCE-IRIS programs.

be achieved in real application domains, tremendous possi-
bilities for the practical application of AI planning will be
created.

However, performance is not the only impediment to the
practical application of AI planning systems. The scope of
problems they can represent and solve is also a problem. The
planners in the competition were restricted to problems in
which actions could be modeled by a set of simultaneous up-
dates to the predicates describing the world. This is the model
of planning inherited from the STRIPS action representation;
it is also the model used by the ADL [Pednault, 1989] repre-
sentation. ADL simply provides more flexibility in specifying
the set of predicate updates that an action generates, so that,
e.g., this set can be conditional on the current world.

Real world applications require modeling a number of
more sophisticated features, including uncertainty, sensing,
varying action durations, delayed action effects, concurrently
executing actions, and metric quantities. In this paper we
address the last four issues. In particular, we present an
approach to modeling and solving planning problems con-
taining metric quantities, actions of varying duration, actions
with delayed effects, and concurrently executing actions. Our
approach is based on extending the forward chaining ap-
proach to planning. In our experiments we demonstrate that,
in particular, the TLPLAN approach to planning [Bacchus &
Kabanza, 2000] can be successfully extended to deal with
such problems.

Metric quantities have never been a significant problem for
forward chaining planners, and in fact the TLPLAN system
has been able to deal with metric quantities since its original
1996 implementation. Hence, the ability to deal with met-
ric quantities is not a contribution of this paper. However,
the manner in which TLPLAN deals with metric quantities is
unique and has many advantages that help support the other
extensions that are new to this paper.

In the sequel we first review and motivate the manner in
TLPLAN extends the STRIPS/ADL representation to deal with
metric quantities. Then we develop our approach to mod-
eling actions with delayed effects from which the ability to
model concurrent actions follows naturally. The approach
we present can be used in any forward chaining planner. We
compare our approach to some of the other work in this area,
and then present some empirical results to demonstrate the
potential of our approach and the capabilities of the planner
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we have developed. Unfortunately it proved to be impossible
to run controlled experiments to compare our planner with
other systems that have been developed. So we have instead
made an effort to present a suite of experiments and provide
all of the necessary data sets so that a reusable experimental
basis can be established for future work.

2 Functions
We take planning problems as including a fully specified ini-
tial state, a goal, and a set of actions for transforming states
to new states. A solution to the problem is a sequence of ac-
tions that when applied to the initial state yields a sequence
of states satisfying the goal. The goal might simply be a con-
dition on the final state of the sequence, or it might place
conditions on the entire sequence of states.1

A forward chaining planner is one that searches in the
space generated by applying to each state s all actions whose
preconditions are satisfied by s, starting at the initial state I .
A forward chaining planner expands this space as it searches
for a sequence of actions that transform I to a state (or se-
quence of states) satisfying the goal. In other words, forward
chaining planners treat the planning problem as a state-based
search problem.

The key difference between the planning problem and a
generic search problem, however, is that planning assumes a
particular representation of states and operators. In planning
states are represented as databases of predicate instances, and
operators are represented by specifying the set of updates
they make to the database (state) to generate a new state
(database). In other words, planning uses a factored repre-
sentation of the state in which each transition updates only
a few of the state’s components. It is this factored represen-
tation that has allowed the development of planning specific
notions such as goal-regression.

In planning, the closed world assumption is standard: any
predicate instance not in the database is assumed to be false.
Under this assumption the state databases become first-order
models against which arbitrary first-order formulas can be ef-
ficiently evaluated [Halpern & Vardi, 1991]. Given a first-
order formula �(~x) containing some set of free variables ~x,
we can efficiently find all tuples of bindings for ~x that make
�(~x) true in a state: this is the same problem as computing
the relation specified by an SQL query in databases.

A natural semantics for operators specified in the STRIPS
or ADL notation is to view them as being update queries.
Each operator has a precondition �(~x) that is a first-order
formula containing the free variables ~x. Every binding ~c for
the variables ~x such that �(~c ) is true in a state s generates
an action that can be applied to s to yield a new state. The
STRIPS/ADL action representations have the property that a
set of fully instantiated predicates to add and delete from s
can be computed simply by evaluating formulas in s. For
example, if an ADL operator (drive ?t ?l ?l’) (drive

1See [Bacchus & Kabanza, 1998] for more about such
“temporally-extended” goals. In this paper we will confine our at-
tention to “final-state” goals. However, the extensions we describe
here could also be realized in the context of temporally-extended
goals.

truck ?t from location ?l to ?l’) contains the conditional
update2

(forall (?o) (in ?o ?t)
(and (add (at ?o ?l’)) (del (at ?o ?l))))

(i.e., update the at property of all objects ?o in ?t), then
given a binding for ?t, ?l, and ?l’, i.e., a fixed action in-
stance, by computing the set of bindings for ?o that satisfy
(in ?o ?t) in s all instances of at that must be changed
can be determined. Notice that the specific predicate in-
stances in the update are determined by replacing the terms
?o, ?l, and ?l’ by their values. In this case these terms are
variables and their values (interpretations) are determined by
the current variable bindings.

First-order languages typically include functions. Terms
can then be constructed by applying functions to other terms.
Thus a natural extension to the STRIPS/ADL representation
is to remove its function-free restriction. For every func-
tion f the state can include in its database a relation spec-
ifying the value of f on its various arguments. First-order
formulas can be evaluated just as before: whenever we en-
counter a term like (f t1 ... tk) in a formula we re-
place it with its value by recursively evaluating each of the
ti and then looking up the resulting tuple of values in the
relation specifying f. We specify updates to these function
values by asserting equalities that must hold in the next state.
Now, e.g., instead of describing the location of objects ?x
with an (at ?x ?l) relation, we could describe their loca-
tion with a (loc ?x) function. Then the operator (drive
?t ?l ?l’) could contain the conditional update

(forall (?o) (in ?o ?t) (add (= (loc ?o) ?l)))

We use the convention that the function that is the first argu-
ment of the equality (loc) is the function to be updated, its
arguments (the variable ?o) are evaluated in the current state
to determine which arguments of loc are to be updated, and
the second argument (the term ?l) is evaluated in the current
state to determine the new value.

Functions whose values are numbers, and numeric func-
tions like + can now be accommodated in the same way. Fur-
thermore, the standard numeric functions like + can be com-
puted using existing hardware or software: we do not need to
have a table of its values as part of the state’s database.

For example, if (capacity ?t) is the fuel capacity of
truck ?t, (fuel ?t) is its current level of fuel, and (fuel-
used) is a (0-ary) function whose value in any state is the
total amount of fuel used, then we can write an operator like
(refuel ?t) with the update

(and
(add (= (fuel-used)

(+ (fuel-used)
(- (capacity ?t) (fuel ?t)))))

(add (= (fuel ?t) (capacity ?t))))

In the new state truck ?t will have a full tank and we would
have accounted for the amount of fuel put into its tank.

2The update asserts the truth or falsity of a collection of predicate
instances in the next state, and due to the closed world assumption
these assertions can be realized by adding or deleting these instances
from s.
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Adding functions to the action representation in this way,
motivated directly by viewing operators as database updates,
provides all the flexibility needed to model complex resource
usage. For example, the following operators model FIFO ac-
cess to a fixed resource and also track the number of times
the resource is used. (qhead) and (qtail) are 0 in the
initial state, (queue i) is a function whose value is the
i’th request in the queue, and (serve ?x) is a predicate
true of ?x if ?x is currently being served. (qtail) will al-
ways be the total number of times the resource is used, and
(qhead)�(qtail) is always the number of items currently
in the queue.

(def-adl-operator (enqueue-access ?x)
(and (add (= (queue (qtail)) ?x))

(add (= (qtail) (+ (qtail) 1)))))
(def-adl-operator (dequeue-and-serve)

(pre (> 0 (- (qtail) (qhead))))
(and
(del (serve (queue (qhead))))
(add (serve (queue (+ (qhead) 1))))
(add (= (qhead) (+ (qhead 1))))))

In the literature addressing metric quantities, specialized
notation has been developed for expressing resources (e.g.,
[Wolfman & Weld, 1999; Kvarnström, Doherty, & Haslum,
2000]). Our argument is that such notation is not required.
The natural extension of making functions first-class citizens
along with standard operator preconditions provides a bet-
ter solution.3 What we have just described is the manner
in which TLPLAN has implemented functions since its orig-
inal 1996 version. Functions as first-class citizens were also
present in the original ADL formalism [Pednault, 1989], and
[Geffner, 2000] provides some other arguments in support of
using functions.

3 Modeling Concurrent Actions
Forward chaining has proved itself to be a very fruitful ba-
sis for implementing high-performance planners. For ex-
ample, the two fastest planners in the recent AIPS-2000
planning competition (TALPlanner [Doherty & Kvarnström,
1999], a planner that uses the TLPLAN approach, and Fast-
Forward [Hoffmann, 2000] a planner using domain indepen-
dent heuristics to guide its search) were both forward chain-
ing planners. However, there is at least one aspect of forward
chaining planners that seems to be problematic: they explore
totally ordered sequences of actions. This is where they get
their power: such sequences provide complete information
about the current state and that information can provide pow-
erful guidance for search. But modeling concurrent actions
with linear sequences seems to be problematic. However it
turns out that there is a surprisingly simple way of modeling
concurrency with linear actions sequences.

We associate with every state a time stamp, starting with a
fixed start time in the initial state. The time stamp denotes the
actual time the state will occur during the execution of a plan.

3Computing plans in the presence of metric quantities might re-
quire restrictions on how these quantities can be updated. But such
restrictions should be imposed on a general representation, not used
to determine the representation.

In a linear sequence of states a number of successive states
may have the same time stamp. Intuitively this means that
the transitions between these states occur instantaneously, so
the intermediate states are never physically realized. Their
existence is simply a convenient computational fiction.

Additionally, each state has an event queue. The event
queue contains a set of updates (events) each scheduled to
occur at some time in the future (of the state’s time stamp).
Along any fixed sequence of states generated by a sequence
of actions, each state inherits the pending events of its par-
ent state. It might also queue up some additional events to
be passed to its children. Thus if we arrive at the same state
via two different actions sequences we could generate two
different event queues. We regard two states as being equal
only if they have both the same database and the same event
queue. Thus, when the planner backtracks it backtracks to a
state with a prior event queue, in effect backtracking the state
of the event queue.

As before, an action a can be executed in a state s only if
its preconditions are satisfied by s. Applying a to s generates
a new successor state s+. Standard actions do not advance the
world clock, so s+ will have the same time stamp as s. Typi-
cally, it will have a different event queue (i.e., what will hap-
pen in the future has changed), and a different database (i.e.,
what is true “now” has changed). Updates to s’s database are
used to model a’s instantaneous effects, and updates to the
event queue are used to model a’s delayed effects.

For example, consider the action of driving a truck ?t from
?l to location ?l’:

(def-adl-operator (drive ?t ?l ?l’)
(pre (?t) (truck ?t)

(?l) (loc ?l)
(?l’) (loc ?l’)

(at ?t ?l))
(del (at ?t ?l))
(delayed-effect
(/ (dist ?l ?l’) (speed ?t))
(arrived-driving ?t ?l ?l’)
(add (at ?t ?l’))))

We can execute this action in s if ?t is a truck, both ?l and
?l’ are locations, and ?t is at location ?l in s. The instan-
taneous effect of the action is to delete the current location
of the truck, and the delayed effect is to add the new loca-
tion of the truck. The delayed effect is realized by adding an
item to the event queue. The first argument of the delayed-
effect specification is the event’s time delta, the number of
time units from the current time the event is scheduled to oc-
cur. This time delta is a term that will be evaluated in the
current state. In this case it is the distance between the two
locations divided by the speed of the vehicle. The next ar-
gument is simply a label for the event (designed to make the
final plan more readable). The delayed effects are the sub-
sequent arguments. In this case it is the addition of the new
location of the truck. In general, delayed effects can be any
kind of effect allowed in a normal action, including, e.g., con-
ditional effects.

In addition to the standard actions there is one special ac-
tion that advances the world clock: the unqueue-event
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Plan(<s,Q>,Goal)
if (s j= Goal and Q = fg)

return(s)
else
s+ := s
s+.prev := s
Q+ := Q

choice a 2 fact : s j= pre(act)g
s+.action := a
if a != unqueue-event

s+ := ApplyInstantaneousUpdates(s,a)
Q+ := AddDelayedEvents(Q,s,a)

else
newTime := eventTime(front(Q))
s+.time := newTime
while eventTime(front(Q+)) == newTime
e := removeFront(Q+)
s+ := ApplyEffect(s+,e)

Plan(s+,Q+)

Figure 1: Forward Chaining Search

action.4 This action moves time forward to the next scheduled
event, removes all events scheduled for that new time and
uses them to update the state’s database. This realizes various
delayed effects of previous actions. For example, eventually
the arrival of ?t at ?l’ will reach the front of the queue and
will be dequeued. This will cause a transition to a new state
in which the fact (at ?t ?l’) is added and the time is up-
dated. If a set of events have been scheduled for the same
time, they will all be dequeued and applied sequentially in
FIFO order.

Figure 1 specifies more precisely forward chaining search
in this enhanced search space. The non-deterministic choice
operator is realized by search. AddDelayedEvents exam-
ines the action, and for each delayed-effect in a evalu-
ates the term specifying the delay of that effect. Adding the
time of the current state, s.time, gives the absolute time of
the effect, and the effect is merged into the queue so as to keep
the queue in time sorted order. The current variable bindings
for the free variables in the effect are also stored along with
the effect. If the chosen action is unqueue-event time is
moved forward, and all effects scheduled for that time are re-
moved from the queue and applied sequentially to the state. A
goal state is a state whose database satisfies the goal and that
has an empty event queue; we can find the sequence of actions
leading to that state by following the state’s prev pointers.

Search for a plan is started by calling Plan on the initial
state. Note that the queue need not initially be empty. Instead
it could contain some set of events that are going to occur
in the future. The planner will then have to find a plan that
negotiates around these future events. This also facilitates
replanning where some previous actions cannot be canceled.
This feature is similar to the ability of temporal refinement

4Dead time can be inserted into the plan by including a “wait”
action in the domain. This action would have no instantaneous ef-
fects and would enqueue a null delayed effect, delayed by the wait
period, into the event queue. The presence of such an event on the
queue would allow unqueue-event to advance the world time by
the wait period.

planners like IxTeT [Ghallab & Laruelle, 1994] and RAX
[Jónsson et al., 2000] to flesh out an initial set of temporal
constraints.

The choice of which action to try next is where heuristic or
domain specific control comes into play. In the TLPLAN ap-
proach we restrict the set of possible action choices by requir-
ing that the next state s+ satisfy the temporal control formula
(see [Bacchus & Kabanza, 2000] for details).

With delayed effects, concurrent actions are automatic.
When an action is executed it generates a successor state
in which its immediate effects have been made. This state
“marks” the start of the action, and since it has the same time
stamp as the previous state the action can be viewed as start-
ing at the current time. After some stream of delayed effects
have been executed the final delayed effect generates a state
that “marks” the end of the action. Depending on how we in-
terleave the unqueue-event action with the ordinary ac-
tions we can start a whole series of actions at the same time,
these actions can execute concurrently and some can end be-
fore others. Thus at any particular time any number of actions
can be executing concurrently. If we only choose unqueue-
event when there is no other action available, we will max-
imize the number of concurrent actions at each stage: each
ordinary action whose precondition is satisfied will be started
before the world clock is advanced. Or we can achieve finer
control over the degree of concurrency by controlling (via,
e.g., a temporal control formula) when unqueue-event is
chosen.

In our approach all concurrency control is handled by ac-
tion preconditions. Typically the instantaneous effects of an
action are used to modify the state so as to achieve concur-
rency control, while the delayed effects of an action are used
to model physical achievements in the world. This is a low
level but very powerful approach to concurrency control. For
example, in the previous drive operator, the current loca-
tion of the truck is immediately deleted. Since this is also a
precondition of drive, any attempt to concurrently drive the
same truck to another location is blocked. More sophisticated
situations are also quite straightforward to model, in part be-
cause of our general approach to functions and numeric com-
putations.

For example, consider a gas station with 6 refueling bays
and a limited amount of fuel shared among these bays. Let
(station-fuel) be the current amount of fuel at the sta-
tion, (bays-free) the number of bays currently free, (ca-
pacity ?v) the fuel capacity of a vehicle, and (fuel ?v)
the fuel in the vehicle. Then the following actions model re-
source bounded concurrent access to the gas station:

(def-adl-operator (refuel ?v ?amount)
(pre
(?v) (vehicle ?v)
(?amount) (= ?amount (- (capacity ?v)

(fuel ?v)))
(and (> 0 (bays-free))

(> (station-fuel) ?amount)))
(add (= (station-fuel)

(- (station-fuel) ?amount)))
(add (= (bays-free) (- (bays-free) 1)))
(delayed-effect 10
(fueled ?v ?amount)
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(and (add (= (bays-free)
(+ (bays-free) 1)))

(add (= (fuel ?v) (capacity ?v))))))

The operator also demonstrates our system’s ability to use
functions to bind operator arguments. In this case ?amount
is bound to a function value computed from the binding of
?v.

Suppose in a state s there are 12 vehicles and that various
sets of these vehicles require more fuel that the station has.
From s a number of different sequences of concurrent re-
fuel actions can be initiated. But in each of these sequences
no more than 6 vehicles will be concurrently fueled, due to
the instantaneous update of the (bays-free) resource, and
no set of vehicles needing more fuel than available will be
concurrently fueled, due to the instantaneous update of the
(station-fuel) resource. In fact, it can be that after the
first batch of 6 vehicles is concurrently fueled an additional
batch of vehicles enter the station after 10 units of time have
elapsed and the bays have become free.5 Exactly which se-
quence of concurrent refueling appears in the plan will be
determined by what sequences allow the goal to be achieved
and the search strategy.

The final plan will be a linear sequence of actions grouped
into subsequences of actions each with the same time stamp.
However, the linear sequencing is not a limitation of our ap-
proach. For example, a simple post analysis of these subse-
quences can be used to determine if the actions have to be
started in the supplied order or if some other ordering can
be used. For example, if no action in the subsequence af-
fects the preconditions of another then they can be started in
any order, or simultaneously. However, if starting the actions
is near instantaneous in practice then there will be little to
gain from such a post analysis. For example, say that one
subsequence of actions to be executed at the same time is
(drive truck1 locA locB) followed (drive truck2
locC locD) (start driving two trucks concurrently) then it
typically will make very little difference if we tell truck1 to
start driving before telling truck2—the command to start
driving takes negligible time in comparison to the actual
drive.

Often what is required in these kinds of planning problems
are goals that specify conditions over time. That is, specify-
ing conditions on the final state is not sufficient. Temporal
refinement planners like IxTeT [Ghallab & Laruelle, 1994]
allow one to, e.g., enforce that a predicate holds without in-
terruption over a particular interval of time. In our approach
if one specifies only a condition on the final state, there is no
way of stopping the planner from inserting actions produce
undesired intermittent effects—there is no way of telling the
planner that these intermittent effects are undesirable. Al-
though we have not implemented it, there is no conceptual
difficulty with combining our approach with our previous
work on specifying temporally-extended goals [Bacchus &
Kabanza, 1998]. With such a combination, an extremely rich
set of extended conditions can be enforced on the final plan,
including the typical conditions supported by temporal refine-

5It would be easy have a more complex model of the time re-
quired to complete the fueling.

ment planners.

4 Empirical Results
We have implemented the above event-queue mechanism as
an extension of the TLPLAN system, and tested our imple-
mentation using different versions of the metric logistics do-
main developed by [Wolfman & Weld, 1999].

Using this domain allows us to make some empirical com-
parisons with previous work. Unfortunately, it proved to be
impossible to run controlled experiments with other plan-
ning systems (the systems and problems sets were not readily
available, or the systems were not easily ported to our ma-
chine). Therefore, the results we report are simply to demon-
strate that our approach can efficiently solve large planning
problems containing the features we are concerned with.
However, we are reporting a range of results, and making the
test sets available [Bacchus, 2001] so as to provide an exper-
imental base for future work.

In the logistic domain there are a collection of packages
that need to be transported to their final destination, trucks
for moving packages between points in a city, and planes for
moving packages between airports located in different cities.
Packages can be loaded and unloaded from vehicles and the
vehicles can be moved between compatible locations.

[Wolfman & Weld, 1999] added a fuel capacity for each
vehicle, and a refueling action that fills up a vehicle given that
the vehicle is located at a depot. In addition, each drive-
truck operator consumes a fixed amount of fuel, each fly-
airplane operator consumes an amount of fuel based on the
(fixed) fuel efficiency of planes and the distance between the
two airports, and one is not allowed to move a vehicle to a
location unless it contains enough fuel to get there.

We take the TLPLAN approach to planning in which do-
main specific information is declaratively encoded in a tem-
poral logic. Unlike standard heuristics which try to measure
the worth of a state, TLPLAN typically uses negative infor-
mation that tells it that certain kinds of action sequences are
flawed [Kibler & Morris, 1981]. This information is checked
against the sequences generated during forward chaining, and
any sequence satisfying a bad property is pruned from the
search space. This approach to planning has proved to be ex-
tremely successful: in yields a level of planning performance
that is an order of magnitude better than any other approach,
and the approach has been applied to a wide range of different
domains. In [Bacchus & Kabanza, 2000] an extensive set of
examples and empirical results are presented to demonstrate
both the performance of this approach and the fact that the
requisite knowledge for many different planning domains is
easily obtained and represented in the formalism.

In the standard logistic world the control information
needed is very simple.

1. Don’t move a vehicle to a location unless it needs to go
there to pickup or drop off a package.

2. Don’t move a vehicle from a location while it still con-
tains a package that needs to be dropped off at that loca-
tion.

3. A package needs to be picked up by a truck if it needs to
be moved to another destination in the same city.
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4. A package needs to be picked up by a plane if it needs
to be moved to another city.

5. A package needs to be dropped off from a truck if the
truck is at its goal destination or if the truck is at an air-
port and its goal destination is in another city.

6. A package needs to be dropped off from a plane if the
plane is in the package’s destination city.

Each of these assertions can be easily encoded as a temporal
logic formula [Bacchus & Kabanza, 2000], and with this col-
lection of assertions the planner finds plans very efficiently.
Furthermore, this control knowledge is of such a simple form
that it becomes possible, by looking at each action’s effects,
to predict whether or not an action will extend the current
plan in such a way as to violate one of these assertions. As
a result one can systematically convert the control rules into
extra action preconditions [Bacchus & Ady, 1999]. This has
the effect of blocking an action first, rather than executing
it, generating the plan extension, and then determining that
the extension is invalid. Due to the extremely high branch-
ing factor in larger logistic problems (over a 1,000 applicable
actions in each state on the harder problems), this “compiled
one-step” look ahead improves planning performance by a
couple orders of magnitude. In our experiments, we used a
precondition encoding of these control rules.

We used two sets of test problems. A set of four small
problems, loga, logb, logc, and logd, utilized by Wolfman in
testing his LPSAT system, and a collection of 30 much larger
problems used in the AIPS98 planning competition. 6 All of
the experiments were run on a 500MHz PIII machine with
512MB of memory. All times are reported in CPU seconds.

In Table 1 the first set of columns gives the time it takes
the current version of TLPLAN to solve the original version
of these problems, and the number of steps in the resulting
plan. We then encoded Wolfman’s metric version, with fuel
consumption, and ran the problems again. We used Wolf-
man’s loga–logd problems directly, and for the AIPS98 suite
we added distances between the locations, fuel consumption
rates and fuel tank capacities for the planes and trucks. We
found that TLPLAN could solve these metric logistics prob-
lems very efficiently with the same control knowledge as used
in the standard logistics world, along with the extra informa-
tion

1. Allow a vehicle to move to a depot if it needs fuel.

2. Don’t refuel a vehicle unless it needs more fuel to make
a pickup or drop off.

3. Don’t move a truck or plane to a location in order to
pickup an object if there is already exists a similar vehi-
cle at that location with sufficient fuel capacity to take it
to its destination.

The times required to solve the fuel version of the logistic
problems are shown in the second set of columns of the table.
The data shows that our approach finds the metric problems
not that much more difficult than the standard problems.

6This test suite is not to be confused with the 30 problem ATT
logistics suite which are much easier.

[Wolfman & Weld, 1999] present a SAT encoding ap-
proach to solving these metric logistic problems. Their plan-
ner utilizes a combination of SAT solving and linear program-
ming: the SAT solver finds the plan while the linear program
solver ensures that the plan satisfies the (linear) metric con-
straints. The solution times they report are approximately 10
sec. for loga, 300 sec. for logb, 500 sec. for logc and 5000
sec. for logd (they also point out that their approach was
faster than previous approaches). These times indicate that
their approach scales poorly. Interestingly, in examining the
plans their system generated7 it was found that these plans
used much more fuel, e.g., 6426.67 units for the loga solu-
tion, and also contained many unnecessary moves, e.g., mov-
ing a truck back and forth without using it to transport any
packages. Their system does not use domain specific control
knowledge but some of the knowledge used here might be
useful in improving the performance of their system.

Then, we took the metric logistics domain and made it con-
current, so that the domain contained both metric quantities
and concurrent actions. In the concurrent version loads and
unloads take 1 unit of time to complete, and multiple con-
current loads/unloads into the same vehicle are allowed (the
same object cannot be manipulated concurrently). Refueling
a truck takes 1 unit of time, and an airplane takes 10 units.
Finally, driving a truck takes 5 units of time, and flying an
airplane takes time that is dependent on the distance between
the two locations. To the above control knowledge we added
the extra information

1. A vehicle can be moved to a location if there is an object
en route to that location (in a different type of vehicle)
that can be transported by the vehicle.

This allows the planner to get the vehicles moving so that they
can make progress towards the pickup location concurrently
with the object they are to pickup. For example, the planner
can start flying a plane to an airport while a truck is trans-
porting an object to the airport that needs to be transported to
another city. This decreases the duration of the plan. The last
set of columns shows our results for this domain. In this case
we show the duration of the plan as well as the length of the
plan (number of actions). Since the actions take at least 1 unit
of time, it can be seen that highly concurrent plans are being
found. The time to find a solution has also climbed, but not
by much, and so has fuel consumption. This makes sense, as
the concurrent plan will try to utilize more vehicles in order to
maximize concurrency, and more vehicles means more fuel.

Another planning system that is capable of dealing with
concurrent actions of different durations is the TGP system
[Smith & Weld, 1999] that is based on GraphPlan. How-
ever, its underlying algorithms are considerably more com-
plex than the approach we suggest here, and it cannot deal
with metric quantities. We were able to run the TGP sys-
tem on some simpler logistic problems involving varying ac-
tion durations but without fuel consumption. We found that
TGP could not solve any of loga–logd problems (when we
removed the fuel consumption component) even when given
an hour of CPU time. These results and the performance of
Wolfman’s LPSAT system, demonstrate that adding domain

7Thanks to Steve Wolfman for supplying us with these solutions.
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Problem Standard Metric Fuel Fuel+Concurrent
CPU Len. CPU Len. Fuel CPU Dur. Len. Fuel

loga 0.02 51 0.06 60 2558 0.06 35.00 84 2518
logb 0.10 42 0.06 49 1392 0.08 35.25 90 2425
logc 0.02 51 0.08 60 3158 0.09 42.75 92 3158
logd 0.07 70 0.15 80 4384 0.19 67.25 154 4960
x-1 0.01 26 0.03 26 846 0.07 24.50 53 1994
x-2 0.03 33 0.11 33 2005 0.18 18.00 62 2187
x-3 0.15 55 0.39 55 3364 0.54 26.75 94 3963
x-4 0.22 59 0.53 59 3694 1.17 28.50 114 4562
x-5 0.02 22 0.03 22 1442 0.06 23.00 39 1825
x-6 0.33 72 0.83 74 5549 1.30 38.50 118 5886
x-7 0.04 34 0.22 34 2356 0.31 21.75 64 2855
x-8 0.16 41 0.77 41 3941 1.23 34.25 85 5571
x-9 0.41 85 1.17 85 3923 2.14 28.50 152 5595
x-10 0.50 105 1.77 106 11285 1.69 60.50 184 14554
x-11 0.05 31 0.12 32 859 0.20 16.75 49 1062
x-12 0.35 41 1.06 41 3415 3.16 25.50 73 3528
x-13 0.68 67 3.20 68 6736 2.95 27.25 110 8235
x-14 0.37 94 2.27 94 4641 1.87 24.00 142 5774
x-15 0.12 94 0.48 97 1406 0.43 47.75 151 1786
x-16 0.26 58 1.07 58 1937 2.01 29.00 93 2319
x-17 0.08 45 0.39 45 945 0.72 21.75 76 1497
x-18 3.23 170 10.24 174 15914 7.12 43.50 275 24111
x-19 2.24 153 5.17 159 4373 7.40 48.25 270 7229
x-20 2.34 150 7.35 156 7527 7.02 56.00 226 7999
x-21 1.52 104 4.03 105 4621 9.05 37.00 184 5803
x-22 17.95 296 34.75 305 25121 33.87 79.00 498 35278
x-23 0.25 115 1.20 115 3796 1.08 28.75 183 5728
x-24 0.30 41 1.40 41 1356 7.99 26.00 77 1759
x-25 7.66 190 16.77 196 14209 16.65 50.00 284 19203
x-26 4.89 194 11.65 203 39616 17.40 241.50 361 44291
x-27 2.90 149 16.44 155 7041 14.03 54.00 263 11293
x-28 26.10 274 63.86 283 13855 197.38 58.75 478 21899
x-29 20.36 330 43.08 339 26236 22.03 58.75 531 44308
x-30 4.60 136 10.57 139 10648 63.97 55.00 265 15265

Table 1: Test results on versions of Logistics

specific control knowledge and utilizing our forward chain-
ing approach allows us to move to another level of planning
performance.

There are two other planning systems that are quite simi-
lar to ours, [Pirri & Reiter, 2000] and [Kvarnström, Doherty,
& Haslum, 2000]. Both of these planner utilize the TLPLAN
approach and display good performance. However, both of
these systems utilize a rich logical representation for actions
and states, whereas the approach we present here can be uti-
lized by any forward chaining planner with the much simpler
STRIPS/ADL action representation.

Finally, temporal refinement planners are an alternate ap-
proach to planning with concurrent actions. The IxTeT plan-
ner is an impressive system capable of dealing with resources
and concurrent actions [Ghallab & Laruelle, 1994]. NASA’s
remote agent project RAX also utilized a refinement plan-
ner. Temporal refinement planners operate by taking an initial

plan that typically specifies the initial state and various goal
conditions, and refining that plan by adding additional actions
to achieve open conditions or constraints to protect other con-
ditions. A key component of these planners is the use of con-
straint propagation to maintain the temporal constraints im-
posed on the plan during the refinement process. Thus these
planner search in a space of partially specified plans using
constraint propagation to detect deadends, rather than in a
space of fully specified worlds as in our approach. The RAX
planner also utilized extensive search control knowledge in
order to achieve its good level of performance. However, the
control knowledge was at a much lower level and was more
procedural in style than that utilized by our approach. Many
of the standard concurrency control paradigms are easier to
specify with a temporal refinement planner than in our ap-
proach. However, it should be possible to develop macros for
our approach to encapsulate many of these paradigms thus
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easing the specification problem.

5 Conclusion
Forward chaining’s ability to deal with metric quantities was
already documented, but in this paper we have demonstrated
that there is also a simple way of extending forward chaining
to deal with concurrent actions. These two features can then
be combined with other ideas like search control knowledge
to yield a powerful approach to planning in the presence of
concurrent actions of differing durations and resources.

Our empirical results show that complex and lengthy plans
can be generated with our approach, and serve to demonstrate
the potential of our approach. Further verifying that potential
is the subject of future work.

Other items of future work include (a) higher level con-
structs for concurrency control implemented as macros that
can are expanded to the very general lower level constructs
already supported by our system, and (b) access by actions to
the event queue. This last is worth further explanation. Con-
sider a situation where a truck is being driven from location A
to location B. At the start of the drive its arrival at location B
is entered into the event queue. Now it could be that location
B only has capacity for one truck, thus a subsequent action
should not be scheduled that would cause another truck to ar-
rive at location B at the same time. Checking this “precondi-
tion” involves querying the event queue. A different example
is when via some other action or event the truck gets a flat tire
en route. This will delay its arrival time. Thus the “flat-tire”
event must not only change the current state of the world but
it must also alter events in the event queue. Simply put ac-
tions must be able to treat the event queue just like the state’s
database: they must be able to query and update it. With this
ability it becomes easier to model on-going processes that can
be interrupted and restarted, something that is cumbersome in
our current model.
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Abstract
One of the more controversial recent planning
algorithms is the SHOP algorithm, an HTN planning
algorithm that plans for tasks in the same order that
they are to be executed.  SHOP can use domain-
dependent knowledge to generate plans very quickly,
but it can be difficult to write good knowledge bases
for SHOP.

Our hypothesis is that this difficulty is because
SHOP’s total-ordering requirement for the subtasks of
its methods is more restrictive than it needs to be. To
examine this hypothesis, we have developed a new
HTN planning algorithm called SHOP2.  Like SHOP,
SHOP2 is sound and complete, and it constructs plans
in the same order that they will later be executed.  But
unlike SHOP, SHOP2 allows the subtasks of each
method to be partially ordered.

Our experimental results suggest that in some
problem domains, the difficulty of writing SHOP
knowledge bases derives from SHOP’s total-ordering
requirement—and that in such cases, SHOP2 can plan
as efficiently as SHOP using knowledge bases simpler
than those needed by SHOP.

1 Introduction
One of the more controversial recent planning systems is
the SHOP system [Nau et al., 1999], an HTN planning
system that plans for tasks in the same order that they
will later be executed.  Like any HTN planner, SHOP
uses domain knowledge in order to plan more
efficiently—but unlike other HTN planners, SHOP
always generates the steps of its plans in the same order
that those steps will later be executed.

On one hand, the SHOP algorithm makes it possible
to generate plans quite efficiently.  For example, in the
experiments reported in [Nau et al., 1999, 2000], SHOP
ran orders of magnitude faster than the Blackbox, IPP,
Tlplan, and UMCP planners. Furthermore, the SHOP
algorithm is suitable for use as an embedded planning
sytem in complex applications [Munoz et al., 2000].

On the other hand, creating a SHOP knowledge base

can require significantly more “programming effort” than
is needed for action-based planners.  For example, in two
of the planning domains in Track 2 of the AIPS-2000
planning competition, SHOP was disqualified because we
did not finish debugging the knowledge bases in time.

We believe that although the total-order HTN-
decomposition technique used in SHOP has some
significant benefits, the SHOP planning algorithm
provides too restrictive a way of achieving these benefits.
In particular, SHOP requires the subtasks of each method
to be totally ordered, which makes it impossible for
SHOP to interleave subtasks of different tasks. In Section
2 we describe how this can complicate the job of the
knowledge-base author by requiring him/her to introduce
“global planning” instructions into SHOP’s knowledge
bases that would not otherwise be needed.

In this paper we introduce the SHOP2 planning
algorithm, which has the following properties:

•  Like SHOP, SHOP2 is a sound and complete HTN
planning algorithm that generates the steps of each
plan in the same order that those steps will later be
executed.  Thus, like SHOP, SHOP2 knows the
current state at each step of the planning process.

•  Unlike SHOP, SHOP2 allows each method to
decompose into a partially ordered set of subtasks,
and allows the creation of plans that interleave
subtasks from different tasks.

•  SHOP2 is upward-compatible with SHOP. Our
SHOP2 implementation can run SHOP knowledge
bases with only minor syntactical changes, and in
fact runs them more efficiently than SHOP does.

We have done experimental comparisons of SHOP and
SHOP2 in problem domains exemplifying situations (1)
where domain-specific global-reasoning knowledge
seems necessary for efficient plan-generation regardless
of SHOP’s total-ordering requirement, and (2) where
such knowledge is necessitated only by SHOP’s partial-
ordering requirement.  In the latter case, we could easily
create a knowledge base much simpler than SHOP’s, that
enabled SHOP2 to create plans more efficiently than
SHOP and with plan quality similar to SHOP’s.

Total-Order Planning with Partially Ordered Subtasks
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move2(x,y,u,v)

move1(y,u,v)move1(x,u,v)

move1(x,u,v)

drop(x)load(x)go(u) go(v)

(a) (b)
Figure 1.  First set of methods for moving packages.

move1(a,m,n)

drop(a)load(a)

move1(b,m,n)

drop(b)load(b)

move2(a,b,m,n)

go(m) go(n)

Figure 2: The plan that we want for two packages.

move1(a,m,n)

drop(a)load(a)

move1(b,m,n)

drop(b)load(b)

move2(a,b,m,n)

go(m) go(n) go(m) go(n)

Figure 3: The plan we have actually told SHOP to generate.

load2(x,y,u)

load(y,u)load(x,u)

move2b(x,y,u,v)

drop2(x,y,v)load2(x,y,u)

drop2(x,y,v)

drop(y,v)drop(x,v)

go(n)go(m)

Figure 4. Second set of methods to move two packages.

load2(a,b,m)

load(b,m)load(a,m)

drop2(a,b,n)

drop(b,n)drop(a,n)

move2b(a,b,m,n)

go(n)go(m)

Figure 5.  Plan generated using the methods in Figure 4.

2 Motivation

As example of the kind of difficulty that can result
from SHOP’s requirement that all tasks be totally
ordered, consider the task of moving a package from one
location to another.  For SHOP to generate a plan for this
task, it needs to have a method telling it how to move a
package, such as the method shown in  Figure 1(a).  This
method says that one way to move a package is to go to
the package, pick the package up, go to the destination,
and drop the package off.

If all we want to do is to deliver one package, then
the method in Figure 1(a) will work fine.  However,
suppose we want to move two packages at once.
Although the two methods shown in Figure 1 might at
first glance seem satisfactory for this task, they will not

always do what we want.  If the two packages both have
the same initial location and the same destination, then
we probably would like to deliver both packages at once,
as shown in Figure 2—but the methods in Figure 1 will
tell SHOP to deliver the packages one at a time, as shown
in Figure 3.

In this simple example, it is not hard to write
methods telling SHOP to generate a plan for delivering
both packages at once. For example, the methods shown
in Figure 4 will tell SHOP to generate the plan shown in
Figure 5.  However, to do this we had to tell SHOP
explicitly how to reason about both packages at once.

The need to give SHOP such “global planning”
instructions can occur frequently.  Each of the SHOP
knowledge bases described in [Nau et al., 1999] contains
instructions for reasoning globally about the planning
problem—and the same is true in most of the knowledge
bases that we created during the AIPS-2000 planning
competition.  To write and debug such instructions can
require significant time and effort.

3 SHOP2

3.1 Pre l iminaries
As with most AI planners, a logical atom in SHOP2
consists of a predicate name followed by a list of
arguments, and a state of the world consists of a
collection of ground logical atoms.

As with most HTN planners, a task in SHOP2
consists of a task name followed by a list of arguments.
Although tasks are similar syntactically to logical atoms,
they are different semantically since they denote
activities that need to be performed rather than logical
conditions [Erol et al, 1994; Barret, 1997].

A SHOP2 knowledge base contains domain-specific
knowledge that SHOP2 will need in order to do planning
in some domain.  It consists of axioms, methods, and
operators, as described below.1

Axioms. SHOP2’s Horn-clause axioms are identical to
those used in SHOP. As in SHOP, SHOP2 uses these
axioms to infer whether a method’s preconditions are
satisfied in the current state of the world, using Horn-
clause inference.

Also like SHOP, SHOP2’s methods and Horn clauses
can contain calls to the Lisp evaluator.  This allows
SHOP2 to evaluate preconditions that contain, for
example, numeric computations or queries to external
information sources.

Methods. SHOP2’s methods are similar to those of
SHOP except that methods can produce partially ordered
sets of subtasks.  As in SHOP, the basic form of a
method is
                                                            

1 SHOP2 generalizes the M-SHOP algorithm described in
[Nau et al., 2000]. M-SHOP takes partially ordered task lists as
input—but like SHOP, its methods must produce totally
ordered sets of subtasks.  In contrast, SHOP2 allows methods
to produce partially ordered sets of subtasks.
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(:method task-atom precondition-atoms decomposition)

The task-atom tells what kind of task the method can
be used for. The method cannot be applied to some task t
unless task-atom is unifiable with t).

The precondition-atoms tell what things must be true
in the current state of the world in order for the method
to be applicable to t. The previous paragraphs described
how SHOP2 infers whether these preconditions are true
in the current in the current state.

The decomposition tells what subtasks to decompose
the task into. In SHOP this set of subtasks was totally
ordered, but in SHOP2 it can be partially ordered.

As in SHOP, additional preconditions and
decompositions can be appended to the method for
SHOP2 to use in an “if-then-else” manner:

(:method
task-atom
precondition-atoms-1
decomposition-1
precondition-atoms-2
decomposition-2     ...     )

The idea here is that if precondition-atoms-1 is true then
the method will produce decomposition-1; otherwise if
precondition-atoms-2 is true then the method will
produce decomposition2, and so forth.

Operators. Since the subtasks of a method can be
partially ordered, this means that subtasks of different
methods can be interleaved in a plan.  Thus in order to
prevent deleted-condition interactions, we need a way to
specify protected conditions.  However, since SHOP2
will plans for tasks in the order that they will later be
executed, we can get by with a rather simple protection
mechanism, rather than the more sophisticated
mechanisms used in partial-order HTN planners such as
O-PLAN [Currie and Tate, 1991; Tate, 1994], SIPE
[Wilkins, 1990], and UMCP [Erol et al., 1994]. To
accomplish this, SHOP2’s operator syntax is modified
beyond that of SHOP, to include the following way to
specify protected conditions.

Like SHOP’s operators, each SHOP2 operator
includes a task atom (which must be unifiable with a task
in order for the operator to be applicable to that task), a
“delete list” (which tells what atoms to delete from the
current state), and an “add list” (which tells what atoms
to add to the current state).  However, SHOP2 operators
can also include protection requests (to tell SHOP2 that
certain conditions should not be deleted) and protection
cancellations (to tell SHOP2 that it is now permissible to
delete those conditions).

For example, suppose we want to tell SHOP2 to
drive a truck from location p to location q, and prevent
the truck from being moved away from q. Then we would
write an operator that deletes “(at-truck p)”, adds “(at-
truck q)”, and adds a protection request for “(at-truck q)”.
Once we are ready to move the truck, another operator
can delete the protection request.

3.2 The SHOP2 Algor i thm
The SHOP2 planning algorithm is as follows, where S is the
current state, M is a partially ordered set of tasks, and L is a
list of protected conditions:

procedure SHOP2(S,M,L)
if M is empty then return NIL  endif
nondeterministically choose a task t in M that has no

predecessors
<r,R’> = reduction(S,t)
if r = FAIL then return  FAIL  endif
nondeterministically choose an operator instance o

applicable to r in S
S’ = the state produced from S by applying o to r
L’  = the protection list produced from L by applying o

to r
M’  = the partially ordered set of tasks produced from M

by replacing t with R’
P = SHOP2(S’,M’ ,L’ )
return  cons(o,P)

end SHOP2

procedure reduction(S,t)
if  t is a primitive task then return <t,NIL>
else if no method is applicable to t in S then

return <FAIL,NIL > endif
nondeterministically let m be any method applicable to

t in S
R = the decomposition (partially ordered set of tasks)

produced by m from t
r = any task in R that has no predecessors
<r’,R’ > = reduction(S,r)
if  r’  = FAIL then return <FAIL,NIL > endif
R’’  = the partially ordered set of tasks produced from R

by replacing r with R’
return <r ’ ,R’’>

end reduction

The proof that the SHOP2 algorithm is both sound
and complete is too long to include in this paper.
However, it is a relatively straightforward induction
proof, proceeding from the usual kind of definition of
what it means for something to be an HTN plan.

Probably the only complicating factor worth
mentioning here is the reason why REDUCE calls itself
recursively until it finds a primitive task. This is needed
in order to ensure that for all of the methods used to
produce that primitive task, the preconditions are
evaluated in the correct state of the world.

4 Implementation and Experiments
We implemented the SHOP2 algorithm by modifying the
Common-Lisp coding for the SHOP planning system.  As
we did with SHOP, we intend to make SHOP2 available
as freeware under the GNU public license.

For our experiments, we wanted to compare SHOP2
and SHOP on problem domains exemplifying two
different cases for the role of domain-dependent “global
reasoning” knowledge:
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•  Cases where such knowledge is somehow an intrinsic
requirement for generating plans efficiently.  We
chose the blocks world [Nilsson, 1980] as a problem
domain where such cases might be likely to occur.

•  Cases where such knowledge is necessitated only by
SHOP’s total ordering requirement.  As a domain in
which such cases would be likely, we chose the
logistics domain [Veloso, 1992].

For our comparisons, we built knowledge bases for
SHOP2 in the logistics and blocks-world domains, and
compared them to the knowledge bases that come with
the SHOP code.  For our tests we used a 400-MHz Power
Macintosh G4 with 256 MB of RAM, using Macintosh
Common Lisp 4.3.

In order to do these comparisons properly, one
concern was that in modifying the SHOP code to create
the SHOP2 code, we also made some significant
optimizations. Because of these optimizations, SHOP2
runs SHOP knowledge bases faster than SHOP does, so
we felt that running the SHOP2 code against the SHOP
code would be unfairly favorable to SHOP2.

To solve this problem, we utilized SHOP2’s upward-
compatibility with SHOP.  With some minor syntactical
changes, any SHOP knowledge base will run in
SHOP2—and running such a knowledge base in SHOP2
is equivalent to running the SHOP planning algorithm.
Thus for our tests, we used SHOP2 to run both the SHOP
knowledge base and the SHOP2 knowledge base.

4.1 Log ist ics  Problems
The SHOP knowledge base contains a complicated set of
instructions that tell SHOP how to reason globally about
the logistics-planning domain.  We could not figure out a
way to make any significant simplifications to this
knowledge base and still have it run in SHOP, except by
removing the domain knowledge and forcing SHOP to do
a brute-force search. However, it was relatively easy for
us to create a much simpler SHOP2 knowledge base,
consisting of instructions for how to transport an
individual package to its destination.  As can be seen
from Table 1, this resulted in a SHOP2 knowledge base
whos size was only about 26% of the size of the SHOP
knowledge base.

We compared the SHOP knowledge base with the
SHOP2 knowledge base on 110 randomly generated
logistics problems. The problems involved N packages to
be delivered, for N = 10, 15, …, 60.  There were 10
problems for each N, for a total of 110 problems.  In each
problem, the number of cities was no larger than N/2.
Each city contained three locations, one truck, and N/5 or
fewer airports.  For each package, the original location
and the destination location were randomly chosen and
were guaranteed to be different from each other.

As shown in Figure 1, SHOP2 ran about 4 times as
fast with the SHOP2 knowledge base as it did with the
SHOP knowledge base.  As shown in Figure 2, the two
knowledge bases created plans of nearly the same size,

but the ones generated by the SHOP knowledge base
were slightly shorter.

Table 1: Sizes of the SHOP and SHOP2 knowledge
bases for the logistics domain (counting each if-then
decomposition of a method as a separate method).

SHOP
knowledge base

SHOP2
knowledge base

Methods 50 10
Operators 7 7
Axioms 10 1
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Figure 1. CPU times for SHOP2 using the SHOP knowledge
base and the SHOP2 knowledge base, on 110 randomly
generated logistics problems.  The x-axis gives the problem
number, and the y-axis gives the CPU time.
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Figure 2. Sizes of the plans of Figure 1. The x-axis gives the
problem  number, and the y-axis gives the number of actions.

Table 2: Sizes of the SHOP and SHOP2 knowledge
bases for the blocks world (counting each if-then
decomposition of a method as a separate method).

SHOP
knowledge base

SHOP2
knowledge base

Methods 10 13
Operators 7 8
Axioms 1 5
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Figure 3. CPU times for SHOP2 using the SHOP knowledge
base and the SHOP2 knowledge base, on randomly generated
blocks-world problems. The x-axis gives the problem number,
and the y-axis gives the CPU time.
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Figure 4. Sizes of the plans of Figure 3. The x-axis gives the
problem number, and the y-axis gives the number of actions.

4.2 Blocks-World Problems
Just as before, the blocks-world knowledge base for

SHOP contains instructions for how to reason globally
about the planning process.  Just as before, we could not
think of any way to significantly reduce the size of this
knowledge base and still have it run in SHOP, other than
by removing the domain knowledge and forcing SHOP to
do a brute-force search.

As before, our objective for SHOP2 was to simplify
the knowledge base giving SHOP2 instructions for how
to move individual blocks.  However, we could not figure
out any way to do this without forcing SHOP2 to do a
brute-force search.  In fact, we suspect that “global”
domain-specific algorithms such as the ones discussed in
[Chenoweth, 1991; Gupta and Nau, 1991] may be the
only way to achieve efficient planning in the blocks
world.

We tried creating a SHOP2 knowledge base by
removing some of the total-ordering constraints and

bookkeeping operations from the SHOP knowledge base,
but this required us to add additional coding such as
protection requests and protection cancellations to handle
interleaving correctly. As shown in Table 2, the resulting
knowledge base was about 44% larger than the original
SHOP knowledge base.

We compared the performance of the two knowledge
bases on randomly blocks-world problems consisting of N=
5,10,…,100 blocks to be relocated. We generated five
problems for each value of N, for a total of 100 problems.
To build the initial and final states, we generated
configurations of blocks as follows:

•  First, put a block onto the table (thereby creating a
new tower).

•  For each block after the first one, if t is the number
of existing towers, then there are t+1 possible
locations for the new block: on top of any of the
existing towers, or on the table (thereby creating a
new tower).  Choose one of those locations at
random, with an equal probability for each choice.

As shown in Figure 3, the time taken by SHOP2
using the SHOP2 knowledge base varied greatly from
problem to problem.  On the average, SHOP2 needed
about 2.4 times as much time to generate plans with this
knowledge base as it did with the SHOP knowledge base.
As shown in Figure 4, the two knowledge bases created
plans of nearly the same size, but the ones generated by
the SHOP knowledge base were slightly shorter.

Discussion and Conclusions
We have described a new HTN planning algorithm, the
SHOP2 algorithm.  Like the SHOP planning algorithm,
the SHOP2 algorithm generates the steps of a plan in the
same order in which those steps are to be executed—but
unlike SHOP, SHOP2 allows the subtasks of each
method to be partially ordered.

SHOP2 runs SHOP knowledge bases faster than
SHOP does; and our test results show that in some cases
one can create knowledge bases for SHOP2 that are much
simpler than the ones needed by SHOP yet still allow
SHOP2 to run more quickly than SHOP.

We believe that the primary impact of our results is
to provide a way to obtain the same advantages ascribed
to the SHOP planning algorithm, while alleviating one of
SHOP’s primary drawbacks.  Below, we summarize what
those advantages and drawbacks are:

1. Planning for tasks in the order that those tasks will be
performed makes it possible to know the current state
of the world at each step in its planning process, which
makes it possible to incorporate significant reasoning
power into the planner’s precondition-evaluation
mechanism. Rather than just unifying preconditions
against current-state atoms, the SHOP2 system (like the
SHOP system) can perform Horn-clause inferences to
evaluate preconditions that are not directly mentioned
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in the current state, and its preconditions can
incorporate calls to the Lisp evaluator (e.g., to do
numeric computations or make queries to external
sources of information).

2. The combination of HTN decomposition (to focus the
search on the goal) and reasoning power in the
preconditions (to prune inapplicable methods and
operators from the search space) makes it possible to
write domain-dependent knowledge bases that provide
very efficient planning performance.  As an illustration
of what this means, when we tried to run Blackbox and
IPP on the suites of logistics problems and blocks-
world problems described above, we could not get them
to solve any of the problems in the test suites. In each
case, either they ran out of memory or else we had to
terminate them after they had run for more than 30
minutes of CPU time without finding solutions.

3. The primary drawback of any HTN planning system is
the effort needed to create a knowledge base of domain-
dependent information for the domain we want it to do
planning in.  In SHOP, this drawback is sometimes
worsened by SHOP’s restriction that the subtasks of
each method must be totally ordered, because this can
require the knowledge-base author to introduce global
reasoning into the planning domain that would not
otherwise be needed.  Our experimental results suggest
that in these cases, SHOP2 can plan more efficiently
than SHOP using knowledge bases much simpler than
those needed by SHOP.  In cases where such
knowledge bases cannot be created, SHOP2 can run
SHOP knowledge bases quicker than SHOP.

Some of our topics for future work include the
following: investigating additional ways to make the
SHOP2 algorithm more powerful and easier to use,
releasing the coding for SHOP2 as open-source software,
and using the SHOP2 algorithm as an embedded planning
algorithm in a real-world application.
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Abstract

In this article, we describe a possibilis-
tic/probabilistic conditional planner called
PTLplan. Being inspired by Bacchus and Ka-
banza’s TLplan, PTLplan is a progressive planner
that uses strategic knowledge encoded in a tem-
poral logic to reduce its search space. Actions
effects and sensing can be context dependent
and uncertain, and the information the planning
agent has at each point in time is represented as
a set of situations with associated possibilities or
probabilities. Besides presenting the planner itself
— its representation of actions and plans, and its
algorithm — we also provide some promising data
from performance tests.

1 Introduction
In this article, we describe a conditional planner called
PTLplan. A conditional planner does not presuppose that
there is complete information about the state of its environ-
ment at planning time, but that more information may be
available later due to sensing, and that this new information
can be used to make choices about how to proceed. Hence,
a conditional planner generates plans that may contain con-
ditional branches. In addition, PTLplan can handle degrees
of uncertainty, either in possibilistic or in probabilistic terms.
The “P” in PTLplan stands for exactly that.

PTLplan is a progressive (forward-chaining) planner; it
starts from an initial situation and applies actions to that and
subsequent resulting situations, until a situation where the
goal is satisfied is reached. Being progressive, PTLplan has
the disadvantage that the search space is potentially very large
even for small problems The advantage is that PTLplan can
reason from causes to effects, and always in the context of a
completely specified situation. The latter makes it possible to
apply a technique that can reduce the search space consider-
ably: the use of strategic knowledge that helps pruning away
unpromising plan prefixes.

PTLplan builds on a conditional planner ETLplan [Karls-
son, 2001], which in turn built on a sequential (non-
conditional) planner called TLplan [Bacchus and Kabanza,
1996; 2000] (“TL” stands for “temporal logic”). Two of the

features that makes TLplan interesting are its fairly expres-
sive first-order representation and its good performance due
to its use of strategic knowledge. The latter is indicated by
its outperforming most other comparable planners in empiri-
cal tests, as has been documented in [Bacchus and Kabanza,
2000]. ETLplan added two features to TLplan:

� The representation of actions and situations used in
ETLplan permitted actions that have sensing effects, that
is the agent may observe certain fluents (state variables).

� Based on these observations, the planning algorithm
could generate conditional plans.

In addition to these features, PTLplan also incorporates:

� Assignments of degrees of uncertainty, either in possi-
bilistic or probabilistic terms, to effects, observations
and situations/states.

� Based on these degrees, measures of how likely a plan
is to succeed or fail. In the absence of plans that are
completely certain to succeed, PTLplan is still capable
of finding plans that, although they may fail, are likely
enough to succeed.

PTLplan is the first progressive planner utilizing strategic
knowledge to incorporate the features mentioned above, and
as indicated by tests, it does so successfully. In the rest of the
article, we describe the plan representation of PTLplan, the
use of strategic knowledge and the planning algorithm, and
we also briefly provide some data from performance tests.

2 Related work

Planning in partially observable domains has been a hot topic
since the mid 90’s. There has been a good amount on work on
POMDPs (partially observable Markov decision processes),
see e.g. [Kaebling et al., 1998]. POMDPs typically utilize ex-
plicit enumerations of states, but there are also results on the
use of more compact propositional representations [Boutilier
and Poole, 1996]. Note that this work is on the more general
problem of generating policies that maximize utilities, and
not plans with sequences and branches that achieve goals.

One of the earliest conditional probabilistic systems orig-
inating from classical planning was the partial-order planner
C-BURIDAN [Draper et al., 1994], which had a performance
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which made in impractical for all but the simplest prob-
lems. The partial-order planner MAHINUR [Onder and Pol-
lack, 1999] improved considerably on C-BURIDAN by han-
dling contingencies selectively. MAHINUR focuses its efforts
on those contingencies that are estimated to have the greatest
impact on goal achievement. C-BURIDAN and MAHINUR
are regressive planners: they perform means-ends reasoning
from effects to causes.

WEAVER [Blythe and Veloso, 1997] is a system that iter-
ates between a classical planner and a probabilistic evaluator.
It can model stochastic exogenous events but not sensing.

C-MAXPLAN and ZANDER [Majercik and Littman, 1999]
are two conditional planners based on transforming propo-
sitional probabilistic planning problems to stochastic satisfi-
ability problems (E-MAJSAT and S-SAT, respectively). The
latter can be solved in a highly efficient manner, in particular
when certain pruning techniques are used. But, as pointed out
in [Majercik and Littman, 1999], the translation from plan-
ning problems to satisfiability problems can lead to blow-ups
in size and obscures the problem structure.

On the possibilistic side, there is Guéré’s and Alami’s con-
ditional planner [Guéré and Alami, 1999], which also has
been demonstrated to have a practical level of performance.
Their planner is based on Graph Plan [Blum and Furst, 1995].
It assumes that sensing actions are perfectly reliable and do
not have preconditions. Another Graph Plan derivative is
Sensing Graph Plan (SGP) [Weld et al., 1998], which can
deal with incomplete information but has no means for quan-
tifying uncertainty.

3 Representation
3.1 Uncertainty
PTLplan can represent uncertainty either using possibility
theory [Dubois and Prade, 1988] or probability theory, simply
by interpreting the connectives used as follows.1

Connective Possibility Probability Comment

 min � “and”
� max + “or”

Thus, PTLplan can be used both when one is only in-
terested in the relative likelihood of different facts and out-
comes, and when one has precise information about proba-
bilities.

3.2 Syntax: Fluents
The state of the world is described in terms of fluents (state
variables) and their values. A fluent-value formula has
the form f=v, denoting that the fluent f has the value v;
if the value is omitted, it is implicitly assumed to be T
(true). Examples of fluent-value formulae are door(d1)
and robot-at(table1)=F. A fluent formula is a logi-
cal combination of fluent-value-formulae using the standard
connectives and quantifiers. A fluent-assignment formula has
the form f:=v denoting that f is caused to have the value v;
e.g. robot-at(table1):=F.

1The probabilistic versions of the connectives are justified by the
fact that they are only applied to mutually exclusive and independent
situations or branches and Markovian transitions.

3.3 Syntax: Actions
An action schema consists of a tuple ha; P;Ri where a is the
action name, P is a precondition (a fluent formula) and R is
a set of result descriptions. Each result description r 2 R is a
tuple hC; p; E;Oi where

� C is a context condition (a fluent formula) that deter-
mines when (in what states) the result is applicable.

� p is the possibility or probability of the result.

� E is a set of fluent assignment formulae (f:=T or
f:=F) which specifies the effects of the result. We let
E+ denote the fluents with positive assignments in E
and we let E� be those with negative ones.

� O is a set of fluents f , denoting that the current value of
f is observed, and/or fluent-value-formulae f=v denot-
ing that f is (correctly or incorrectly) observed to have
the value v. These observations are assumed to be made
by the agent executing the plan.

Note that restrictions apply to the p values; the sum of the
p in applicable results must always be 1 for the probabilistic
case, and the maximum of the p must always be 1 for the
possibilistic case.

Example 1 The following are action schemas for the tiger
scenario (the scenario is due to [Kaebling et al., 1998]). There
are two doors, one to the left (ld) and one to the right (rd).
Behind one of them lurks a tiger, and behind the other there
is a reward. The fluent tiger(d) stands for that the tiger is
behind door d. Probabilities are used.

The agent can listen at the doors, and this gives a indication
of behind which door the tiger lurks. Unfortunately, there is a
15% chance of error. This is an action that yields observations
but no concrete effects.

act:listen()
pre:true

context p effects observations
res: (tiger(ld), 0.85, f g, ftiger(ld)=Tg),

(tiger(ld), 0.15, f g, ftiger(rd)=Tg),
(tiger(rd), 0.85, f g, ftiger(rd)=Tg),
(tiger(rd), 0.15, f g, ftiger(ld)=Tg)

The agent can open one of the doors, which either leads to the
reward (rew), or to tiger-induced death (dead).

act:open(?d)
pre:door(?d)

context p effects observations
res: (:tiger(?d),1.0, frew:=Tg, frew=Tg),

(tiger(?d), 1.0, fdead:=Tg, fdead=Tg)

3.4 Semantics: Situations and epistemic situations
We use a model of knowledge and action which is based on
the concepts of a situation and an epistemic situation. In
short, a situation describes one possible state of the world
at a given point in time, where time is defined in terms of
what actions has occurred. An epistemic situation, or e-
situation for short, is essentially a set of situations with as-
sociated possibilities/probabilities that describes the agent’s
knowledge at a point in time. In this PTLplan is similar
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to e.g. C-BURIDAN [Draper et al., 1994] which employs a
probability distribution over states. A transition relation res
over situations provides the temporal dimension; the transi-
tions are due to applications of actions. The global possibil-
ity/probability of a situation s is denoted p(s). This represents
the possibility/probability that some given choice of actions
(plan) will lead to s. The global possibility/probability p(s)
of an e-situation is computed from those of its constituents:
p(s) =

L
s2s

p(s). The local possibility/probability pl(s) of
a situation s is obtained by normalizing relative to its con-
taining e-situation s: pl(s) = p(s)=p(s). This represents the
possibility/probability the agent assigns to s inside s.

The state state(s) of a situation s is a mapping from fluents
to values (i.e. a set of fluents), and the observation set obs(s)
is a set of fluent-value-pairs hf; vi. We impose the constraint
that all situations in an e-situation s should have the same
observation set; we denote this set by obs(s).

Example 2 The initial e-situation for the tiger scenario has
no observations (obs= f g), but contains two situations with
associated probabilities and states. In one situation where p =

0:5, the tiger is behind the left door, and in the other, where
p = 0:5, it is behind the right door.

obs= f g

0.5: ftiger(ld),door(ld),door(rd) g
0.5: ftiger(rd),door(ld),door(rd) g

3.5 Semantics: results of actions
The results of an operator/actionA in a situation is defined as
follows: for each result description hCi; pi; Ei; Oii, if context
condition Ci is true in s then there is a situation s0 resulting
from s (i.e. res(s; s0)) where the effects in Ei occur (i.e.
state(s0) = (state(s)[E+

i
)nE�

i
) and the observations inOi

are made (if f 2 Oi and f has value v in s, or if "f=v" 2 Oi,
then hf; vi 2 obs(s0)). Finally, p(s0) = p(s) 
 pi. For an
epistemic situation s, the result of an action A is determined
by applying A to the different situations s 2 s as above, and
then partitioning the resulting situations into new e-situations
according to their observation sets.

Example 3 We attempt to apply some different actions
to the initial e-situation. Applying open(ld) yields
the following two new e-situations (“. . . ” stands for
“door(ld),door(rd)”):

obs= fdead=T g
0.5: ftiger(ld),dead,. . .g

obs= frew=T g
0.5: ftiger(rd),rew,. . .g

Applying listen() to the initial e-situation yields the fol-
lowing two new e-situations:

obs= ftiger(ld)=Tg
0.425: ftiger(ld),. . .g
0.075: ftiger(rd),. . .g

obs= ftiger(rd)=Tg
0.425: ftiger(rd),. . .g
0.075: ftiger(ld),. . .g

Note how the resulting situations are partitioned into e-
situations based on their observations.

3.6 Syntax: Conditional plans
Plans in PTLplan are conditional. This means that there can
be points in the plans where the agent can choose between dif-
ferent ways to continue the plan depending on some explicit
condition. Therefore, in addition to the sequencing plan op-
erator (;), we introduce a conditional operator (cond). The
syntax of a conditional plan is as follows:

plan ::= success j fail j action; plan j

cond branch*
branch ::= (cond: plan)
action ::= action-name(args)

A condition cond is a conjunction of fluent-value formulae.
The conditions for a branch should be exclusive and exhaus-
tive relative to the potential e-situations at that point in the
plan. Success denotes predicted plan success, and fail
denotes failure.

Example 4 The following is a plan which is a solution to the
tiger scenario (see example 6 for how it could be generated).

listen();
cond(tiger(rd)=T : open(ld);

cond(rew=T:success)(dead=T:fail))
(tiger(ld)=T : open(rd);
cond(rew=T:success)(dead=T:fail))

3.7 Semantics: Application of conditional plans
The application of a plan to an epistemic situation si results
in a set of new e-situations. First, the application of an ac-
tion a to si is defined as in section 3.5. Next, the application
of a sequence a;p is defined as applying the first action a
to si, and then the rest of the plan p to each of the result-
ing e-situations. Finally, the application of a conditional plan
element cond (c1:p1): : :(cn:pn) is defined as an appli-
cation of the branch pj whose context condition cj matches
with obs(si) (there should only be one such branch).

This concludes how actions and plans are represented in
PTLplan. Next, we proceed to investigate how strategic
knowledge can be represented and used.

4 Strategic knowledge
In order to eliminate unpromising plan prefixes and reduce
the search space, PTLplan (and TLplan and ETLplan before
it) utilizes strategic knowledge. This strategic knowledge is
encoded as expressions (search control formulae) in an ex-
tension of first-order linear temporal logic (LTL) [Emerson,
1990] and is used to determine when a plan prefix should
not be explored further. One example could be the condition
“never pick up an object and then immediately drop it again”.
If this condition is violated, that is evaluates to false in
some e-situation, the plan prefix leading there is not explored
further and all its potential continuations are cut away from
the search tree. A great advantage of this approach is that
one can write search control formulae without any detailed
knowledge about how the planner itself works; it is sufficient
to have a good understanding about the problem domain.

LTL is based on a standard first-order language consisting
of predicate symbols, constants and function symbols and the
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Algorithm Progress(f,s)
Case:

1: f = Kf1 : f
+ :=

8<
:

true if K � (1�
L

s2S�
pl(s))

where S� = fs 2 sjs j= :f1g;
false otherwise

2: f = O(f1=v) : f+ :=

�
true if hf1; vi 2 obs(s);
false otherwise

3: f = Gf1 : f
+ :=

�
true if s j= f1 for all s 2 G;
false otherwise

4: f = f1 ^ f2 : f
+ := Progress(f1; s)^

Progress(f2; s)
5: f = :f1 : f

+ := :Progress(f1; s)
6: f = f1 : f

+ := f1
7: f = f1Uf2 : f

+ := Progress(f2; s)_
(Progress(f1; s) ^ f)

8: f = 3f1 : f
+ := Progress(f1; s) _ f

9: f = 2f1 : f
+ := Progress(f1; s) ^ f

10: f = 8x[f1] : f
+ :=

V
c2U

Progress(f1(x=c); s)
11: f = 9x[f1] : f

+ :=
W

c2U
Progress(f1(x=c); s)

Return f+

Figure 1: The PTLplan progression algorithm.

usual connectives and quantifiers. In addition, there are four
temporal modalities: U (until), 2 (always), 3 (eventually),
and  (next). In LTL, these modalities are interpreted over
a sequence of situations, starting from the current situation.
For the purpose of PTLplan, we can interpret them over a se-
quence/branch of epistemic situations B = hs1; s2; : : :i and
a current epistemic situation si in that sequence. The expres-
sion �1U�2 means that �2 holds in the current or some fu-
ture e-situation, and in all e-situations inbetween �1 holds;
2� means that � holds in this and all subsequent e-situations;
3�means that � holds in this or some subsequent e-situation;
and � means that � holds in the next e-situation si+1.

In addition to the temporal modal operators from LTL,
PTLplan also uses a goal operator G, which is useful for refer-
ring to the goal in search control formulae. We let G' denote
that it is among the agent’s goals to achieve the fluent formula
'. Semantically, this modality will be interpreted relative to a
set of goal states G, i.e. the set of states that satisfy the goal.
We also introduce two new modal operators: K' (“knows”)
means that the necessity/probability that the fluent formula
' is true in the current e-situation exceeds some prespecified
threshold K, given the information the agent has; and Of=v
denotes that f is observed to have the value v in the current
e-situation. We restrict fluent formulae to appear only inside
the K, G and (for fluent-value formulae) O operators.

We can now define the semantics of these modal operators
relative to a branch B of epistemic situations, a current epis-
temic situation si, a variable assignment V , and a set of goal
states G, as follows.

� (B; si; V;G) j= �1U�2 iff there exists a j � i such that
(B; sj ; V;G) j= �2 and for all k such that i � k < j,
(B; sk; V;G) j= �1.

� (B; si; V;G) j= 2� iff for all j � i, (B; sj ; V;G) j= �.

Algorithm PTLplan(s; f; g; A; �)
1. If s j= g then return hsuccess; p(s); 0i.
2. Let f+ := Progress(f; s);

if f+ = false then return hfail; 0; p(s)i.
3. For the actions ai 2 A whose preconditions

are satisfied in all s 2 s do:
a. Let S+ = Apply(ai; s).
b. For each s+

j
2 S+,

let hP 0

j
; succ0

j
; fail0

j
i := PTLplan(s+

j
; f; g; A; �).

c. If (
L

j
fail0

j
) � 1� � then

let conti = hfail; 0; p(s)i.
d. If jS+j = 1, let conti = ha1 ;P 0

1; succ
0

1; fail
0

1i.
Otherwise let conti = hPi; succi; failii where
Pi = ai;(cond(c01:P

0

1)...(c
0

n
:P 0

n
)),

succi = (
L

j
succ0

j
), faili = (

L
j
fail0

j
)

and each c0
i
=
V
ff=v j hf; vi 2 obs(s+

i
)g.

4. Return the conti = hPi; succi; failii with the lowest
faili, provided faili < (1� �), or otherwise
return hfail; 0; p(s)i.

Figure 2: The PTLplan planning algorithm.

� (B; si; V;G) j= 3� iff there exists a j � i such that
(B; sj ; V;G) j= �.

� (B; si; V;G) j= � iff (B; si+1; V;G) j= �.

� (B; si; V;G) j= G' iff for all s 2 G, (s; V ) j= '.

� (B; si; V;G) j= K' iff K � 1 � (
L

s2S�
pl(s)) where

S� = fs 2 sij(s; V ) j= :'g.

� (B; si; V;G) j= Of=v iff hf; vi 2 obs(si).
The interpretation ofK' is motivated by the fact that in possi-
bility theory, necessity is defined as Nec(') = 1�Pos(:'),
and in probability theory P (') = 1� P (:').

In order to efficiently evaluate control formulas, PTLplan
incorporates a progression algorithm (similar to the ones of
TLplan and ETLplan) that takes as input a formula f and an
e-situation and returns a formula f+ that is “one step ahead”,
i.e. corresponds to what remains to evaluate of f in subse-
quent e-situations. It is shown in figure 1. (The goal states
G in case 3 are fixed for a given planning problem and need
not be passed along.) Note that the algorithm assumes that all
quantifiers range over a finite universe U .

Example 5 The following is a control formula stating that a
robot should never pick an object up and then drop it imme-
diately again, i.e. hold it only one moment.

2:(K(:9x[robot-holds(x)])^
(K(9x[robot-holds(x)])^

K(:9x[robot-holds(x)])))
(1)

5 The planning algorithm
PTLplan is a progressive planner, which means that it starts
from an initial e-situation and then tries to sequentially ap-
ply actions until an e-situation where the goal is satisfied is
reached. The algorithm is shown in figure 2. It takes as in-
put an e-situation s, a search control formula f , a goal for-
mula g (with a K), a set of actions A and a success thresh-
old � (the failure threshold is 1 � �). It returns a triple
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hplan; succ; faili containing a conditional plan, a degree
(possibility/probability) of success, and a degree of failure. It
is initially called with the given initial e-situation and a search
control formula.

Step 1 checks if the goal is satisfied in s, if this is the case
it returns the possibility/probability p(s) of s . Step 2 pro-
gresses the search control formula; if it evaluates to false,
the plan prefix leading to this e-situation is considered un-
promising and is not explored further. In step 3, we con-
sider the different applicable actions. For each such action,
we obtain a set of new e-situations (a). We then continue to
plan from each new e-situation separately (b). For those sub-
plans thus obtained, if the combined possibility/probability of
failure is above the failure threshold, we simply return a fail
plan (c). If there was a single new e-situation, we return a
simple sequence starting with the chosen action (d). Other-
wise, we add to the chosen action a conditional plan segment
where branches are constructed as follows. The conditions
are derived from the different observations of the different e-
situations, and the sub-plans are those obtained in (b). The
success and failure degrees of this new plan are computed by
combining those of the individual sub-plans. In step 4, finally,
we return the best of those plans (i.e. the one with the least
failure degree) found in step 3, or a fail plan if the degree of
failure is too high.

Example 6 To give a feel for the operation of PTLplan, we
go through the tiger scenario. The actions are defined as in
example 1, and the initial e-situation is as in example 2. There
is one search control formula:2

f = 2(K(:dead)) (2)

Finally, the goal is:

g = K(rew ^ :dead) (3)

This goal should be achieved with a probability of at least
� = 0:8, giving a failure threshold of 0:2.

1. From the initial e-situation, the applicable actions are
open(ld), open(rd) and listen().

2. We first apply open(ld), resulting in the e-situations
described in the first half of example 3.
(a) Continuing planning from the first of these e-
situations, the condition 2(K(:dead)) after pro-
gression evaluates to false, so this branch yields
hfail; 0; 0:5i (plan, success degree,failure degree); see
step 2 in the algorithm.
(b) In the second one, the goal is achieved, yielding
hsuccess; 0:5; 0i.
Thus, the combined probability of failure is 0 � 0:5 =

0:5, which is above the failure threshold (step 3.c).

3. Applying open(rd) gives a similar outcome.

4. Applying listen() to the initial e-situation yields the
two e-situations from the second half of example 3.
(a) Continuing from the first new e-situation, we
eventually find that choosing open(rd) leads

2The same effect could be achieved by including :dead in the
preconditions of the actions, but we encode it as a search control
formula to have the opportunity to see one in action.

Problem SC No SC Other planners
Tiger 0.5 0.002 0.008 0.01 ZANDER
Tiger 0.85 0.008 0.05 0.02 d:o
Tiger 0.939 0.07 0.20 0.08 d:o
Coffee 0.05 11.82 2.73 MAHINUR
Ask-coffee 0.16 13.06 769.20 ZANDER
Cold-room 0.56 556.80 11.78 Guéré-Alami

Figure 3: Some solution times for different scenarios, in CPU
seconds. SC = “search control formulae were used”.

to success with a degree of 0.425: hopen(rd);
cond(rew=T:success)(dead=T:fail);
0:425; 0:075i

(b) Continuing from the second one, we find that choos-
ing open(ld) leads to success with a probability
of 0.425: hopen(ld);cond(rew=T:success)
(dead=T:fail); 0:425; 0:075i.
Combining the branches from (a) and (b) and append-
ing them to listen(), finally, yields the plan shown
in example 4, with 0.85 and 0.15 as probabilities of suc-
cess/failure.

6 Implementation and experiments
PTLplan has been implemented in Allegro CommonLisp,
and uses a breath first search method involving detection of
previously visited situations. The performance of PTLplan
has been tested on some scenarios encountered in the lit-
erature. All tests were performed on a 300 MHz Pentium
II. Table 3 presents the results of the experiments. Note
that the use of search control formulae has a considerable
impact, in particular in the three last scenarios. We also
include some results documented for some other planners
[Majercik and Littman, 1999; Onder and Pollack, 1999;
Guéré and Alami, 1999] in order to give some rough indi-
cation about the relative merits of PTLplan.3

The tiger scenario was solved for success probabilities
� = 0:5; 0:85; 0:939. Only the marginally helpful control
formula in example 6 was used. The coffee robot scenario
[Boutilier and Poole, 1996; Onder and Pollack, 1999] in-
volves a robot that is to go to a cafe in order to buy coffee
with cream and sugar, and then bring the coffee back to the
office. If it is raining (50% chance) the robot has to bring
an umbrella along, otherwise not. A conjunction of 6 search
control formulae were used in this scenario. The solution plan
had two branches; the longest one had 8 steps. In the asking
coffee robot scenario [Majercik and Littman, 1999], the robot
does not have to bother about cream and sugar, but has to ask
the user whether he wants coffee (50% chance). The solution
had 4 branches. The cold-room scenario is a more complex,
possibilistic scenario from [Guéré and Alami, 1999] involv-
ing a poorly illuminated table with two test tubes. A robot

3Unfortunately, the lack of agreed-upon, standard scenarios
for conditional probabilistic/possibilistic planning makes systematic
comparisons difficult. Also note that differences in hardware, small
variations in how the scenarios were encoded etc, could account for
some of the differences.
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should move the red tube to a second table in a cold-room.
A conjunction of 8 search control formulae were used in this
scenario, and one of them is shown in example 5. The solu-
tion plan involved going to a third well-illuminated table to
ensure that the correct test tube was picked up. It had two
branches; the longest one had 14 steps.

7 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented work on the planner
PTLplan. It is a progressive planner which utilizes strate-
gic knowledge to reduce its search space. We have described
PTLplan’s fairly rich representation: actions with context-
dependent and uncertain effects and observations, and plans
with conditional branches. The semantics of this representa-
tion is based on associating different possible situations with
degrees of possibility or probability. We have also described
the planning algorithm and how we utilize a temporal logic
to encode search control knowledge that can be used to prune
unpromising branches in the search tree. PTLplan is based on
TLplan [Bacchus and Kabanza, 2000] and ETLplan [Karls-
son, 2001]. The novel contribution of PTLplan is the intro-
duction of uncertainty into the context of progressive plan-
ning with strategic knowledge.

In this paper, we have also given some brief but quite
promising performance data on PTLplan, indicating that it
compares favorably to other probabilistic/possibilistic condi-
tional planners. Yet, more remains to be done, both in order to
improve the performance of PTLplan, and to evalute it more
systematically, in particular on larger scenarios. Finally, we
are now working on integrating PTLplan with a robotic sys-
tem capable of action and perception [Coradeschi and Saf-
fiotti, 2001].
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One action is enough to plan
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Abstract

We describe a new practical domain independent
task planner, called ShaPer, specially designed to
deal efficiently with large problems.
ShaPer performs in two steps. In the first step, exe-
cuted off-line for a given domain subclass1, ShaPer
explores and builds a compact representation of the
state space called the shape graph. The main con-
tribution of ShaPer is its ability to “resist” to com-
binatorial explosion thanks to the manipulation of
sets of similar state descriptions called shapes. The
shape graph is then used by ShaPer to answer very
efficiently to planning requests.
A first version of the planner has been imple-
mented. It has been tested on several well known
benchmark domains. The results are very promis-
ing when compared with the most efficient planners
from AIPS-2000 competition.

1 Introduction
In the stream of research that aims to speed up practical task
planners, we propose a new approach to efficiently deal with
large problems. Even though task planners have made very
substantial progress over the last years, they are still limited in
their use. Indeed, they are sometimes overwhelmed by very
simple or even trivial problems. Our motivation stems also
from the fact that there are domains which heavily influence
the “structure” of the task state space; learning such a “struc-
ture” will certainly help in building efficiently a solution for
a problem of the domain subclass

1. Our aim is to develop
a domain independent planner that will exhibit and learn the
“structure” of a given domain subclass. The main difficulty
(and the key contribution) in this framework is to face the
combinatorial problem of the task space exploration.

In order to solve larger problems, all planners in the liter-
ature try to prune the state space. To do this, there are sev-
eral ways: a first solution consists in having a “good met-
rics” of the domain in order to guide the search (heuris-

1In this paper, we call a domain subclass the set of planning prob-
lems defined by a set of operators and a set of objects. For example,
the 10-blocks-world is a subclass of the blocks-world domain. The
20-blocks is another subclass of the same domain.

tics). The heuristics can be automatically computed (do-
main independent planning - e.g. [Bonet and Geffner, 1999;
Hoffmann, 2000]) or given by the user (domain dependent
planning - e.g. [Doherty and Kvarnstrom, 1999]).

A second way consists in restricting the search to a super-
set of accessible states from the initial state; such restriction
allows to reduce the search space during the backward plan-
ning process (e.g. the graph expansion of GraphPlan [Blum
and Furst, 1997]).

A third way involves the analysis of the domain “structure”
like invariant (e.g. [Gerevini and Schubert, 1998]), type de-
tection, problem decomposition or problem symmetries (e.g.
[Fox and Long, 1998; 1999]).

We would like is to develop a new, complete and domain
independent method to efficiently solve large problems. To
do so, we both restrict the search space through a set of acces-
sible states and deal with a large class of domain symmetries
(represented by states which have the same shape2).

For instance, the ferry problem overwhelms classical plan-
ners because of the very high number of possible applica-
ble actions (which may create many redundant states) even
though moving one car or another has the same result for the
goal. However, it appears clearly that the state space is highly
redundant: there is only 2n + 1 distinguishable shapes for
n cars. Dealing with such shapes will certainly increase the
planner capabilities by reducing the search space in a drastic
manner.

ShaPer3 is a new planner which is able to detect all dif-
ferent shapes of the state space for a given domain subclass.
This method is composed of two steps: first the planner builds
a shape graph of the domain subclass. This step is per-
formed off-line and only once for a given domain subclass,
e.g. ShaPer builds the shape graph for the subclass of ferry
domain with 50 cars. Then, ShaPer is able to solve on-line
any planning problem in this class by connecting two shape
graphs. As we will see, the connection makes use of only one
action; this ensures the efficiency of the solution extraction
step.

The next section explains how to build such shape graph.
Section 3 presents an expansion algorithm that guarantee

2The shape of a state, defined more precisely in the next section,
can be viewed as a partially instantiated state pattern.

3Shape based Planner
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ShaPer completeness. We then describe the solution extrac-
tion process (section 4). A first version of the planner has
been implemented and has produced very promising results.
All sections are illustrated by examples obtained by running
such an implementation. The last section presents and dis-
cusses a number of tests which are compared with some of
the best current planners (from AIPS-2000 competition).

2 The Shape Graph: G
A planning problem is usually expressed as a triple (O; I;J )
where O corresponds to the set of instantiated actions, I the
initial state and J the goal. In the STRIPS [Fikes and Nils-
son, 1971] formalism, an action o 2 O is described by its pre-
conditions Po (Po � S means that o is applicable to the state
S), its Addlist Ao and its Dellist Do. Applying the operator o
from state S results in the new state o(S) � (S�Do)[Ao. A
state is an instantiated predicate set according to the closed-
world assumption.

The purpose of this section is to present the shape graph
construction process (only extract “relevant” states). This
state space exploration is performed off-line and once only
for each domain subclass from a valid state Sbegin.

Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to the STRIPS framework,
there is a priori no mean to check if a state is valid or not,
except by applying a valid sequence of action to a valid one
(Sbegin - user-defined).

This is the reason why the shape graph is an accessibility
graph G. Now, the main difficulty comes from the combina-
torial explosion of states and applicable actions; this is why
we build a graph that only contains “relevant” states.

2.1 Relevant states

The relevance of a state is defined according to the state de-
scription of the current graph G. A state S is relevant (i.e. it
“augments” G with new information ) iff there exists no g 2 G
such that g is a substitution � of S: �(g) = S (i.e. the state
g can be instantiated by a variable permutation �). Consider
for instance the two blocks-world states g and S:

A
B Cstate S:

A
B Cstate g:

with g = fClear(A);On(A;B);OnTable(B); Clear(C);
OnTable(C)g and S = fClear(A); OnTable(B); Clear(B);
OnTable(C); On(A;C)g.

The state g where A is substituted toA, B to C and C to B
is equal to S (� = fA=A;C=B;B=Cg). In this case, g and S
are said to have the same shape4.

When S has the same shape as g, we can conclude that all
shapes accessible from g are also accessible from S: if P is a
sequence of action applicable to g, then �(P ) is applicable to
S and (�(P ))(S) = �(P (g)). Developing the state S is then
not informative: S does not lead to a new shape.

4In order to prevent possible misunderstandings due to the previ-
ous figure, let us emphasize on the fact that a shape does not charac-
terize a tower, but more generally the structure of a planning problem
(i.e. there exists a substitution between S and g).

Build Graph(O,Sbegin)
To Dev fSbeging
G  fSbeging
While To Dev 6= � do
s pop(To Dev)

For each o 2 O such that Po � s do
If 9g 2 G and 9� such that o(s) = �(g) Then

If o(s) = g Then
Add the edge (s; g) to G

Else
Mark s in G with � and g

Else
Add the vertex o(s) and the edge (s; o(s)) to G
To Dev To Dev [ fo(s)g

Table 1: Build the shape graph G.

2.2 Building the shape graph G

In order to reduce the graph size, we only develop relevant
states. The algorithm, presented in table 1, is similar to a
breadth-first search algorithm. Relevant states are sequen-
tially developed by applying all possible actions o. The algo-
rithm detects links to other substitutions as well as cycles in a
given substitution (when o(s) = g); in this case, a new edge
is added.

In the case of a non-identical substitution �, we keep in s

the name of the corresponding shape in G and �. Owing to the
relation o(s) = �(g), the accessibility from s to o(s) can be,
if necessary, quickly retrieved. Indeed, several substitutions
may produce the same result because of the commutativity of
the logical and, i.e. �(g) = �

0(g) does not imply � = �
0.

2.3 An example

The graph construction algorithm is illustrated by figure 1
with an example from the gripper domain. The goal is to
move 3 balls from table T1 to table T2. To do this, the robot
is able to pick and place a ball and to move from a table
to the other. The robot has two arms. The graph expan-
sion begins with the valid state S1 (all three balls are on T1

and the robot is near T1). Four actions are applicable to S1:
Pick(X;T1), Pick(Y; T1), Pick(Z; T1) and move(T1 ; T2);
as shown on figure 1 Pick(X;T1)(S1) = S2 and
move(T1; T2)(S1) = S3. We can note that Pick(Y; T1)(S1)
is not added to the graph, since there exists a substitution
� = fY=X;X=Y; Z=Z; T1=T1; T2=T2; gl=gl; gr=grg

5 such
that �(S2) = Pick(Y; T1)(S1). Similarly, there exists a sub-
stitution between Pick(Z; T1)(S1) and S2; we note it on the
figure by a dashed line to S2. Then S2 is developed in S4 and
S5 and so on . . .

The graph G finally contains nine vertices which model all
possible shapes accessible from the valid state S1.

5Note that in this example, even through the substitution only
permutes balls X , Y andZ , the substitution � must contain gl (grip-
per left), gr (gripper right) and the two tables T1 and T2 because
they are variables too. See for instance the state S9 which has the
same shape as the state S8 when the robot takes a ball.
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Figure 1: Build the shape graph G.

2.4 G and the state space
This method makes it possible to drastically reduce the size of
the state space when the domain contains many (functionally
similar) “objects” (variables with possible substitutions). In-
deed, in the blocks-world and in the gripper domain, the state
space grows exponentially comparing to the shape graph size
as shown table 2.

As mentioned previously, ShaPer needs a valid state,
Sbegin, to build the graph G. Although G contains all shapes
accessible from Sbegin, in the case of a disjoint state space,
ShaPer is unable to construct graphs from the other connected
components of state space (their states are not accessible).
Therefore, the user must give one state per connexity; other-
wise, the shape of Sinit (the initial state of a planning prob-
lem) might not be present inG, which will constraint the plan-
ner to generate a complementary shape graph from Sinit dur-
ing the on-line process.

2.5 A first step through solution extraction
To perform efficient on-line solution extraction, ShaPer takes
advantage of the shape graph G built off-line. Three steps are
necessary to find a plan: first, generate the graph Ginit (resp.

problem state space size G size
blocks-world
3 blocks 13 3
4 blocks 73 5
5 blocks 501 7
6 blocks 4051 11
7 blocks 41413 15

gripper
3 balls 88 9
4 balls 256 12
5 balls 704 15
6 balls 1856 18

Table 2: Growth of the state space comparing to the G size.
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Figure 2: Extract a solution by connecting Ginit and Ggoal.

Ggoal) associated to the initial state Sinit (resp. Sgoal). Then
ShaPer searches for one action o 2 O that connects Ginit with
Ggoal via si and sg (si 2 Ginit,sg 2 Ggoal and sg = o(si)).
Finally it is enough to find a path from Sinit to si in Ginit and
from sg to Sgoal in Ggoal .

To better understand this intuitive algorithm, let us explain
it through the 3-balls-gripper example. There are three balls,
two tables and two grippers; initially balls A and B are on
table T1 and the ball C is in the left gripper near table T2.
This state has the same shape as S5 of the figure 1 where
fC=X;A=Y;B=Zg. The goal is to obtain the three balls on
T2. To do so, we instantiate the shape graph G with the ini-
tial state substitution (resp. goal) and obtain the graph Ginit
(resp. Ggoal). Then the algorithm looks for one action which
connects a state of Ginit to a state of Ggoal, as illustrated by
figure 2 with the action Take(B; gr ; T1).

3 G and completeness
The method, for solution extraction (proposed in the previous
section) is generally very efficient, however in specific case,
it is not always possible to connect the two graphs with a
single action. To obtain a solution, the planner may need to
connect several substitutions of the graph G; but looking for
such transitions may be as costly as planning “from scratch”.

Fortunately, we can compute off-line a meta-graph H
which contains all necessary substitutions of G to solve any
instance of the problem (from the learned domain) in only
one action (between Hinit and Ggoal).

3.1 H: a meta-graph of G
In order to ensure the completeness for our method, we pro-
pose an expansion algorithm of the graph G to H. The main
idea is the following: if all substitutions accessible from
Sbegin are accessible from H too, then there exists an action
o 2 O which connects Hinit to Ggoal.

To perform such expansion, we begin with H = G. H
must contain all graph G that allow to connect graph G0 such
that G0 is not directly connected to H. For each o(h) (with
h 2 H and o(h) =2 H), generate the graph Go(h). For each
o
0(g) (with g 2 Go(h) and o

0(g) =2 Go(h)), check if Go0(g)

is directly accessible from H; if it is not the case, then add
Go(h) to H. This algorithm stops when H becomes invariant.
In other words, H corresponds to the “transitive closure” of
G in terms of substitutions.
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Figure 3: The graph G for 4-blocks-
world domain restricted to 3 stacks.
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3.2 An expansion example
To better understand this expansion, we illustrate it on the
4-blocks-world domain restricted to three stacks. Figure 3
presents the shape graph G and its substitutions (e.g. S

0

4 is
a substitution of the state S4). Intuitively, to reverse blocks
Z and T in this domain, it is necessary to use two substitu-
tions of S4; so find a solution with only one action may be
impossible only by using G.

To expand G presented in figure 3, ShaPer must examine
states S1

4 , S1
2 , S2

4 , S3
4 , S2

2 and S
1
3 (states which leave G). De-

veloping G0, the shape graph from S
1
4 , allows to generate G00

via S
1
4

0

(see figure 4). Note that there does not exist any ac-
tion to connect a state of G to a state of G00; this means that
G0 allows to access to new substitutions. Consequently, it is
added to H. The graph presented in figure 5 corresponds to
the invariant of H after having examined all the other states.

Naturally, all the graphs included in H differ only by a
substitution. Therefore, H can be expressed by only using
substitutions and G, e.g. in figure 5, H is described by two
substitutions on G.

4 Solution extraction
G and H being computed off-line, ShaPer performs on-line
plan extraction for any possible problem from the learned do-
main by searching for one action.

Extract Solution(O,G,H,Sinit ,Sgoal)
Find � and g 2 G such that Sinit = �(g)

Hinit = �(H) /* InstantiateH with � */
Ggoal = �(G) with Sgoal = �(g

0
)

cost 0

While not examine all states ofH do
For each substitutions � ofH do

For each triple (s; g00
; �) of �(G) do

/* 9o 2 O:o(s) = �(g
00
) � a substitution */

/* and (s; g00
) 2 G2 */

If C(Sinit ! s) + 1 + C(o(s)! Sgoal) = cost

Then If o(s) = �(g
00
) Then

return the plan: Plan(Sinit ! s), o,
Plan(o(s)! Sgoal)

cost cost+ 1

return: No solution

Table 3: Algorithm for solution extraction

4.1 An efficient algorithm

Table 3 presents the three-steps algorithm used to extract a
plan from an initial state Sinit to Sgoal . As the graph G is
computed off-line, it is also possible to compute the best path
for any couple of vertices in G. Let P lan(g1; g2) be the op-
timal plan from g1 to g2 in G and C(g1; g2) the number of
actions of this plan. Considering the cost C, it is possible
to find the best solution using only two shape graphs and one
action. Indeed, the algorithm examines iteratively all possible
connections, ordered by an increasing cost (the cost is defined
by C(Sinit; s) + 1+C(o(s); Sgoal)). Such procedure makes
it possible to obtain non-optimal, because of the graph learn-
ing, but good solutions. This is illustrated by the number of
plan steps in the results presented in table 4.

Figure 6 shows an example of a solution extraction in 4-
blocks-world domain restricted to three stacks. First, ShaPer
instantiates the graph H with the initial state (�init =
fD=X;B=Y;A=Z;C=Tg) obtaining Hinit, and G with the
goal (�goal = fD=X;C=Y;B=Z;A=Tg) obtaining Ggoal.
Then, in order to find a connection between Hinit and Ggoal,
the algorithm examines (following an increasing cost) the
states S

1
4 . . .S1

3 and S
1
4
0 . . .S1

3
0 (see figure 3) and finds

S4
0 ! S

3
4

0 as first connection. Then, to build a valid
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Figure 6: A solution extraction example in 4-blocks-world
domain restricted to three stacks
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plan, it is enough to find a plan in Hinit and a plan in
Ggoal. Thus, the plan extracted by ShaPer is the follow-
ing: [MoveToTable(D,B), Move(B,A,D), MoveToTable(A,C)],
Move(B,D,A), [MoveFromTable(C,B)].

4.2 Bounds for Computation Time and plan length
Having the shape graph computed off-line leads to an in-
teresting property: the solution extraction algorithm is time
bounded and the plans have a known maximal length.

Indeed, the algorithm presented in table 3 examines iter-
atively a set of triples (s; g00; �) of � (G). The test consists
in checking equality between two states. As H is computed
off-line, we know in advance how many triples there are, e.g.
for 15 blocks there are only 7186 triples. Consequently, we
can compute an upper limit for the on-line solution extraction
computation time.

In the same way, we can compute an upper limit n for the
longest pathP inG. The length of the longest plan (maximum
number of plan steps) will then be bounded by 2n+ 1.

The results, presented in table 4, include a max column for
number-of-steps and computation time bounds.

4.3 Completeness
This subsection present the main ideas to prove the complete-
ness of ShaPer in informal way.

For a substitution �, �(A [ B) = �(A) [ �(B) and
�(A\B) = �(A)\�(B). So we can demonstrate the follow-
ing theorem: �(o(s)) = (�(o))(�(s)) with o being an action
applicable to the state s6.

The algorithm to build G ensures that for any state s in G
and any action o such that o(s) =2 G, there exists a substitution
� of a state g of G with o(s) = �(g). Then it is possible to
demonstrate that G contains all accessible shapes. Given s 2
G and e = o(s) =2 G. Suppose that e allows to access to the
state s0 = o

0(e) which has a new shape. From G definition,
9� ^ g 2 G:�(g) = e. The action �

�1(o0) is applicable to
g; if ��1(o0)(g) =2 G then 9�0(g0) = �

�1(o0)(g) such that
�(��1(o0)(g)) = o

0(�(g)) = o
0(e) and � � �0(g0) = o

0(e) so
g
0 has the same shape as e.

Similarly,H satisfies the following property: for any state
h inH and g inG0 (G0 is connected toH by one action through
the substitution �), all accessible substitutions from G0 are
also accessible from H. H is the transitive closure of G in
terms of substitutions. It is also possible to recursively prove
that ShaPer finds a plan if there exists one. Given s 2 H and
a plan P = an � : : :�a1 such that goal = P (s). If a1(s) =2 H
then there exists �(h) = a1(s) with a1(s) 2 G

0 and h 2 H.
Given i and the state e = ai�1 � : : : � a1(s) and e

0 = ai(e)
with e 2 G0 and e

0
=2 G0. So e

0 2 G00 (connected to G0 by
the state g0 2 G0 and a substitution �: �(g0) = e

0). Owing to
H’s property, there exists a state h0 of H and a substitution �
such that � (g0) = e

0. That means ShaPer is able to find a plan
between s and e

0 (connect H to G00 with one action); apply
recursively this reasoning7 on an � : : : � ai, demonstrates the
completeness.

6Indeed �(o(s)) = �((s � Do) [ Ao) = (�(s) � �(Do)) [
�(Ao) = (�(o))(�(s))

7If the planP uses a third shape graph G3 (one-action-connected
to G00 which is also one-action-connected to H) , the previous rea-

5 Results
In this section, we compare our planner with the most ef-
ficient planners from AIPS-2000 competition. FF [Hoff-
mann, 2000] and HSP [Bonet and Geffner, 1999] use heuris-
tics based on a relaxed problem (plan without Dellist). IPP
[Koehler et al., 1997] and STAN [Fox and Long, 1999] are
derived from GraphPlan [Blum and Furst, 1997]. In addition,
they use an on-line mechanism that allows to deal with some
symmetries; that is reason why it is interesting to compare
them with ShaPer which is able to deal with a larger class of
symmetries.

In this comparison, we do not mention TalPlan [Doherty
and Kvarnstrom, 1999] because it is a domain dependent
planner; the comparison can then be only made with ShaPer
solution extraction step. In such a case, TalPlan exhibits
clearly better results than ShaPer: the made-by-hand heuris-
tics is still the best.

All running time presented in table 4 are measured on a
Sparc Ultra 5 with 128Mb. ’-’ means that the planner does
not find any solution in 3600sec. and ’*’ means that the
shape graph has already been computed for a previous prob-
lem (same domain subclass).

The ferry and the gripper domains are interesting because
they overwhelm the majority of the planners by the number
of their applicable actions. Despite their ability to treat state
symmetries, IPP and STAN can not solve large problems in
both ferry and gripper domain. Ferry and gripper domains
are easy for ShaPer because of their low number of shapes
(resp. 2n + 1 for n cars and 3n for n balls). Thanks to their
good heuristics, HSP and FF solve easily all these problems
(however, note that HSP solves gripper problems with an in-
efficient number of steps).

Blocks-world domains give surprising results for HSP and
FF. HSP solves ’-3’ and ’-2’ problems more easily than ’-1’
problems. For FF, the situated is opposite. Problems labeled
’-i’ correspond to i-stacks problems: a goal for a ’-1’ prob-
lem is to put the first block under the stack (without changing
the order of the other blocks); for ’-2’ and ’-3’ problems, the
goal is to build one “interleaved” stack composed of all the
blocks from the initial stacks (e.g. move stacks s1; s2 : : : and
p1; p2 : : : into s1; p1; s2; p2 : : :).

With several problems in the same domain subclass, e.g.
all problems with 15 blocks, we better understand the impor-
tance of the off-line process (computed more efficiently than
some HSP or FF solution): the graph building step is per-
formed only once. The small number of shapes allows to
have a very short computation time upper limit.

In conclusion, ShaPer solves all problems in less than
1 second; in addition it builds the graph and solves all prob-
lems faster than IPP and STAN (and often HSP) and extracts
all problems faster than FF with a near-optimal number of
plan steps.

6 Conclusion
We have proposed an original approach to task planning that
allows to deal efficiently with large problems. It has been

soning allows to prove that there exists a connection with one action
betweenH and G3.
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IPP-v4 STAN-v3 HSP-v2 FF-v2.2 ShaPer
off-line on-line max

problem step time step time step time step time nodes time step time step time
ferry

10 cars 39 3.00 39 7.2 39 0.08 39 0.04 21 0.02 39 0.01 41 0.01
20 cars - - - - 79 0.20 79 0.07 41 0.21 79 0.01 81 0.01
50 cars - - - - 199 5.50 199 0.20 101 4.86 199 0.07 201 0.08

gripper
10 balls 29 56.9 29 202 37 0.10 29 0.03 30 0.07 29 0.01 55 0.01
20 balls - - - - 77 0.70 59 0.08 60 0.55 59 0.01 115 0.01
50 balls - - - - 197 18.80 149 0.30 150 14.04 149 0.15 295 0.27
blocks-world
9-1 blocks 16 3.71 16 18.4 16 1.32 16 0.06 30 0.15 16 0.01 19 0.02
9-2 blocks 15 3.70 18 3.6 15 0.60 15 0.06 * * 18 0.01 * *
9-3 blocks 17 2.47 19 4.7 14 0.64 26 2.21 * * 17 0.01 * *
12-1 blocks - - - - 22 26.33 22 0.13 77 1.58 22 0.01 29 0.03
12-2 blocks - - - - 21 3.63 21 0.12 * * 25 0.01 * *
12-3 blocks - - - - 20 3.54 29 21.27 * * 25 0.01 * *
15-1 blocks - - - - 28 657.6 28 0.29 176 16.73 28 0.06 39 0.13
15-2 blocks - - - - 27 22.26 27 0.27 * * 29 0.07 * *
15-3 blocks - - - - 23 13.43 - - * * 33 0.09 * *
20-1 blocks - - - - - - 38 0.85 627 173.79 38 0.51 55 0.90
20-2 blocks - - - - 37 165.6 37 0.72 * * 37 0.46 * *
20-3 blocks - - - - - - - - * * 38 0.77 * *

Table 4: Running time and quality (in number of Plan action) for some of the current best planners (see the AIPS-2000
competition); Comparing to ShaPer including its off-line process.

implemented in a domain independent task planner, called
ShaPer. It performs in two steps. The first step is performed
off-line and only once for a given domain subclass. It allows
ShaPer to “capture the structure” of the state space and to
store it in a data structure called the shape Graph. The main
contribution here is the ability of ShaPer to build a very com-
pact description when compared to the size of the complete
state space. The shape graph is then used on-line by ShaPer
to answer very efficiently to planning requests.

ShaPer exhibits several interesting properties: 1) it is com-
plete, 2) It is possible to determine, after the shape Graph
construction, the upper limit for the on-line solution extrac-
tion computation time as well as length of the longest plan, 3)
it produces “good” (near-optimal) solutions.

Our future work will be devoted to a state decomposition
method. Indeed, we would like to decompose a state into sev-
eral disjoint parts in order to minimize interferences in action
applicability. This should allow to generate sub-graphs and to
deal with sub-shapes resulting in an even more compact state
space description.

This would help to re-use shape graph created for a given
domain subclass (e.g. 10 blocks) in order to generate shapes
for “bigger” subclasses (e.g. 15 blocks) Besides, we hope to
be able to exploit the structure of the shape graph for confor-
mant and contingent planning as in [Guéré and Alami, 1999].
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Abstract

It is well-known thatplanningis hardbut it is less
well-known how to approachthe hard partsof a
probleminstanceeffectively. Using staticdomain
analysistechniqueswe can identify and abstract
certain combinatorialsub-problemsfrom a plan-
ning instance,and deploy specialisedtechnology
to solve thesesub-problemsin a way that is in-
tegratedwith the broaderplanningactivities. We
havedevelopedahybridplanningsystem(STAN4)
which brings togetheralternative planningstrate-
giesandspecialisedalgorithmsandselectsbetween
them accordingto the structureof the planning
domain. STAN4 participatedsuccessfullyin the
AIPS-2000 planning competition. We describe
how sub-problemabstractionis done,with partic-
ular referenceto route-planningabstraction,and
presentsomeof the competitiondata to demon-
stratethepotentialpowerof thehybrid approach.

1 Introduction
The knowledge-sparse,or domain-independent,planning
communityis oftencriticisedfor its obsessionwith toy prob-
lems and the inability of its technologyto scaleto address
realisticproblems.Plannersusingweakheuristics,which at-
tempt to guide searchusing generalprinciplesand without
recourseto domainknowledge,cannotcompete,in a given
domain,againstaplannertailoredto performwell in thatdo-
main.

On the otherhand,tailoring a plannerto a particulardo-
mainrequiresconsiderableeffort on thepartof a domainex-
pert. This effort is generallynot reusablebecausea different
domainrequiresawholenew bodyof expertiseto becaptured
andit is not clearwhat (if any) generalprinciplescanbeex-
tractedfrom any singlesucheffort to facilitatethenext. The
philosophyunderlyingour work on domainanalysisis that
knowledge-sparseplanningcanonly beproposedasrealistic
generalplanningtechnologyif it is supplementedby sophis-
ticateddomainanalysescapableboth of assistinga userin
thedevelopmentof correctdomaindescriptionsandof iden-
tifying structurein a planningdomainthatcanbeeffectively
exploitedto combatsearch.

In this paperwe describea way of decomposingplanning
problemsto identify instancesof NP-hardsub-problems,such
asTravelling Salesman,that aremosteffectively solved by
purpose-built technology. Knowledge-sparse,general,plan-
ningis unintelligentbecauseit usesthesamemethodstosolve
all problems,whetherthey genuinelyrequireplanningor are
in factinstancesof well-known problemsthatarethemselves
thetopic of substantive research.A morepowerful approach
is to allow suchsub-problemsto beabstractedoutof theplan-
ning problemandsolved usingspecialisedtechnology. The
differentproblem-solvingstrategiesmust thenbe integrated
sothatthey cancooperatein thesolutionof theoriginalprob-
lem.

We have beenexperimentingwith usingtheautomaticdo-
main analysistechniquesof TIM [Fox and Long, 1998] to
recogniseandisolatecertaincombinatorialsub-problemsand
to proposeaway in which theirsolution,by specialisedalgo-
rithms,mightbeintegratedwith aknowledge-sparseplanner.

Thework describedin thispaperhasbeensuccessfullyim-
plementedin version4 of theSTAN system(STAN4) andhas
provedvery promising.STAN4 competedin theAIPS-2000
planningcompetitionwhereit excelled in problemsinvolv-
ing route-planningsub-problemsandcertainresourcealloca-
tion problemsinvolving a restrictedform of resource.The
datasetsfrom thecompetitionarediscussedin Section7. In
STAN4, TIM selectsbetweena forwardandbackwardplan-
ning strategy dependingon characteristicfeaturesof thedo-
main. The forward planningcomponent,FORPLAN, is in-
tegratedwith simplified specialistsolversfor certainsimple
route-planningandresourceallocationsub-problems.In Sec-
tion 3 we describethecomponentsof thehybrid architecture
of STAN4 andexplain theintegrationof thesecomponents.

2 Recognising Generic Behaviours
TIM can identify a collectionof generic typeswithin a do-
main. Generictypes[Long andFox, 2000] arecollectionsof
types,characterisedby specifickinds of behaviours, exam-
plesof whichappearin many differentplanningdomains.For
example, domainsoften feature transportationbehaviours
sincethey often involve the movementof self-propelledob-
jects betweenlocations. TIM can identify mobile objects,
even when they occur implicitly, the operationsby which
they move and the mapsof connectedlocationson which
they move. The analysisautomaticallydetermineswhether
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themapsarestatic(for example,roadnetworks)or dynamic
(for example,corridorswith lockabledoors). The recogni-
tion of transportationfeatureswithin a domainsuggeststhe
likelihoodof route-planningsub-problemsarisingin problem
instances.

TIM alsorecognisescertainkinds of resourceswhich re-
strict theuseof particularactionsin a domain.Finite renew-
ableresources,whichcanbeconsumedandreleasedin units,
areencodedin STRIPSusingdiscretestatechangesto model
the stagesof their consumptionandrelease(for example,in
the Freecelldomain). STAN4 recognisedandexploited this
genericbehaviour in the Freecelldomainin the AIPS-2000
competition(seeFigure5) but wearenot,yet,exploitingsuch
resourcesin a robustway.

TIM takes as input a standard,unannotated,STRIPSor
ADL descriptionof a domainand problem. Integration of
specialisedtechnologywith the searchstrategy of a plan-
neris moststraightforwardto achieve in a heuristicforward-
search-basedplanner, so we have implementeda forward
planner, FORPLAN, using a simple best-firstsearchstrat-
egy. It usesa heuristicevaluationfunction, basedon solv-
ing the relaxed planning problem, similar to the approach
takenby HSP[Bonetetal., 1997] andHoffmann’sFF [Hoff-
mann,2000]. Like FF, FORPLANusesa relaxedversionof
GraphPlanto computethe relaxed plan estimate. The dif-
ferencebetweenFORPLAN andFF is that the relaxed plan
is constructedfor the abstractedplanningproblem– that is,
thepartof theplanningproblemthatremainswhenoperators
andpreconditionsrelatingto theidentifiedsub-problemhave
beenremoved. This givesus only part of the heuristicesti-
mate.Theheuristicestimateis thenimprovedby estimating
the costof solving the removedsub-problem.This two-part
processcan result in much betterestimatesthan thosepro-
ducedby other forward-search-basedplanners. FORPLAN
doesnot, at present,exploit any generalheuristics(suchas
Hoffmann’shelpfulactions) to inform its distanceestimates.
Sincetherepertoireof sub-problemsthatTIM canrecognize
is currentlyverylimited,FORPLANhasonly beenintegrated
with sub-solversfor certainformsof routeplanninganddis-
creteresourcehandling.Withoutanappropriatesub-solverto
exploit, FORPLAN easilybecomeslost in the searchspace
andthereforeis ineffectiveasa generalplannerat present.

3 The Hybrid Planner Architecture

BecauseFORPLANis not yet effective asa generalplanner
we cannotrely on it for solving problemsthat do not have
routeplanningor resourcehandlingsub-problems.Ourinten-
tion, in thedevelopmentof STAN4, hasbeento demonstrate
an effective meansof abstractingsub-problemsfrom plan-
ning instancesandof integratingspecial-purposesub-solvers
within a generalplanningframework. In orderto be ableto
reportresultsfor problemsthatdo nothavethesub-problems
currentlyin TIM’ srepertoireweretainedSTAN version3 asa
defaultplanningstrategy to usein domainsnotfeaturingthese
sub-problems.Thepresenceof STAN3 meansthatTIM fails
safewhenit fails to identify a key sub-problem.At themo-
mentthis happensquite often becausewe areworking with
somesimplifying assumptions,describedin section6, but we

TIM

STAN3

STAN4

Path-planning
          orOther domain

characteristics Resource
management

FORPLAN

Path-planner

Resource Manager

Figure1: Thearchitectureof theSTAN4 hybridsystem.

aregraduallyincreasingthe rangeof sub-problemsthat can
behandled.

TIM operatesasaninterfaceto STAN4, selectingbetween
its componentsaccordingto the structureof the domain. A
high-level view of STAN4 is presentedin Figure1.

In this paperwe describethe processesby which route-
planningsub-problems,onceidentifiedby analysisof a do-
main description,are abstractedand their solution, by spe-
cialised algorithms, integrated with FORPLAN. The pro-
cessesby which resource-allocationsub-problemsare han-
dledaresimilar, but wedo not describethemin detailhere.

TIM first analysesthe domain and problem instanceto
identify whethermobile objectsare presentin the domain,
andif sowhetheradecomposabletransportationsub-problem
can be found. A transportationsub-problemis decompos-
able if the form of mobility presentin the domain is con-
strainedin certainpredefinedways (discussedin section4.
TIM identifiesthe mobile objectsandthe locatednesspred-
icates(alsoreferredto asthe atrels) they use(for example:
at, inroom, by, etc). The locatednesspredicateis important
for identifying actionsthat rely on, or bring about,changes
in the locationsof mobileobjects.If anappropriateform of
mobile is found TIM invokesFORPLAN togetherwith the
route-planningsub-solver.

Thedatapresentedin Section7 showstheperformanceob-
tainedin theAIPS-2000planningcompetitionondomainsin-
volving routeplanningandresourcehandlingsub-problems.
Thesedomainswere: Logisticsand the STRIPSversionof
theelevatordomain(route-planning)andFreecell(resource-
allocation).

4 Sub-problem Recognition
Having foundthattherearemobileobjectsin thedomainTIM
determineswhethertheproblemof planningtheir movement
betweenlocationscanbesafelydelegatedto a sub-system.If
theshortestdistanceto betravelledby anobjectmoving from
onelocationto anothercanbe ascertainedby looking at the
mapthattheobjectmoveson,thenpath-planningfor thatob-
jectcanbedevolvedto ashortestpathalgorithm.If not(if the
objectcantemporarilyvacatethemapen-routebetweentwo
points) thena shortestpathalgorithmcannotbe guaranteed
to find the bestpath. The ability to vacatethe mapsuggests
that themobileobjectis ableto usetwo or moremaps,each
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Figure2: TheResultof AmalgamatingTwo Maps.

by exploiting a different“move” operator. By enteringa sec-
ondmapandmoving betweenits locations,theobjectmaybe
ableto reappearon its first mapat a locationdifferentfrom
theoneit left, andthis flying behaviour might give accessto
shorterpathsthanarevisible on the first mapalone. To en-
abletheproblemof movementplanningto bedelegatedto a
sub-solverit is necessaryto equipthesub-solverwith themap
thatthemobilecantraverse.

In thecasewhereseveralmapscanbeusedit is necessary
to amalgamatethemapsandto labeltheedgeswith themove-
mentactionsthat the mobile usesto traversethem,and the
locatednesspredicatethat the mobile useswith eachaction.
The bulldozer domain(this can be found in the PDDL re-
lease[McDermott,1998]) is anexampleof adomainin which
anamalgamatedmapis requiredto enableroute-planningto
be delegated. The bulldozer usestwo maps– the map of
roads,which it traversesby driving, andthemapof bridges,
which it traversesby crossing. Both mapsgive accessto the
samesetof locations.

A simpleexampleariseswhena mobile canboth fly and
drive betweenlocations in the samecollection. Figure 2
shows a situationin which the shortestroutebetween� and� (assumingthatall edgeshave thesamecost)is to fly from� to � anddrive from � to � – a routethat is availableonly
in theamalgamatedmap. To complicatematters,if thereare
additionalactionsthat mustbe performedto enablecertain
edgesto be traversed(for example,in orderto fly the wings
mustbeboltedon) thentheshortestpathin theamalgamated
mapmight beto drive from � to

�
, from

�
to � andthenfrom

� to � , despitethe fact that this pathcontainsmoreedgesin
theamalgamatedmap.

To perform the amalgamationof � maps ���	��
���������
for ������������� , we constructa singlegraphstructure���

������ �! #"%$&$&$ ' � � � . We label the edgesin � eachwith the
“move” action that canbe usedto traverseit and the locat-
ednesspredicaterelevant to that movementaction. This al-
lows routeplansto beconstructed,usingtheappropriateac-
tionsandpredicates,by adedicatedsub-solver. Themeansby
which routeplansareconstructedaredescribedin section5.

If theobjectmustalwaysre-enterthefirst mapat thesame
location as the one it left when it enteredthe secondmap,
then the shortestpath betweentwo points is guaranteedto
be visible on the first map. This restrictedform of flying,

which we call hovering, doesnot requirethe amalgamation
of different maps. This caseis not distinguishedfrom the
casein which a singlemapof locationsis traversedusinga
single“move” operator.

A problem ariseswhen the map (or amalgamatedmap)
thata mobileobjecttraversesis dynamic– that is, ableto be
changedby theactionsof theplanningagent.Thegrid world
presentssuchanexample,becausenew routesbecomeavail-
ableastherobotobtainskeys to opendoorsin thegrid. The
routeplanningsub-partof grid planningproblemsareclosely
integratedwith the key-collectinggoalsof the robot, so not
sufficiently decomposableto be delegated.STAN4 doesnot
attemptto abstractthe route planningproblemfor this do-
main.

5 Sub-problem Abstraction
To achieve the abstractionof route-planning,onceTIM has
identifiedanappropriatemobiletype,STAN4 associateswith
eachmobileobjecta datastructurewhich recordsthecurrent
locationof the object. It alsoidentifieseachoperator, other
thanthemoveoperationof themobileitself, thepreconditions
of which requirea mobileof this type to be locatedat a par-
ticular locationin orderfor the actionto be executed.Once
found,thesepreconditionsareremovedfrom theoperatorsin
whichthey appear, but eachoperatoris thenequippedwith an
additionaldatavalueidentifyingwherethemobilemustbein
orderto satisfythe abstractedprecondition.In otherwords,
the preconditionis transformedfrom a standardproposition
into aspecialisedrepresentationwith equivalentmeaning,but
allowing specialisedtreatment.This specialisedrepresenta-
tion (whichwecall amobile-tag) providesthemeansof com-
municationbetweentheplanneranda specialisedsub-solver.
The way the tag is usedis describedin section6. Figure3
shows theresultof abstractingthe �)(+*,�,- from the -/.0�21 oper-
ationin theLogisticsdomain.

All move operationsfor the mobilesare then eliminated
from thedomainaltogether. This resultsin anabstractedver-
sionof thedomaincontainingthecomponentsof theoriginal
planningproblemthat the plannerwill be requiredto solve.
Theproblemis solvedby theplannerin this abstractedform.

6 Integration
IntegrationbetweenFORPLAN andthe routeplanningsub-
solver is requiredin threeplaces:in determininga heuristic
estimateof distancebetweenthe currentstateand the goal
state;in constructinga routeto befollowedin moving a mo-
bile betweentwo locationsin the plan; in generatinga plan
formatfor reportingtheroutesto betraversedby themobiles
in theplan.We explaineachof thesestagesin turn.

FORPLAN solvesthe abstractedproblemusinga heuris-
tic estimateof thevalueof a statebasedon the lengthof the
relaxedplanbetweenthatstateandthegoal.Theheuristices-
timateis calculatedby first constructinga relaxedplanwith
the abstractedoperators,andcalculatingits length,andthen
addingto it anestimatefor thelengthsof theroutesthatwould
haveto betraversedby any mobilesit uses.For thelengthsof
theseroutesto beestimatedit is necessaryfor theabstracted
relaxed plan to recordthe commitmentsit makeson mobile
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(:action load-truck

:precondition 
:parameters (?obj ?truck ?loc)

(and (package ?obj) (truck ?truck)
(location ?loc) (at ?truck ?loc) 
(at ?obj ?loc))

:effect
(and (in ?obj ?truck)

(not (at ?obj ?loc)))

Mobile object ?truck:
Records current location
of ?truck.

Destination
obligation for
?truck.

Mobile tag

Original action schema Modified action schema

(:action load-truck

:precondition 
:parameters (?obj ?truck ?loc)

(and (package ?obj) (truck ?truck)

(at ?obj ?loc))
:effect

(and (in ?obj ?truck)
(not (at ?obj ?loc)))

(location ?loc) 
Link to mobile
tracker attached
to action.

Figure3: TheSub-problemAbstractionProcess

objectsto visit locationsat which abstractedactionswill be
performed. For example, in Logistics, the abstractedplan
consistsjust of load andunloadactions,but their successful
executioncommitsmobile objects(trucksandplanes)to be
in place.Theabstractedplanthereforemaintainsanarrayof
commitmentsof mobilesto visit certainlocations,associated
with the layersof the relaxedplangraph,andthesub-solver
estimatesthelengthsof theroutesthatavailablemobilesmust
traversein orderto meetthesecommitments.

The costof traversingthe routesthat a plan entailsis too
expensive to computewith accuracy. Thearraysof commit-
mentsshow whichlocationseachmobileis requiredto visit to
satisfytherequirementsof theplan,with someorderingcon-
straintsimpliedby thelayeringof therelaxedplangraphand
indicatingthedependenciesbetweentheactivities themobile
will be involvedin at eachlocation(loadingmustbecarried
out beforeunloadingandsoon). To calculatea shortestpath
that visits all theselocationsandrespectstheseorderingsis
a variationon a Travelling Salesmanproblem,with multiple
travellersandadditionalconstraints.Thisproblemis hardand
cannotbesolvedrepeatedlyaspartof theheuristicevaluation
of a state.Instead,we produceanestimateof thecostby as-
sumingthateachmobilecanvisit eachlocationin turn from
the closestof the locationsit haspreviously visited in the
plan,respectingorderingconstraintson thevisits. Although
this is anunsophisticatedapproachto tacklingtheTravelling
Salesmanproblem,its integrationwith the planningprocess
is a proof of concept,demonstratingthe possibility of inte-
gratingmorespecialisedtechnology. Despiteits lack of so-
phisticationit givesabetterestimateof thecostof astatethan
apurerelaxedplanestimate,sincerelaxedplanestimatesne-
glectthefactthatamobilecannotbein two placesatthesame
time(therelaxedplanignoresdeleteconditionsandit is these
which expressthe fact thata mobilecannotbeat two places
at once).

Integration betweenthe plannerand the route-planneris
requiredagainwhenactionsareselectedfor additionto the
plan. Oncean action is selectedit is checked to determine
whetherit containsanabstractedlocatednessprecondition.If

so,apathis proposedto movethemobilefrom its currentlo-
cationto therequireddestination(recordedwithin themobile
tagassociatedwith action).Weusetheshortestpathbetween
thecurrentlocationof themobile(which is alwaysknown in
a forward search)and the requiredlocation recordedin the
mobile tag. At presentthis pathis precomputedby TIM us-
ing Floyd’s shortestpathsalgorithm [Floyd, 1962], on the
(possiblyamalgamated)map inferred from the initial state.
This approachworkswell for staticmaps,wheretheshortest
pathsremainfixed,andin situationsin which themovement
consumesno additional resources. If the mobile doesuse
resourcesduring its movement,it might be that the shortest
pathis not thebest,but insteadalongerpathwhichconsumes
fewer resourcesis to bepreferred.

Finally, it is necessaryto integratetheeffortsof theplanner
andtheroute-plannerto produceoutputin theform of a plan
sequence.Oncea routehasbeenplannedbetweentheappro-
priatelocations,STAN4 generatesinstantiationsof theneces-
sarymove operatorsto producea plansequencecorrespond-
ing to standardformat for STRIPSplans.Below we present
someof thepreliminaryresultsobtainedusingdomainsfrom
theSTRIPSsubsetof theAIPS2000competitiondataset. In
this collectionof domains,Logisticsand the MICONIC-10
lift domainbothcontaina path-planningsub-problemwhich
TIM was able to identify and extract. Even using just our
simplepath-planningstrategy wewereableto obtainasignif-
icant performanceadvantagefrom exploiting path-planning
abstraction.

7 Experimental Results

Thedatasetspresentedherewerecompiledby FahiemBac-
chus during the AIPS-2000competition,held in Brecken-
ridge,Colorado.In thegraphs,thethick line plotstheresults
of STAN4. Graphsshowing timeperformancearelog-scaled.

Thegraphsshow how STAN4 performedonproblemsfrom
the STRIPSdataset involving either route-planningor re-
sourceallocation. The plannersused for comparisonare
FF [Hoffmann, 2000], HSP-2 [Bonet and Geffner, 1997],
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TALplanner[DohertyandKvarnstrom,1999], SHOP[Nauet
al., 19993 ] and,occasionally, GRT [RefanidisandVlahavas,
1999]. The problemsusedwereLogistics,Freecellandthe
STRIPSversionof the Miconic-10 elevator domain. Only
the Logistics and Freecelldatais shown, becauseof space
restrictions.

The competitioncompriseda fully-automatedtrack and
a hand-codedtrack in which plannerswere allowed to use
hand-tailoreddomain knowledge. In the resultspresented
here,STAN4, FF, GRT andHSP-2are all fully-automated,
whilst TALplannerandSHOPusehand-codedcontrolknowl-
edge.

STAN4 participatedin the fully-automatedtrack on the
STRIPSproblems.All plannersableto handlethe STRIPS
versionof PDDL competedin theSTRIPSproblems,includ-
ing plannersin the hand-codedtrack. However, despitethe
advantageof beingsuppliedwith hand-codedcontrolknowl-
edge,theseplannersdidnotconsistentlyout-performthefully
automatedplanners.For example,STAN4 andFF wereboth
fasterthanTALplannerandSHOPon thefirst Logisticsdata
set(notshown) andproducedat leastashigh qualityplans.

FromFigure4 it canbeobservedthatSTAN4 tookslightly
longerthanFFonthelargerLogisticsproblems,but produced
slightly betterquality plansthanany otherplanner, including
thosein thehand-codedtrack.As wasemphasisedearlier, the
improvementin planqualityoverFFderivesfrom thefactthat
STAN4 usesa moreinformativeheuristicthanFF. STAN4 is
using route-abstractionin this domainandachievesa small
but consistentimprovementin planquality asa result.

The Freecelldomain,Figure 5, was introducedspecially
for thecompetitionandis a STRIPSformalisationof a soli-
taire card gamereleasedunder Windows. Freecellhas a
resource-allocationsub-problem,becausethefreecellsarea
restricted,renewableandcritical resource.To estimatehow
fara stateis from thegoalit is necessaryto take into account
the costof ensuringthat sufficient free cellsaremadeavail-
ableto meettherequirementsof theabstractedrelaxedplan.
Ourpurpose-built technologyfor calculatingthiscostensures
that theconsumptionof resourcesdoesnot exceedavailabil-
ity of thoseresources. If a plan entailsover-consumption
thenthe costof sufficient releaseactionsto redressthe bal-
anceis addedin to the estimateof its value. We have not
yet succeededin obtaininga robust way of accuratelyesti-
matingthesecosts,andtheperformanceof STAN4 is some-
whatinconsistentascanbeseenfrom thegraph.Despitebe-
ing fastestin all of the problemsthat it couldsolve, STAN4
missedseveral problemsandwasunableto solve any of the
larger instances.Its planquality wasgenerallygood,except
for someanomalouslylongplans.Morework is neededto ad-
equatelyestimatethecostof distributingresourcesefficiently
throughouta plan.

Thepropositionalelevatordomainusedin thecompetition
revealsoneof theweaknessesof thenearestneighbourheuris-
tic, demonstatingthat it is not a good generalpurposeap-
proachfor route-planning.In this domainSTAN4 produces
slightly poorerquality plansat the the top end, than either
FF or GRT (datanot shown). This is becausethe nearest
neighbourheuristicfavoursvisiting all of the pick-up loca-
tions beforeany of the drop-off locations(the simplestway
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of respectingthe orderingconstraintsin the plan). In fact,a
subtler8 approachwould be to allow thedrop-off locationsto
beinter-mingledwith thepick-upones,providedthatadrop-
off locationis only selectednext whenthe necessarypeople
areon board.Thenearest-neighbourheuristictendsto work
lesswell whenever therearemany objectsto be transported
(andmany locationsto be visited),andfew carriers,aswell
asadditionalconstraints(derivedfrom theneedto collectob-
jectsbeforedeliveringthem)asin theelevatordomain. The
heuristicresultsin greateraccuracy in Logisticsbecausethere
are (typically) few packagesto be transportedby any one
carrier. However, the nearest-neighbourheuristicwas only
ever intendedto demonstratethat it is possibleto integrate
purpose-built machineryinto theheuristicestimate,allowing
theincurredcostof solvinganabstractedproblemto betaken
into accountin measuringthe goodnessof a state. We are
currentlyinvestigatingmoresophisticatedspecial-purposeal-
gorithms.

The datapresentedhereshows that FORPLAN can rival
the bestavailableplanningtechnologyin domainsfeaturing
thesub-problemsthatcanbeidentifiedby TIM. Thefactthat
FORPLAN hasno generalsearchcontrol mechanisms,and
obtainsits performancein thesedomainsentirelyby exploita-
tion of appropriatesub-solvers,givesaclearindicationof the
potentialvalueof automaticsub-problemabstractionwithin
a forward planningframework. Although FORPLAN is far
from effective asa generalplanner, the exploitation of sub-
problemabstractionmakes a rangeof hard problemsman-
ageableandthegeneratedsolutionsefficient.

8 Further Work

Althoughthesefoundationshaveproducedpromisingresults
the framework we have usedto achieve integrationis some-
what unsophisticatedand inflexible. TIM currently only
recognisescertainspecificformsof mobileandveryrestricted
formsof resource.As TIM fails safewhenappropriateforms
are not recognisedthis doesnot affect the completenessof
STAN4. It doesmeanthatSTAN4 is oftenunableto exploit
domainstructureeffectivelyandweareworkingonextending
its repertoire.

STAN4 canonly integratewith onespecialisedsub-solver,
evenwhentherearetwo or morecombinatorialsub-problems
in a domain. At presentSTAN4 emphasisesroute-planning
abstractionbecausewe have mademostprogressin solving
route-planningsub-problemseffectively. An importantde-
velopmentis to enableintegrationwith more thanonesub-
solver. This will involve finding a way to communicatecon-
straintsbetweenmultiple sub-solversandtheplanner.

Our “specialisedtechnology”is currentlyvery simplistic.
An importantrefinementis to enableproperintegrationbe-
tweentheplannerandthebestavailabletechnologyfor solv-
ing combinatorialsub-problemswherethesearise.Our han-
dling of resourcesin STAN4 is very restricted.We arework-
ing on the recognitionof makespansubproblems,which are
instancesof Multi-processorScheduling,andtheir treatment
usingapproximationalgorithmsfor scheduling.

9 Conclusions
We have experimented,using STAN4, with the designof
a hybrid planningsystemin which the choiceof problem-
solvingstrategy is madeautomaticallyfollowing staticanal-
ysis of the domain. Our currentgoalsare to improve the
integrationbetweenFORPLAN andthe specialisedsolvers,
allowing a moresophisticatedprofile of sub-problemsto be
managed,and to explore what advantagesmight be gained
from integratingotherplanningstrategiesinto thehybrid.

Thekey ideaunderlyingour hybrid approachis thatplan-
ning is not appropriatetechnologyfor solving all problems,
andthat resortingto genericsearch,or switchingbetweena
numberof timedstrategies,is not aneffectiveway to address
suchproblems.Insteadweareinterestedin building upacol-
lectionof purpose-built strategiesfor combattingsomeof the
most commonlyoccurringcombinatorialsub-problemsand
making theseavailable, togetherwith techniquesfor recog-
nisingwheretheseproblemsarisein planningdomains.The
decisionabouthow to approachagivenplanningproblemcan
thenbemadeautomatically, in a principledway, by deciding
how to view the problemand deploying the most effective
technologyto solve it.
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Abstract

Many state-of-the-art heuristic planners derive their
heuristic function by relaxing the planning task at
hand, where the relaxation is to assume that all
delete lists are empty. Looking at a collection
of planning benchmarks, we measure topological
properties of state spaces with respect to that relax-
ation. The results suggest that, given the heuris-
tic based on the relaxation, many planning bench-
marks are simple in structure. This sheds light on
the recent success of heuristic planners employing
local search.

1 Introduction
In the last two years, planning systems based on the idea of
heuristic search have been very successful. At the AIPS-1998
planning systems competition, HSP1 compared well with the
other systems [McDermott, 2000], and at the AIPS-2000
competition, out of five awarded fully automatic planners, FF
and HSP2 were based on heuristic search, while another two,
Mips and STAN, were hybrids that incorporated, amongst
other things, heuristic search [Bacchus and Nau, 2001].

Interestingly, four of these five planners use the same base
approach for deriving their heuristic functions: they relax the
planning task description by ignoring all delete lists, and es-
timate, to each search state, the length of an optimal relaxed
solution to that state. This general idea has first been pro-
posed by Bonet et al. [1997]. The length of an optimal re-
laxed solution would yield an admissible heuristic. However,
as was proven by Bylander [1994], computing the optimal re-
laxed solution length is still NP-hard. Therefore, Bonet et al.
introduced a technique for approximating optimal relaxed so-
lution length, which they use in both versions of HSP [Bonet
and Geffner, 2001]. The heuristic engines in FF [Hoffmann,
2000] and Mips [Edelkamp, 2000] use different approxima-
tion techniques.

Three of the above planners, HSP1, FF, and Mips, use their
heuristic estimates in variations of local search algorithms,
where the search space to a task is the state space, i.e., the
space of all states that are reachable from the initial state.
Now, the behavior of local search depends crucially on the
problem structure, i.e., on the topology of the search space.

Thus, the success of these heuristic planners on many plan-
ning tasks gives rise to the suspicion that those task's state
spaces have a simple structure with respect to relaxed goal
distances. In this paper, we shed light on that suspicion. Fol-
lowing Frank et al. [1997], we define a number of structural
phenomena in search spaces under heuristic evaluation, im-
pacting the performance of local search algorithms. We com-
pute the optimal relaxed solution length to reachable states
in small planning tasks, and measure structural properties.
Our results suggest that, in fact, the tasks contained in many
benchmark planning domains have a simple state space topol-
ogy, at least when using the optimal relaxed heuristic. To give
an example of how this observation carries over to the approx-
imation techniques used by existing heuristic planners, we
apply the same technique of data collection to the FF heuris-
tic. As it turns out, the results are similar. Specifically, it
follows that FF's search algorithm is a polynomial solving
mechanism in a number of planning benchmark domains, un-
der the hypothesis that the larger instances behave similar to
the smaller ones.

Section 2 introduces our general approach, Section 3 gives
the basic definitions. Sections 4 and 5 define structural phe-
nomena in search spaces under heuristic evaluation, and give
empirical data. Section 6 summarizes the results in a taxon-
omy for planning domains. Section 7 applies the methodol-
ogy to the FF heuristic. Section 8 concludes and gives an
outlook on further research.

2 General Approach
In our experiments, we used solvable planning tasks only, as
we are interested in finding out why local search can suc-
ceed so quickly on many benchmark tasks. We looked at in-
stances from 20 different STRIPS and ADL benchmark do-
mains. Due to space restrictions, we only present the results
for the domains used in the competitions here, as those do-
mains are well known in the planning community.

To obtain data on how planning tasks behave with respect
to the relaxation, rather than with respect to any of the ap-
proximation techniques used by existing heuristic planners,
we consider the optimal relaxed solution length as our heuris-
tic. As determining that optimal length is NP-hard, it can only
be computed for small planning instances. We build an ex-
plicit state space representation to such instances, and look at
the topology in detail. This yields a clear picture of the fun-
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damental structural differences between instances from dif-
ferent planning domains. In that context, we state some hy-
potheses. A piece of future work is to verify those.

In total, the competitions featured 13 STRIPS and ADL do-
mains: Assembly, Blocksworld, Freecell, Grid, Gripper, Lo-
gistics, Miconic-ADL, Miconic-SIMPLE, Miconic-STRIPS,
Movie, Mprime, Mystery, and Schedule. In 11 of these do-
mains, we used random task generation software to produce
small instances, at least 100 per domain. In Gripper, there
is only one instance of each size: n balls to be transported.
In Movie, every instance of the AIPS-1998 suite was small
enough to be looked at in detail.

Sometimes, we depict scaling behavior. As our instances
are all quite small anyway, we need, for that purpose, a finer
distinction between instances than obvious criteria like the
number of objects. We define the difficulty of a task to be
the length of an optimal solution plan, and order our in-
stances within any domain by increasing difficulty. Except
in the Movie domain (where all instances in the AIPS-1998
suite have the same difficulty), larger instances are on aver-
age more difficult than smaller ones. The maximal difficulty
of any instance we could look at is 21 in the Gripper domain,
20 in the Assembly and Logistics domains, 18 in Grid, and 16
in the Blocksworld. In Movie, all instances have difficulty 7,
and in the remaining domains our maximal difficulty ranges
from 10 to 14.

3 Basic Definitions
The competition domains contain tasks specified in the
STRIPS and ADL languages. In both cases, a planning task
P is specified in terms of a set of objects O, an initial state I,
a goal formula G, and a set of operator schemataO. I, G, and
O are based on a collection of predicate symbols. Planning
tasks from the same domain share the same sets of predicate
symbols and operator schemata. Instantiating the operator
schemata with all objects yields the actions A to the task.
States are sets of logical atoms, i.e., instantiated predicates.
Any action has a precondition, which is a formula that must
hold in a state for the action to be applicable. Also, an action
has an add- and a delete-list. These are sets of atoms, where
each atom has a condition formula attached to it (in STRIPS,
these condition formulae are trivially TRUE). If an action is
applied, the atoms with satisfied condition in the add list are
added to the state, and those with satisfied condition in the
delete list are removed from the state. A plan is a sequence
of actions that, when successively applied to the initial state,
yields a state that satisfies the goal formula.

Ignoring the delete lists simplifies a task only if all formu-
lae are negation free. In STRIPS, this is the case by definition.
In general, for a fixed domain, any task can be polynomially
transformed to have that property: compute the negation nor-
mal form to all formulae (negations only in front of atoms),
then introduce for each negated atom :B a new atom not-B
and make sure it is TRUE in a state iff B is FALSE [Gazen and
Knoblock, 1997]. In the following, we assume formulae to
be negation free. We will investigate properties of the opti-
mal relaxed heuristic h+. For any state s in a planning task
with actions A and goal condition G, the relaxed task to s is

the task defined by the same goal condition G, the initial state
s, and the action set A0, which is identical to A except that all
delete lists are empty. Then, h+(s) is the length of a shortest
plan that solves the relaxed task to s, or h+(s) = 1 if there
is no such plan.

We will be looking at the topology of search spaces with
heuristic evaluation. The structural properties we will intro-
duce do not depend on the planning framework. We therefore
define them in a general manner, embedding planning state
spaces as a special case.

Definition 1 A search space is a 4-tuple (S;E;G; s0), where
S is the set of states, E � S � S are the state transitions,
; 6= G � S are the goal states, and s0 2 S is the initial state.

Given a planning task, the search space we look at is what
is usually referred to as the state space. There, s0 is sim-
ply the initial state I of the task. S is the set of states that
are reachable from the initial state by successively applying
actions from A, and E contains all pairs (s; s0) where one ac-
tion, executed in s, yields the state s0. G is the set of all states
that satisfy the goal condition. Looking only at solvable in-
stances, there is at least one such state.

Definition 2 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0). The goal
distance of s 2 S is

gd(s) := minfdist(s; s0) j s0 2 Gg

The distance dist(s; s0) between any two states is the
length of a shortest path from s to s

0 in the directed graph
given by S and E, or dist(s; s0) =1 if there is no such path.
Heuristic functions approximate gd.

Definition 3 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0). A heuristic
is a function h : S 7! N0 [ f1g, such that h(s) = 0 ,
gd(s) = 0.

We require that a heuristic recognizes goal states, yielding
h(s) = 0 if and only if gd(s) = 0, which is equivalent to
s 2 G. We allow heuristics to return h(s) = 1, as search
spaces can contain dead ends.

4 Dead Ends
Because state transitions in a search space are, in general, di-
rected, there can be states from which no goal state is reach-
able.

Definition 4 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0). A state s 2
S is a dead end, if gd(s) =1.

If a local search algorithm runs into a dead end, it is lost.
A heuristic function can return h(s) = 1 to indicate that s
might be a dead end. Desirably, it does so only on states s
that really are dead ends.

Definition 5 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
heuristic h. h is completeness preserving, if h(s) = 1 )
gd(s) =1.

With a completeness-preserving heuristic, we can safely
prune states where h(s) = 1. For planning tasks, if a task
can not be solved even when ignoring the delete lists, then the
task is unsolvable. Therefore, the h

+ function is complete-
ness preserving. For the rest of the paper, we only consider
those states where the heuristic value is less than1.
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Definition 6 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. The relevant part of the
search space is fs 2 S j h(s) <1g.

Any search space with heuristic evaluation falls into one of
the following four classes, with respect to dead ends.

Definition 7 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. The search space is

1. undirected, if 8(s; s0) 2 E : (s0
; s) 2 E

2. harmless, if 9(s; s0) 2 E : (s0
; s) 62 E, and 8s 2 S :

gd(s) <1

3. recognized, if 9s 2 S : gd(s) = 1, and 8s 2 S :
gd(s) =1) h(s) =1

4. unrecognized, if 9s 2 S : gd(s) =1^ h(s) <1

For each of our planning instances, we verified which of
the above classes the state space belonged to. We say that
a domain belongs to class i if the state spaces of all our in-
stances belong to a class j � i, and at least one instance
belongs to class i. We found the following.

1. Blocksworld, Gripper, and Logistics have undirected
graphs.

2. Grid, Miconic-STRIPS, Miconic-SIMPLE, and Movie
are directed, but do not have dead ends.

3. In Assembly and Schedule, all dead ends are recognized.

4. Freecell, Miconic-ADL, Mprime, and Mystery contain
unrecognized dead ends.

In addition to our empirical analysis, the results from 1.
and 2. can be shown analytically. For undirected graphs,
such a method is described by Koehler and Hoffmann [2000].
For the domains in class four, it is also interesting to see how
many unrecognized dead ends there are. We measure the per-
centage of such states in the relevant part of the state space,
see Figure 1.

Domain I0 I1 I2 I3 I4

Freecell 0.0 1.1 1.2 2.6 3.0
Miconic-ADL 0.0 0.0 2.5 9.7 9.8
Mprime 18.8 29.3 50.0 58.0 69.6
Mystery 19.5 37.9 54.0 66.4 84.6

Figure 1: Percentage of unrecognized dead ends in the rele-
vant part of the state space. Mean values for increasing task
difficulty in different domains.

For each single domain in Figure 1, the sequence of
columns gives a picture of how the values develop with in-
creasing task difficulty. In each domain, the tasks are divided
into five groups. The difficulty of a task in group i lies within
interval Ii, where I0 : : : I4 divide our range of difficulty in
that domain into five parts of same size. Note that the inter-
vals Ii are different for each domain, so the values within a
column are not directly comparable.

As Figure 1 shows, the Mprime and Mystery tasks can con-
tain a lot of unrecognized dead ends, and have the tendency
to contain more of such dead ends the more difficult they
get. For Freecell and Miconic-ADL, we can not conclude

much more than that there can be unrecognized dead ends. It
seems that the percentage grows with task difficulty, and that
tasks with high percentage are out of the range of difficulty
we could look at.

5 Search Space Topology
For SAT problems, the topology of search spaces with respect
to the behavior of local search has been investigated by Frank
et al. [1997]. As the basis of their work, Frank et al. formally
define a partitioning of the search space into plateaus of dif-
ferent kinds. For our purposes, we extend their definitions to
deal with our general notion of search spaces with heuristic
evaluation, where edges can be directed.

Definition 8 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. For l 2 N0 [ f1g, a
plateau P of level l is a maximal subset of S for which the in-
duced subgraph in (S;E) is strongly connected, and h(s) = l

for each s 2 P .

Plateaus are regions that are equivalent under reachabil-
ity aspects, and look the same from the point of view of the
heuristic function. Obviously, each state s lies on exactly one
plateau.

Definition 9 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h, and a plateau P . A
state s 2 P is an exit of P , if there is a state s

0 62 P such
that (s; s0) 2 E and h(s0) � h(s). s is an improving exit, if,
for at least one such s0, h(s0) < h(s).

Exits are states from which one can leave a plateau without
increasing the value of the heuristic function. In undirected
graphs, like are considered by Frank et al. [1997], leaving a
plateau implies changing the value of the heuristic function,
so all exits are improving there. According to the proportion
of exits on a plateau, Frank et al. divide plateaus into four
classes: local minima, benches, contours, and global minima.
Taking account of directed edges, we have two types of exits,
and define the following six different classes.

Definition 10 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h.

1. A recognized dead end is a plateau P of level h =1.

2. A local minimum is a plateau P of level 0 < h < 1
that has no exits.

3. A plain is a plateau P of level 0 < h < 1 that has at
least one exit, but no improving ones.

4. A bench is a plateau P of level 0 < h < 1 that has
at least one improving exit, and at least one state that is
not an improving exit.

5. A contour is a plateau P of level 0 < h < 1 that con-
sists entirely of improving exits.

6. A global minimum is a plateau P of level 0.

Each plateau belongs to exactly one of the above classes. In
our solvable instances, global minima are exactly the plateaus
of level 0. With a completeness-preserving heuristic, recog-
nized dead ends are irrelevant, and can be ignored. From local
minima, there is no direct way of getting closer to the goal.
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From benches, there is. From contours, one can get closer im-
mediately. Plains behave as a kind of entrance to either local
minima or benches.

Definition 11 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. A flat path is a path
where all states on the path have the same heuristic value.
For a plateau P , the flat region FR(P ) from P is the set of
all plateaus P 0 such that there is a flat path from some s 2 P

to some s0 2 P
0.

For a plain P , if there is at least one bench or contour in
FR(P ), then P behaves similar to a bench, with at least one
improving exit being within reach. Otherwise, starting in P ,
without increasing the value of the heuristic function, one will
inevitably end up in a local minimum.

Definition 12 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. A plain P leads to
benches if FR(P ) contains some bench or contour. Other-
wise, P leads to local minima.

Based on the above definitions, and using an explicit search
space representation, one can measure all kinds of structural
parameters. Due to space restrictions, we only discuss some
of the most interesting parameters here.

5.1 Local Minima
First, we are interested in the percentage of states that lie on
local minima. Before doing this, we need to take a closer
look at the definition of local minima. These are flat regions
where all neighbors have higher evaluation. Stepping on to
one of these neighbors does not necessarily improve the sit-
uation, though: it might be, for example, that the only exits
on that neighbor lead back to the local minimum. In general,
a local minimum is only the bottom of a valley, where what
we really want to know about is the whole valley. Valleys are
characterized by the property that one can not reach a goal
state without increasing the value of the heuristic function.

Definition 13 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. A state s 2 S has a
full exit path, if there is a path from s to a goal state s0 such
that the heuristic value of the states on the path decreases
monotonically.

One state on a plateau has a full exit path if and only if all
states on that plateau do so. If a plateau has no full exit paths,
then it is part of a valley.

Definition 14 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. A valley is a maximal
set V of plateaus such that no P 2 V has full exit paths, no
P 2 V is a recognized dead end, and for all P; P 0 2 V , P is
strongly connected to P 0.

The existence of valleys is, in any search space, equivalent
to the existence of local minima. It turns out that, in 7 of the
13 competition domains, the state spaces of all our instances
do not contain any local minima at all.

Hypothesis 1 Let P be a planning task from any of
the Assembly, Grid, Gripper, Logistics, Miconic-SIMPLE,
Miconic-STRIPS, or Movie domains. Then, the state space

ofP does not contain any local minima under evaluation with
h
+.

In Figure 2, we show the mean percentage of states on val-
leys for those domains where we found local minima.

Domain I0 I1 I2 I3 I4

Blocksworld 9.8 28.1 37.5 50.1 55.6
Freecell 0.0 1.1 1.2 2.6 3.0
Miconic-ADL 0.0 0.0 2.5 9.7 9.8
Mprime 18.8 29.9 50.7 58.5 70.7
Mystery 19.5 38.5 55.1 68.0 89.4
Schedule 20.0 25.6 36.5 31.8 35.3

Figure 2: Percentage of states on valleys in the relevant part
of the state space. Mean values for increasing task difficulty
in different domains.

Any unrecognized dead end state lies in a valley. There-
fore, the percentage of valleys is at least as high as the per-
centage of unrecognized dead ends for the domains shown in
Figure 1. In Freecell and Miconic-ADL, the states on valleys
are exactly the unrecognized dead ends in all our examples.
In Mprime and Mystery, there can be more valley states. In
Blocksworld and Schedule, values seem to approach an up-
per limit on our most difficult tasks. Computing maximum
instead of the mean values shown in Figure 2, we found that
some of our Schedule tasks contain up to 74:1% valley states.
In our Blocksworld suite, however, the maximum valley per-
centage is constantly 59:3%, irrespective of difficulty.

5.2 Contours
We also measure the average percentage of states lying on
contours that are not part of a valley—regions in the state
space that are dominated by such contours are likely to be
passed quickly by a local search algorithm. In Movie, the
percentage is constantly 98:4%. In Assembly, Logistics,
Miconic-SIMPLE, Miconic-STRIPS, and Schedule, between
30% and 60% of the relevant state space lie on such contours
in our examples, and there is no clear tendency that the val-
ues decrease with task difficulty. In the remaining 7 domains,
there is such a tendency. Values are particularly low in the
Blocksworld, going down to 3:8% in our most difficult tasks.

5.3 Benches
For benches, the percentage of states alone is not a very in-
formative parameter, as any plateau is a bench given it has at
least one improving exit. What really matters is, how difficult
is it to find such an exit? Possible criteria for this are the size
of benches, or the proportion of improving exits. Here, we
define another criterion that is—as will be shown in the next
section—especially relevant for FF's search algorithm. The
criterion is named maximal exit distance. We measure that
distance for what we call bench-related plateaus. These are
benches, and plains leading to benches. Recall Definitions 11
and 12.

Definition 15 Given a search space (S;E;G; s0) with a
completeness-preserving heuristic h. For a state s on a
bench-related plateau, the exit distance ed(s) is the length of
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a shortest flat path from s to some s0 such that there is some s00

with (s0
; s

00) 2 E; h(s00) < h(s0). The maximal exit distance
of a bench-related plateau P is med(P ) := maxfed(s) j
s 2 Pg.

The maximal exit distance in a search space is the max-
imum over the maximal exit distances of all bench-related
plateaus, or 0 if there are no bench-related plateaus. It turns
out that, in 5 of the competition domains, the maximal exit
distance is constant across all our examples.

Hypothesis 2 To any of the Gripper, Logistics, Miconic-
SIMPLE, Miconic-STRIPS, or Movie domains, there is a
constant c, such that, for all tasks P in that domain, the max-
imal exit distance in the state space of P is at most c under
evaluation with h+.

In the listed domains, all our examples have maximal exit
distance 1, so the constant c = 1 fulfills the hypothesized
property there. The crucial point is that, in those 5 domains,
there apparently is an upper limit to the maximal exit dis-
tance. In contrast to this, computing mean values, we found
that the mean maximal exit distance grows with difficulty in
our suites from 7 of the remaining 8 domains. In Mprime,
mean values show a lot of variance, making it hard to draw
any conclusions. See Figure 3.

Domain I0 I1 I2 I3 I4

Assembly 0 1.2 1.6 2.4 3.5
Blocksworld 2.8 3.3 3.8 4.9 5.0
Freecell 0 0 1 1 1.5
Grid 2.6 3.2 3.1 3.8 4.3
Miconic-ADL 1 1 1 1.4 2.3
Mprime 1.9 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.2
Mystery 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.2 2.3
Schedule 1 1 1.2 1.9 2.0

Figure 3: Maximal exit distance. Mean values for increasing
task difficulty in different domains.

6 A Planning Domain Taxonomy
Our approach divides planning domains into a taxonomy of
different classes with respect to the h+ heuristic, depending
on which dead end class they belong to, whether there can be
local minima, and whether there is an upper limit to the max-
imal exit distance. See a schematic overview of our results in
Figure 4.

Remember that the existence of unrecognized dead ends
implies the existence of valleys, which implies the existence
of local minima. The overview in Figure 4 gives an appealing
impression of the kind of domains that state-of-the-art heuris-
tic planners work well on: The “simple” domains are in the
left bottom corner, while the “demanding” ones are in the top
right corner. In fact, in the AIPS-2000 competition, the Free-
cell and Miconic-ADL domains constituted much more of a
problem to the heuristic planners than, for example, the Lo-
gistics domain did.

The majority of the competition domains lie on the “sim-
ple” left bottom side of our taxonomy. In fact, this phe-
nomenon gets even stronger when looking at other commonly
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Figure 4: A taxonomy for planning domains, overviewing our
results.

used planning benchmark domains: From our 20 domains, 14
do not exhibit any local minima. In 8 of those 14 domains,
the mean maximal exit distance does not grow with difficulty.
In the Briefcaseworld, for example, the distance is apparently
bounded by c = 3.

For domains without local minima and with bounded max-
imal exit distance, we can be precise about simplicity. Con-
sider the following algorithm, working on a search space
(S;E;G; s0) with a heuristic h.

s := s0

while h(s) 6= 0 do
do breadth first search for s0, h(s0) < h(s)
s := s

0

endwhile

This algorithm has been termed Enforced Hill-climbing by
Hoffmann [2000], and is used in FF.

Proposition 1 Let D be a set of search spaces with heuris-
tics, such that no search space contains a local minimum,
and med is an upper limit to the maximal exit distance. Say
we have a search space (S;E;G; s0) 2 D, with heuristic h.
Let b be the maximal number of outgoing edges of any state.
Then, started on (S;E;G; s0), Enforced Hill-climbing will
find a goal state after considering O(h(s0) � bmed+1) states.

Without local minima, each iteration of Enforced Hill-
climbing crosses a bench-related region or a contour, so it
finds a better state at maximal depth med + 1, considering
O(bmed+1) states. Each iteration improves the heuristic value
by at least one, so after at most h(s0) iterations, a goal state
is reached.

Reconsider the terminology introduced at the beginning of
Section 3. Say we have a planning domain with operator
schemata O. Any task specifies, amongst other things, the
set of objects O, yielding the action set A. An obvious up-
per limit to the number of outgoing edges in the task's state
space is jAj. Furthermore, if the longest add list of any action
has size k, then, for non dead end states s, h+(s) � k � jAj.
This is because with empty delete lists, each atom needs to
be added at most once. Finally, jAj and k are polynomial in
jOj for fixed O. Thus, considering only the solvable tasks
from a domain, applying Proposition 1 gets us the following.
If h+ does not yield any local minima, and produces a con-
stant maximal exit distance, then Enforced Hill-climbing, us-
ing h+, finds a goal state to each task by looking at a number
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of states polynomial in jOj.1

7 Explaining FF's Runtime Behavior
To give an example of how our results under evaluation with
h
+ carry over to existing approximation techniques, we ran

the same experiments, using the FF heuristic. The results are
summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Results overview for the FF heuristic.

Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 4, one sees that there are
three domains where local minima arise, when using the FF
heuristic instead of h+. However, the averaged valley per-
centage is below 6% in Grid, below 2% in Assembly, and
below 0:3% in Miconic-SIMPLE. Four of the domains that
are simple with h+ stay simple with the FF heuristic.

As Hoffmann [2000] describes, the FF system uses the
Enforced Hill-climbing algorithm as its search method. For
STRIPS planning tasks, it is easy to see that, like it is the
case for the h+ heuristic, FF's heuristic estimate to any state
is bounded by the number of actions. Thus, if Hypotheses 1
and 2 are true for the STRIPS domains Gripper, Logistics,
Miconic-STRIPS, and Movie, under evaluation with the FF
heuristic, then Enforced Hill-climbing, using that heuristic,
solves the tasks in each of these domains by evaluating poly-
nomially many states.

8 Conclusion and Outlook
The intuition that many planning benchmarks are “simple”
in some sense is not new to the planning community. What
the author personally likes most about the presented work is
that it provides a formal notion of what simplicity, in that
context, might mean. We give empirical data supporting that
many benchmarks are, in fact, simple in that formal sense.
The work provides insights into fundamental structural dif-
ferences between different planning domains, and offers ex-
plaining the success of FF—and possibly of other state-of-
the-art heuristic planners—as utilizing the simplicity of the
benchmarks.

The presented results are preliminary to the effect that ob-
servations are made on a collection of comparatively small
planning tasks. The stated hypotheses must be verified. For

1In domains where this holds, deciding plan existence is in NP:
To any solvable task, there is a solution plan with at most h+(I) �
(med+ 1) steps, i.e., a plan of polynomial length.

the h+ function, we are going to prove our hypotheses analyt-
ically. For the FF and HSP heuristic functions, we are going
to take samples from the state spaces of larger tasks.

Practically, we see the benefits of our results in mainly
three areas. Firstly—which is a line of work that we are cur-
rently exploring—one can try to recognize simple planning
tasks automatically, and thereby predict the runtime behavior
of FF or other heuristic planners. Secondly, knowing about
the strengths and weaknesses of existing heuristic functions
may help in designing better ones. Finally, a better under-
standing of the structural differences between planning do-
mains may help in designing more challenging benchmarks.
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Abstract

This paper challenges the prevailing pessimism about the
scalability of partial order planning (POP) algorithms by
presenting several novel heuristic control techniques that
make them competitive with the state of the art plan syn-
thesis algorithms. Our key insight is that the techniques
responsible for the efficiency of the currently success-
ful planners–viz., distance based heuristics, reachability
analysis and disjunctive constraint handling–can also be
adapted to dramatically improve the efficiency of the POP
algorithm. We implement our ideas in a variant of UCPOP
called REPOP1. Our empirical results show that in ad-
dition to dominating UCPOP, REPOP also convincingly
outperforms Graphplan in several “parallel” domains. The
plans generated by REPOP also tend to be better than
those generated by Graphplan and state search planners
in terms of execution flexibility.

1 Introduction
Most recent strides in scaling up planning have centered
around two dominant themes - heuristic state space planners,
exemplified by UNPOP[20], HSP-R[3], and CSP-based plan-
ners, exemplified by Graphplan[2] and SATPLAN [14] . This
is in stark contrast to planning research up to five years ago,
when most of the efforts were focused on scaling up partial or-
der planners[19; 27; 15; 23; 11; 13]. Despite such efforts, the
partial order planners continue to be extremely slow and are
not competitive with the fastest state search-based and CSP-
based planners. Indeed, the recent advances in plan synthe-
sis have generally been (mis)interpreted as establishing the
supremacy of state space and CSP-based approaches over POP
approaches.

Despite its current scale-up problems, partial order planning
remains attractive over state space and CSP-based planning for
several reasons. The least commitment inherent in partial order
planning makes it one of the more open planning frameworks.
This is evidenced by the fact that most existing architectures
for integrating planning with execution, information gather-
ing, and scheduling are based on partial order planners. In

�This research is supported in part by the NSF grant IRI-9801676,
AFOSR grant F20602-98-1-0182 and the NASA grants NAG2-1461
and NCC-1225. We thank David Smith, Malik Ghallab, Austin Tate,
Dan Weld, Terry Zimmerman, Biplav Srivastava, Minh B. Do, and
the IJCAI referees for critical comments on the previous drafts of this
paper.

1UCPOP [27]!UNPOP [20]! REPOP. REPOP’s source code
is available from http://rakaposhi.eas.asu.edu/repop.html.

[25], Smith argues that POP-based frameworks offer a more
promising approach for handling domains with durative ac-
tions, and temporal and resource constraints as compared to
other planning approaches. In fact, most of the known im-
plementations of planning systems capable of handling tem-
poral and durative constraints –including IxTET [6] as well
as NASA’s RAX [10]–are based on the POP algorithms. Even
for simpler planning domains, partial order planners search for
and output partially ordered plans that offer a higher degree of
execution flexibility. In contrast, none of the known state space
planners can find parallel plans efficiently [8], and CSP plan-
ners such as Graphplan only generate a very restricted class of
parallel plans (see Section 5).

The foregoing motivates the need for improving the effi-
ciency of POP algorithms. We show in this paper that the
insights and techniques responsible for the advances in plan
synthesis made in the recent years in the context of state-based
and CSP-based planners are largely adaptable to POP algo-
rithms. In particular, we present novel methods for adapting
distance based heuristics, reachability analysis and disjunctive
constraint processing techniques to POP algorithms. Distance-
based heuristics are used as the basis for ranking partial plans
and as flaw selection methods. The other two techniques are
used for efficiently enforcing the consistency of the partial
plans–by detecting implicit conflicts and resolving them.

Our methods help scale up POP algorithms dramatically–
making them competitive with respect to state space planners,
while preserving their flexibility. We present empirical studies
showing that REPOP, a version of UCPOP [27] enhanced by
our ideas, can perform competitively with other existing ap-
proaches in many planning domains. In particular, REPOP
appears to scale up much better than Graphplan in the paral-
lel domains we tried. More importantly, the solutions REPOP
generates are generally shorter in length, and provide signifi-
cantly more execution flexibility [25].

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
will briefly review the basics of the POP algorithm. Section 3
describes how distance based heuristics can be adapted to rank
partial plans. Section 4 shows how unsafe links flaws can be
generalized and resolved efficiently. Section 5 reports empir-
ical evaluations of the techniques that have been described.
Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 summarizes
the contributions of this work.

2 Background on Partial Order Planning
In this paper we consider the simple STRIPS representation of
classical planning problems, in which the initial world state I ,
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goal state G and the set of deterministic actions 
 are given.
Each action a 2 
 has a precondition list and an effect list,
denoted respectively as Prec(a); Eff(a). The planning prob-
lem involves finding a plan that when executed from the initial
state I will achieve the goal G.

A tutorial introduction to POP algorithms can be found in
[27]. We will provide a brief review here. Most POP algo-
rithms can be seen as searching in the space of partial plans. A
partial plan is a five-tuple: P = (A;O;L;OC;UL), where
A� 
 is a set of (ground) actions,2 O is a set of ordering
constraints over A, and L is a set of causal links over A.3 A
causal link is of the form ai

p
�! aj , and denotes a commit-

ment by the planner that the precondition p of action aj will
be supported by an effect of action ai. OC is a set of open con-
ditions, and UL is a set of unsafe links. An open condition is
of the form (p; a), where p 2 Prec(a) and a 2 A, and there is
no causal link b

p
�!a 2 L. Loosely speaking, the open condi-

tions are preconditions of actions in the partial plan which have
not yet been achieved in the current partial plan. A causal link
ai

p
�!aj is called unsafe if there exists an action ak 2 A such

that (i) :p 2 Eff(ak) and (ii) O[fai � ak � ajg is consis-
tent. In such a case, ak is also said to threaten the causal link
ai

p
�! aj . Open conditions and unsafe links are also called

flaws in the partial plan. Therefore a solution plan can be seen
as a partial plan with no flaws (i.e., OC = ; and UL = ;).

The POP algorithm starts with a null partial plan P and
keeps refining it until a solution plan is found. The null par-
tial plan contains two dummy actions a0 � a1 where the
preconditions of a1 correspond to the top level goals of the
problem, and the effects of a0 correspond to the conditions in
the initial state. The null plan has no causal links or unsafe
link flaws, but has open condition flaws corresponding to the
preconditions of a1 (top level goals).

A refinement step involves selecting a flaw in the partial
plan P , and resolving it, resulting in a new partial plan. When
the flaw chosen is an open condition (p; a), an action b needs
to be selected that achieves p. b can be a new action in 
, or
an action that is already in A. The sets OC, O, L and UL also
need to be updated with respect to b. Secondly, when the flaw
chosen is an unsafe link ai

p
�! aj that is threatened by action

ak, it can be repaired by either promotion, i.e adding ordering
constraint ak � ai into O, or demotion, i.e adding aj � ak
into O.

The efficiency of POP algorithms depends critically on the
way partial plans are selected from the search queue, and the
strategies used to select and resolve the flaws. In Section 3
we present several distance-based heuristics for ranking partial
plans in the search queue. Section 4 introduces the disjunctive
constraint representation for efficiently handling unsafe link
flaws, and reachability analysis for generalizing the notion of
unsafe links to include implicit conflicts in the plan.

3 Heuristics for ranking partial plans
In choosing a plan from the search queue for further refine-
ment, we are naturally interested in plans that are likely to
lead to a solution with a minimum number of refinements

2Although partial order planners are capable of handling partially
instantiated action instances, we restrict our attention to ground action
instances.

3Strictly speakingA should be seen as a set of “steps”, where each
step is mapped to an action instance [15].

(flaw resolutions). As we handle the unsafe links in a signif-
icantly different way than standard UCPOP (see Section 4),
the only remaining category of flaws to be resolved are open
condition flaws. Consequently one way of ranking plans in
the search queue is to estimate the minimum number of new
actions needed to resolve all the open condition flaws.

Definition 1 (h*) Given a partial plan P , let h�(P) denote
the minimum number of new actions that need to be added to
P to make it a solution plan.

h�(P) can be seen as the number of actions that, when exe-
cuted from the initial state I in some order, will achieve the
set of subgoals S = fpj(p; a) 2 OCg. In this sense, this is
similar to estimating the number of actions needed to achieve
a state from the given initial state in state search planners [3;
21], but for two significant differences: (i) the propositions in
S are not necessarily in the same world state and (ii) the set
of actions that achieve S cannot conflict with the set of actions
and causal links already present in P .

A well-known heuristic for estimating h� involves simply
counting the number of open conditions in the partial plan [13].

Heuristic 1 (Open conditions heuristic) hoc(P)= jOCj

This estimate is neither admissible nor informed in many
domains, because it treats every open condition equally. In
particular, it is ineffective when some open conditions require
more actions to achieve than others.

We would like to have a closer estimate of h� function with-
out insisting on admissibility. To do this, we need to take better
account of subgoal interactions[21]. Accounting for the neg-
ative interactions in estimating h� can be very tricky, and is
complicated by the fact that the subgoals in S may not be in
the same state. Thus we will start by ignoring the negative in-
teractions. This has three immediate consequences: (i) the set
of unsafe links UL becomes empty. (ii) the actions needed in
achieving a set of subgoals S will have no conflicts with the set
of actions A and and the causal links L already present in P .
and (iii) a subgoal p once achieved from the initial state can
never become untrue. Given these consequences, it does not
matter much that the subgoals in S are not necessarily present
in the same world state, since the minimum number of actions
needed for achieving such a set of subgoals in any given tem-
poral ordering is the same as the minimum cost of achieving a
state comprising all those subgoals.

The foregoing justifies the adaptation of many heuristic es-
timators for ranking the goodness of states in state search
planners. Most of the early heuristic estimators used in
state search not only ignore negative interactions, but also
make the stronger assumption of subgoal independence[3;
20]. A few of the recent ones, [21; 9] however account for
the positive interactions among subgoals (while still ignoring
the negative interactions). It is this latter class of heuristics that
we focus on for use in partial order planning. Specifically, to
account for the positive interactions, we exploit the ideas for
estimating the cost of achieving a set of subgoals S using a
serial planning graph.4

Specifically, we build a planning graph starting from the ini-
tial state I . Let lev(p) be the index of the level in the planning
graph that a proposition p first appears, and lev(S) be the index
of the first level at which all propositions in S appear. Let pS
be the proposition in S such that lev(pS) = maxpi2S lev(pi).

4We assume that the readers are familiar with the planning graph
data structure, which is used in Graphplan algorithm[2].
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pS will possibly be the last proposition in S that is achieved
during execution. Let aS be an action in the planning graph
that achieves pS in the level lev(pS). We can achieve pS by
adding aS to the plan. Introduction of aS changes the set of
goals to be achieved to S0 = S + Prec(aS) � Eff(aS). We
can express the cost of S in terms of the cost of aS and S0:

cost(S) := cost(aS)+ cost(S+Prec(aS)�Eff(aS)) (1)

where cost(aS) = 1 if aS =2 A and 0 otherwise. Since
lev(Prec(aS)) is strictly smaller than lev(pS), recursively ap-
plying Equation 1 to its right hand side will eventually express
cost(S) in terms of cost(I) (which is zero), and the costs of
actions aS . The process is quite efficient as the number of ap-
plications is bounded by lev(S).

Heuristic 2 (Relax heuristic) hrelax(P) = cost(S), where
S = fpj(p; a) 2 OCg, and cost(S) is computed using the
recurrence relation 1.

Given such a heuristic estimate, plans in the search queue
are ranked with the evaluation function: f(P)= jAj+w �

h(P). The parameter w is used to increase the greediness of
the heuristic search and is set to 5 by default.

4 Enforcing consistency of partial plans
The consistency of a partial plan is ensured through the han-
dling of its unsafe links. In this section we describe two ways
of improving this phase. The first involves posting disjunctive
constraints to resolve unsafe links. The second involves detect-
ing implicit conflicts (unsafe links) using reachability analysis.

4.1 Disjunctive representation of ordering
constraints

Normally, an unsafe link ai
p
�! aj that is in conflict with

action ak is resolved by either promotion or demotion, that
is, splitting the current partial plan into two partial plans, one
with the constraint ak � ai, and the other with the constraint
aj � ak. A problem with this premature splitting is that a
single failing plan gets unnecessarily multiplied into many de-
scendant plans poisoning the search queue significantly. A
much better idea, first proposed in [16], is to resolve the un-
safe link by posting a disjunctive ordering constraint that cap-
tures both the promotion and demotion possibilities, and incre-
mentally simplify these constraints by propagation techniques.
This way, we can detect many failing plans before they get se-
lected for refinement.

Specifically, an unsafe causal link ai
p
�! aj that is in con-

flict with action ak can be resolved by simply adding a dis-
junctive ordering constraint (ak � ai)_ (aj � ak) to the plan.

We use the following procedure for simplifying the disjunc-
tive orderings. Whenever an open condition (p; a) is selected
and resolved by either adding a new action or reusing an action
b in the partial plan, we add a new ordering constraint b � a
to O, followed by repeated application of the constraint prop-
agation rules below:

� (a1 � a2) 2 O^(a2 � a3) 2 O) O O [(a1 � a3)

� (a1 � a2) 2 O ^(a2 � a1) 2 O ) False

� (a1 � a2) 2 O^(a2 � a1 _ a3 � a4) 2 O )
O  O [(a3 � a4)
O  O �(a2 � a1 _ a3 � a4)

The first two propagation rules are already done as part of
POP algorithm to ensure the transitive consistency of ordering
constraints. The third rule is a unit propagation rule over order-
ing constraints. This propagation both reduces the disjunction
and detects infeasible plans ahead of time. When all the open
conditions have already been established and there are still dis-
junctive constraints left in the plan, the remaining disjunctive
constraints are then split into the search space [16].

4.2 Detecting and Resolving implicit conflicts
through reachability analysis

Although the unsafe link detection and resolution steps in the
POP algorithm are meant to enforce consistency of the par-
tial plan, often times they are too weak to detect implicit in-
consistencies. In particular, the procedure assumes that a link
ai

p
�! aj is threatened by an action a only if a has an ef-

fect :p. Often a might have an effect q (or precondition r)
such that no legal state can have p and q (or p and r) true to-
gether. Detecting and resolving such implicit interactions can
be quite helpful in weeding out inconsistent partial plans from
the search space.

In order to do implicit conflict detection as described above,
we need to have (partial) information about the properties of
reachable states. Interestingly, such reachability information
has played a significant role in the scale-up of state space plan-
ners, motivating the development of procedures for identify-
ing mutex constraints, state invariants and memos etc. [2; 7;
5] (we shall henceforth use the term mutex to denote all these
types of reachability information). One simple way of produc-
ing reachability information is to expand Graphplan’s planning
graph structure, armed with mutex propagation procedure [2].
The mutexes present at the level where the graph levels off are
state invariants [21].

Exploiting the reachability information to check consistency
of partial plans requires identifying the feasibility of the world
states that any eventual execution of the partial plan must pass
through. Although partial order plans normally do not have
explicit state information associated with them, it is neverthe-
less possible to provide partial characterization of the states
their execution must pass through. Specifically, we define the
general notion of cutsets as follows:

Definition 2 (Cutsets) Pre- and post- cutsets, C� and C+ of
an action ak in a planP are defined as C�(ak) = Prec(ak)[
L(ak), and C+(ak) = Eff(ak) [ L(ak), where L(ak) is the
set of all conditions p such that there exists a link ai

p
�! aj

where ai is necessarily before ak, and aj is necessarily after
ak

The pre- and post-cutsets of an action can be seen as partial
description of world states that must hold before and after the
action ak. If these partial descriptions violate the properties
of the reachable states, then clearly the partial plan cannot be
refined into an executable solution.

Proposition 1 If there exists a cutset that contains a mutex,
then the partial plan is provably invalid and can be pruned
from the search queue.

While this proposition allows us to detect and prune incon-
sistent plans, it is often inefficient to wait until the plan be-
comes inconsistent. Detecting and resolving implicit conflicts
is essentially a more active approach that prevents a partial
plan from becoming inconsistent by this proposition. Specifi-
cally, we generalize the notion of unsafe links as follows:
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Definition 3 An action ak is said to have a conflict with a
causal link ai

p
�! aj if (i) O[fai � ak � ajg is consistent

and (ii) either Prec(ak) [ fpg or Eff(ak) [ fpg contains a
mutex. A causal link ai

p
�! aj is unsafe if it has a conflict

with some action in the partial plan.

These notions of conflict and unsafe link subsume the origi-
nal notions of threat and unsafe link introduced in Section 2,
because :p 2 Eff(ak) also implies that Eff(ak) [ fpg is
a mutex. Therefore the generalized notion of unsafe links re-
sult in detecting a larger number of (implicit) conflicts (unsafe
links) present in a partial plan.

Once the implicit conflicts are detected, they are resolved by
posting disjunctive orderings as described in the previous sub-
section. As we shall see later, the combination of disjunctive
constraints and detection of implicit conflicts through reacha-
bility information leads to quite robust improvements in plan-
ning performance.

5 Empirical Evaluation
We have implemented the techniques introduced in this paper
on top of UCPOP[27], a popular partial order planning algo-
rithm. We call the resulting planner REPOP. As mentioned in
Section 2, both UCPOP and REPOP are given ground action
instances, and thus neither of them have to deal with variable
binding constraints. Both UCPOP and REPOP use the LIFO
as the order in which open condition flaws are selected for res-
olution. Our empirical studies compare REPOP to UCPOP as
well as Graphplan[2] and AltAlt[21], which represent two cur-
rently popular approaches (CSP search and state space search)
in plan synthesis. All these planners are written in Lisp. In
the case of Graphplan, we used the Lisp implementation of the
original algorithm, enhanced with EBL and DDB capabilities
[17]. AltAlt [22] is a state-of-the-art heuristic regression state
search planner, that has been shown to be significantly faster
than HSP-R [3]. The empirical studies are conducted on a 500
MHz Pentium-III with 256MB RAM, running Linux. The test
suite of problems were taken from several benchmark planning
domains from the literature. Some of these, including gripper,
rocket world, blocks world and logistics are “parallel” domains
which admit solutions with loosely ordered steps, while others,
such as grid world and travel world admit only serial solutions.
Efficiency of Synthesis: In Table 1, we report the total run-
ning times for the REPOP algorithm, including the prepro-
cessing time for computing the mutex constraints (using bi-
level planning graph structures [18]). Table 1 shows that RE-
POP exhibits dramatic improvements from its base planner,
UCPOP, in gripper, logistics and rocket domains–all of which
are “parallel domains.” For instance, REPOP is able to com-
fortably generate plans with up to 70 actions in logistics and
gripper domains, a feat that has hither-to been significantly be-
yond the reach of partial order planners. More interesting is the
comparison between REPOP and the non-partial order plan-
ners. In the parallel domains, REPOP manages to outperform
Graphplan. Although REPOP still trails state search planners
such as AltAlt, these latter planners can only generate serial
plans.

Despite the impressive performance of the REPOP over par-
allel domains, it remains ineffective in “serial” domains in-
cluding the grid, 8-puzzle and travel world, which admit only
totally ordered plan solutions. We suspect that part of the rea-
son for this may be the inability of our heuristics to adequately
account for negative interactions. Indeed, we found that the

normal open conditions heuristic hoc is better than our relaxed
heuristic on these problems. It may also be possible that the
least commitment strategies employed by the POP algorithms
become a burden in serial domains, since eventually all actions
need to be ordered with respect to each other. One silverlining
in this matter is that most of the domains where POP algo-
rithms are supposed to offer advantages are likely to be paral-
lel domains from the planner’s perspective–either because the
actions will have durations (making the serial/parallel distinc-
tion moot) or because we want solution output by the planner
to offer some degree of scheduling flexibility.
Plan Quality: We also evaluated the quality of plans gener-
ated by REPOP, since plan quality is seen as an important is-
sue favoring POP algorithms. To quantify the quality of plans
generated, we consider three metrics: (i) the cumulative cost of
the actions included in the plan (ii) the minimum time needed
for executing the plan and (iii) the scheduling (execution) flex-
ibility of the plan.

For actions with uniform cost, the action cost is equal to
the number of actions in the plan. Table 1 shows that RE-
POP produces plans with lower action cost compared to both
Graphplan and AltAlt in all but one problem (rocket-ext-b).

We measure the minimum execution time in terms of the
makespan of the plan, which is loosely defined as the mini-
mum number of time steps needed to execute the plan (tak-
ing the possibility of concurrent execution into consideration).
Makespan for the plans produced by Graphplan is just the
number of steps in the plan, while the makespan for plans
produced by AltAlt (and other state space planners) is equal
to the number of actions in the plan. For a partially ordered
plan P generated by REPOP, the makespan is simply the
length of the longest path between a0 and a1. Specifically,
makespan(P ) = maxa2P est(a), where est(a) is the earli-
est start time step for the (instantaneous) action a. To compute
est, we can start by initializing est to 0 for all a 2 P . Next, we
repeatedly update them until fixpoint using the following rule:
For all (ai � aj) 2 O, est(aj) := maxfest(aj); 1+est(ai)g.
Table 1 shows that the solution plans generated by REPOP are
highly parallel, since the makespans of these plans are signif-
icantly smaller than the total number of actions. Graphplan’s
solutions have smaller makespans in several problems, but at
the expense of having substantially larger number of actions.

a1

a2 a4

a3a0

P1

ainf

(a) A parallel plan gen-
erated by Graphplan

a1

a2 a4

a3a0

P2

ainf

(b) A partially ordered
plan

Figure 1: Example illustrating the execution flexibility of partially
ordered plans over (Graphplan’s) parallel plans.

Finally, we measure the execution flexibility of a plan in
terms of the number of actions in the plan that do not have
any precedence relations among them. The higher this mea-
sure, the higher the number of orders in which a plan can be
executed (“scheduled”). Figure 1 illustrates a parallel plan P1
and a partially ordered plan P2, which are generated by Graph-
plan and REPOP, respectively. Both plans have 4 actions and
a makespan value of 2, but P2 is noticeably more flexible than
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Problem UCPOP REPOP Graphplan AltAlt
(time) Time #A/ #S #flex Time #A/ #S #flex Time #A

gripper-8 – 1.01 21/ 15 .57 66.82 23/ 15 .69 .43 21
gripper-10 – 2.72 27/ 19 .59 47min 29/ 19 .71 1.15 27
gripper-12 – 6.46 33/ 23 .61 – – – 1.78 33
gripper-20 – 81.86 59/ 39 .68 – – – 15.42 59

rocket-ext-a – 8.36 35/ 16 2.46 75.12 40/ 7 7.15 1.02 36
rocket-ext-b – 8.17 34/ 15 7.29 77.48 30/ 7 4.80 1.29 34

logistics.a – 3.16 52/ 13 20.54 306.12 80/ 11 6.58 1.59 64
logistics.b – 2.31 42/ 13 20.0 262.64 79/ 13 5.34 1.18 53
logistics.c – 22.54 50/ 15 16.92 – – – 4.52 70
logistics.d – 91.53 69/ 33 22.84 – – – 20.62 85

bw-large-a(9) 45.78 (5.23) – (8/ 5) – (2.75) – 14.67 11/4 2.0 4.12 9
bw-large-b(11) – (18.86) – (11/ 8) – (3.28) – 122.56 18/ 5 2.67 14.14 11
bw-large-c(15) – (137.84) – (17/ 10) – (5.06) – – – – 116.34 19

travel1 149.74 (4.32) – (9/9) – (0.0) – 0.32 9/ 9 0.0 0.53 9
simple-grid1 56.40 (0.0) – (6/ 6) – (0.0) – 0.42 6/ 6 0.0 1.48 6
simple-grid2 – (2.43) – (10/ 10) – (0.0) – 0.95 10/ 10 0.0 1.58 10
simple-grid3 – – – – 3.96 16/ 16 0.0 15.12 16

Table 1: “Time” shows total running times in cpu seconds, and includes the time for any required preprocessing. Dashed entries denote
problems for which no solution is found in 3 hours or 250MB. Parenthesized entries (for blocks world, travel and grid domains) indicate the
performance of REPOP when using hoc heuristic. #A and #S are the action cost and time cost respectively of the solution plans. “flex” is the
execution flexibility measure of the plan (see below).

P1, since P1 implies ordering constraints such as a1 � a4 and
a2 � a3, but P2 does not. To capture this flexibility, we de-
fine, for each action a, flex(a) as the number of actions in
the plan that do not have any (direct or indirect) ordering con-
straint with a. flex(P ) is defined as the average value of flex
over all the actions in the plan. It is easy to see that for a serial
plan P , 8a2Pflex(a) = 0, and consequently flex(P ) = 0.
In our example in Figure 1, flex(a) = 1 for all a in P1,
and flex(a) = 2 for all a in P2. Thus, flex(P1) = 1 and
flex(P2) = 2. It is easy to see that P2 can be executed in
more ways than P1. Table 1 reports the flex() value for the
solution plans. As can be seen, plans generated by REPOP
have substantially larger average values of flex than Graph-
plan in blocks world and logistics, and similar values in grip-
per. Graphplan produces a more flexible plan in only one prob-
lem in the rocket domain.

Problem UCPOP +CE +HP +HP+CE

gripper-8 * 6557/ 3881 * 1299/ 698
gripper-10 * 11407/ 6642 * 2215/ 1175
gripper-12 * 17628/ 10147 * 3380/ 1776
gripper-20 * * * 11097/ 5675

rocket-ext-a * * 30110/ 17768 7638/ 4261
rocket-ext-b * * 85316/ 51540 28282/ 16324

logistics.a * * 411/ 191 847/ 436
logistics.b * * 920/ 436 542/ 271
logistics.c * * 4939/ 2468 7424/ 4796
logistics.d * * * 16572/ 10512

Table 2: Ablation studies to evaluate the individual effectiveness
of the new techniques: heuristic for ranking partial plans (HP) and
consistency enforcement (CE). Each entry shows the number of par-
tial plans generated and expanded. Note that REPOP is essentially
UCPOP with HP and CE. (*) means no solution found after generat-
ing 100,000 nodes.

Before ending the discussion on plan quality, we should
mention that it is possible to use post-processing techniques
to improve the quality of plans produced by state-space and
CSP-based planners. However, such post-processing, in addi-
tion to being NP-hard in general [1], does not provide a satis-
factory solution for online integration of the planner with other
modules such as schedulers and executors [6; 25].

Ablation Studies: We now evaluate the individual effective-
ness of each of the acceleration techniques, viz., heuristic func-
tions for ranking partial plans (HP), and consistency enforce-
ment (CE).Table 2 shows the number of partial plans generated
and expanded in the search when each of these techniques is
added into the original UCPOP. We restrict our focus to the
parallel domains where REPOP seems to offer significant ad-
vantages.

In the logistics and rocket domains, the use of hrelax heuris-
tic accounts for the largest fraction of the improvement from
UCPOP. Interestingly, hrelax fails to help scale up UCPOP
even on very small problems in the gripper domain. We found
that the search spends most of the time exploring inconsis-
tent partial plans for failing to realize that a left or right grip-
per can carry at most one ball. This problem is alleviated
by consistency enforcement (CE) techniques through detection
and resolution of implicit conflicts (e.g. the conflict between
carry(ball1; left) and carry(ball2; left)). As a result, RE-
POP can comfortably solve large gripper problems, such as
gripper-20.

Among the consistency enforcement techniques, both
reachability analysis and disjunctive constraint representation
appear to complement each other. For instance, in problem lo-
gistics.d, if only reachability analysis is used with the heuristic
hrelax, a solution can be found after generating 255K nodes.
When disjunctive representation is also used, the number of
generated nodes is reduced by more than 15 times to 16K.

6 Related Work
Several previous research efforts have been aimed at acceler-
ating partial order planners (c.f. [11; 12; 13; 16; 23; 24; 6;
4]). While none of these techniques approach the current level
of performance offered by REPOP, many important ideas sep-
arately introduced in these previous efforts are either related to
or are complementary to our techniques. IxTeT [6] uses dis-
tance based heuristic estimates to select among the possible
resolutions of a given open condition flaw (although no eval-
uation of the technique is provided). It is interesting to note
that IxTeT’s use of distance based heuristics precedes their
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independent re-discovery in the context of state-search plan-
ners by McDermott [20] and Bonet and Geffner [3]. In [4],
Bylander describes the use of a relaxation heuristic based on
linear planning for POP; it however seems not to be very ef-
fective. The idea of postponing the resolution of unsafe links
by posting disjunctive constraints has been pursued by Smith
and Peot in [23] as well as by Kambhampati and Yang in [16].
Our work shows that the effectiveness of this idea is enhanced
significantly by generalizing the notion of conflicts to include
indirect conflicts. The notion of action-proposition mutexes
defined in Smith and Weld’s work on temporal graphplan [26]
is related to our notion of indirect conflicts introduced in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, there is a significant amount of work on flaw
selection strategies (e.g., the order in which open condition
flaws are selected to be resolved) [11] that may be fruitfully
combined with REPOP. The techniques for recognizing and
suspending recursion (“looping”) during search may also make
a useful addition to REPOP [24].

7 Conclusion and Future Work
The successes in scaling up classical planning using CSP
and state space search approaches have generally been
(mis)interpreted as a side-swipe on the scalability of partial
order planning. Consequently, in the last five years, work on
POP paradigm has dwindled down, despite its known flexi-
bility advantages. In this paper we challenged this trend by
demonstrating that the very techniques that are responsible for
the effectiveness of state search and CSP approaches can also
be exploited to improve the efficiency of partial order plan-
ners dramatically. By applying the ideas of distance based
heuristics, disjunctive representations for planning constraints
and reachability analysis, we have achieved an impressive per-
formance for a partial order planner, called REPOP, across a
number of “parallel” planning domains. Our empirical stud-
ies show that not only does REPOP convincingly outperform
Graphplan in parallel domains, the plans generated by REPOP
have more execution flexibility. This is very interesting for two
reasons. First of all, most of the real-world planning domains
tend to have loose ordering among actions. Secondly, the abil-
ity for generating loosely ordered plans is very important in hy-
brid methods that involve on-line integration of planning with
scheduling.

There are several avenues for extending this work. To begin
with, our partial plan selection heuristics do not take negative
interactions into account. This may be one reason for the un-
satisfactory performance of REPOP in serial domains. One
way to account for the negative interactions, that we are con-
sidering currently, involves using the partial state information
provided by the pre- and post-cutsets of actions. Our work
on AltAlt [22] suggests that the cost of achieving these par-
tial states can be quantified in terms of the level in the plan-
ning graph at which the propositions comprising these states
are present without any mutex relations. Another idea we are
pursuing is to use n-ary state invariants (such as those detected
in [5]) to detect and resolve more indirect conflicts in the plan.
Finally, a more ambitious extension that we are pursuing in-
volves considering more general versions of POP algorithms–
including those that handle partially instantiated actions, as
well as actions with conditional effects and durations.
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Abstract

Planning in nondeterministic domains has gained
more and more importance. Conformant planning
is the problem of finding a sequential plan that
guarantees the achievement of a goal regardless of
the initial uncertainty and of nondeterministic ac-
tion effects. In this paper, we present a new and
efficient approach to conformant planning. The
search paradigm, called heuristic-symbolic search,
relies on a tight integration of symbolic techniques,
based on the use of Binary Decision Diagrams, and
heuristic search, driven by selection functions tak-
ing into account the degree of uncertainty. An
extensive experimental evaluation of our planner
HSCP against the state of the art conformant plan-
ners shows that our approach is extremely effective.
In terms of search time, HSCP gains up to three or-
ders of magnitude over the breadth-first, symbolic
approach of CMBP, and up to five orders of magni-
tude over the heuristic search of GPT, requiring, at
the same time, a much lower amount of memory.

1 Introduction
Planning in nondeterministic domains is being recognized as
increasingly important, and much harder than classical plan-
ning. In order to find plans that guarantee the achievement
of the goal, it is necessary to deal with uncertainty in the ini-
tial condition, and with nondeterministic action effects. Sev-
eral approaches to different planning problems in nondeter-
ministic domains have been recently proposed. In [Pryor
and Collins, 1996; Kabanza et al., 1997; Weld et al., 1998;
Cimatti et al., 1998; Rintanen, 1999] the problem of produc-
ing a conditional plan under the hypothesis of (total or par-
tial) run-time observability has been considered. Conformant
planning [Goldman and Boddy, 1996] is the problem of find-
ing a sequential plan that will achieve the goal assuming that
no information will be available at run-time. Conformant
planning has also a close relation with the problem of find-
ing synchronization sequences in hardware circuits [Kohavi,
1978].

Conformant planning has been recently tackled in differ-
ent ways. The first efficient approach, based on GRAPH-
PLAN, was presented in [Smith and Weld, 1998]. Bonet and
Geffner [2000] formulate conformant planning as a problem

of search in the space of belief states. The approach, imple-
mented within the GPT system, relies on the use of heuristics
to drive an �
	 -style search algorithm. The state of the art in
conformant planning is [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000]. This ap-
proach extends symbolic model checking techniques, to com-
pactly represent and efficiently explore the search space. Al-
though the approach inherits from symbolic model checking a
blind, breadth-first search style, the CMBP planner shows sur-
prising efficiency, the reported results being superior to the
heuristic search of GPT, sometimes by more than two orders
of magnitude.

In this paper, we present a new, heuristic-symbolic search
paradigm, based on the combination of heuristic search with
ideas taken from symbolic model checking. We modify and
extend the data structures defined in [Cimatti and Roveri,
2000], implementing the new planner HSCP (Heuristic-
Symbolic Conformant Planner). Heuristic-symbolic search
overcomes the bottleneck of the breadth-first approach while
retaining the advantages of symbolic techniques: by means
of a simple, domain-independent heuristic, HSCP outperforms
CMBP, gaining up to three orders of magnitude in search time,
with a much lower memory consumption.

This paper is structured as follows. We first define the
problem of conformant planning. Then, we present the com-
bined use of symbolic and heuristic mechanisms for the rep-
resentation and exploration of the search space. We describe
the planning algorithm, and present an experimental analysis
comparing HSCP with CMBP and GPT. Finally, we discuss
some other related work and draw the conclusions.

2 Conformant Planning
We consider nondeterministic planning domains, where ac-
tions can have preconditions, conditional and uncertain ef-
fects, and the initial state can be only partly specified.

Definition 1 (Planning Domain) A Planning Domain is a 4-
tuple �������������������� , where � is the (finite) set of atomic
propositions, ��� �"!$#%���%� is the set of states, � is the (finite)
set of actions, and �&�'�)(*�+(,� is the transition relation.

Intuitively, a proposition is in a state if and only if it holds
in that state. In the following we assume that a planning do-
main � is given. We use - , -$. and -/.0. to denote states of � ,
and 1 to denote actions. �2�3-4��15�6-$.�� holds iff when executing
the action 1 in the state - the state -$. is a possible outcome.
We say that an action 1 is applicable in - iff there is at least
one state -/. such that �2�7-4��15�6-$.8� holds. We say that an action
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1 is deterministic in - iff there is a unique state -9. such that�2�7-4�61:�;-<.�� holds. An action 1 has an uncertain outcome in
- if there are at least two distinct states -$. and -/. . such that�2�7-4�61:�;-<.�� and �2�7-4��15�6-/.0.8� hold.

Plans are sequences of actions, i.e. elements of ��	 . We use= for the 0-length plan, > and ? to denote plans, and >A@�? for
concatenation. Conformant planning is the problem of find-
ing a plan that, if executed in any initial state in BC�D� , takes
the domain into a set of states EF�G� , regardless of non-
deterministic action effects. Following [Bonet and Geffner,
2000], we model this problem as search in the space of belief
states. A belief state is a set of states, intuitively expressing a
condition of uncertainty, by collecting together all the states
that are equally possible. Conformant planning amounts to
searching Pow( � ), i.e. the powerset of the set of states of the
domain. In order to tackle this problem, we need the ability to
define the applicability and effect of actions in a belief state,
under a condition of uncertainty.

Definition 2 An action 1 is applicable in a belief state H)I�J -K�L� iff 1 is applicable in every state in
J - . If 1

is applicable in Bs, its execution Exec M 1ONP� J -$� is the setQ - .PR �2�3-4��15�6- . ��� and -,S J -UT . The execution of a plan > in
a belief state, written Exec M >VNP� J -$� , is defined as follows.

Exec M = NP� J -$� W� J -
Exec M >VNX�7HU� W� H
Exec M 15@�>YNX� J -/� W� HZ� if 1 is not applicable in

J -
Exec M 15@�>YNX� J -/� W� Exec M >VNX� Exec M 1[NX� J -$����� otherwise

We say that a plan is applicable in a belief state when its
execution is not empty. For a conformant planning problem,
solutions are applicable plans, for which all the final states
must be goal states.

Definition 3 Let H\I�]B'�K� and H^I�GE_�`� . The plan> is a conformant solution to the problem abBdcOEfe iff HgI�
Exec M >VNP�hB:�i�CE .

3 Heuristic-Symbolic Representation
3.1 Representation of Planning Domains
We represent planning domains symbolically, by means of
BDDs (Binary Decision Diagrams) [Bryant, 1992], borrow-
ing from the formal verification community the standard ma-
chinery used in symbolic model checking [McMillan, 1993].
BDDs are an efficient mechanism for the representation of
propositional formulae. A BDD is a binary directed acyclic
graph. The terminal nodes are either jlk$mVn or o"prq7-/n . Each
non-terminal node is associated with a boolean variable, and
two BDDs, the left and right branches, corresponding to the
assignment of the true and false values to the node variable.
BDDs enjoy a canonical form, resulting from the imposition
of a total order over the variables associated to nontermi-
nal nodes. This allows for equivalence checking in constant
time, and for the efficient implementation of boolean trans-
formation (e.g. conjunction, disjunction, negation) and QBF
transformations (i.e. universal and existential quantification
of boolean variables). Efficient software libraries for the ma-
nipulation of BDDs, called BDD packages, are available. For
lack of space the reader is referred to [Bryant, 1992] for a
thorough description of BDDs.

The symbolic representation of the automaton for a given
domain can be efficiently built starting from the domain de-
scription language (see for instance [Cimatti et al., 1997]).
For a given planning domain, we use two vectors of BDD
variables, called current and next state variables, written s s s
and s s sV. respectively, to represent atomic propositions of the
domain. A state - can be seen as an assignment to such
variables. A set of states

J -]�L� is associated with a
unique corresponding BDD, the models of which are the as-
signments corresponding to the states in

J - . We represent
actions by means of a vector of action variables 1 1 1 . We write
1 1 1D�\1 for the BDD in the 1 1 1 variables representing the action1 . We assume a mapping between the set-theoretic view of
the planning domain and the corresponding BDD-based rep-
resentation. When clear from the context, we confuse the
set-theoretic and symbolic representations. For instance, we
use equivalently the o"ptq3-/n BDD and H . We write �2�hs s su�P1 1 15�3s s sv.��
for the BDD representing the transition relation, to stress the
dependency on BDD variables. The notions defined in previ-
ous section at the set-theoretic level have a direct counterpart
in terms of BDD transformations. For instance, the applica-
bility relation APPL �hs s su�31 1 1f� is computed symbolically by the
projection operation w9s s sv.7c �2�hs s su�P1 1 15�3s s sv.�� , the result being a BDD
in the current state variables and action variables, whose as-
signments are the state-action pairs a7-"cx1fe such that 1 is ap-
plicable in - . In order to check whether an action 1 is appli-
cable in a belief state HyI� J -z�{� , it is possible to check
whether wU1 1 1:c |}ss s~c���� J -4�hs s sV��� 111_��1f��� APPL �hs s su�31 1 1f��� is not
the o"prq7-/n BDD. The execution of 1 in

J -4�hs s sY� is computed asw9s s suc�� J -t�hs s sY�Z��wx1 1 1�c8�h1 1 1 ��1%�%�2�hss s~�P1 1 1:�3s s s�.�������M s s sv.���s s s�N , where M s s sV.���s s sZN
represents the parallel substitution of the next state variables
with the current state variables.

3.2 Representation of the Search Space
The search space for conformant planning is Pow( � ) (out-
lined in Figure 1, with belief states represented as circles).
The search space can be constructed forward, starting from
the initial set of states, or backward, from the goal. In the
first case, the arrows outgoing from belief state 1 represent
the fact that the labeling action A [B, C, respectively] is ap-
plicable to all the states in 1, and can result in any of the states
in belief state 2 [3, 4, resp.]. In the backward case, the situa-
tion is dual: for instance, belief state -3 is the maximal belief
state where the labeling action B is applicable, and the result
is contained in the belief state -1. For both search directions,
a belief state

J - is directly represented by the correspond-
ing BDD

J -t�hs s sv� . Given the canonical form of BDDs, a belief
state is simply the pointer to the unique corresponding BDD.
In Figure 2, the lower box depicts a possible status of the
BDD package. The column on the left shows the variables in
the BDD package. The horizontal dashed line separates state
variables (below the line) from action variable. A belief state
is a subgraph in the state variables. Below the dashed line,
a possible configuration for the forward search space of Fig-
ure 1 is given. For each belief state, there is a corresponding
BDD in the state variables. Solid [dashed, respectively] arcs
in a BDD represent the positive [negative, resp.] assignment
to the variable in the originating node. For instance, the left-
most BDD Bs1 encodes the formula ��s~�
���usv�4�O��s�����s�� .
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Figure 1: The search space

For the sake of simplicity, only the paths leading to jlk$mVn are
shown. The advantage over an enumerative representation of
belief states (e.g. the list of the state vectors associated to
each state contained in the Bs) is twofold. In terms of mem-
ory, there is no direct connection between the cardinality of
the belief state and the size of the corresponding BDD. (Con-
sider for instance that, with 10 boolean variables, the set of
all the states, of cardinality 1024, is represented by the jlk$mVn
BDD, requiring one node.) Furthermore, BDD packages are
designed to maximize the sharing between different BDDs,
and minimize memory occupation. In terms of efficiency, the
set-theoretic operations for the transformation and combina-
tion of belief states (e.g. projection, equivalence, inclusion)
can be efficiently performed as BDD transformations, with the
primitives provided by the BDD package, which make aggres-
sive use of memoizing of previously computed subproblems.

One of the novelties of our approach is based on the inte-
gration of the symbolic representation described above with
the standard data structures used in heuristic search. In or-
der to allow for heuristic search, a hash table is used to store
and retrieve the belief states visited during the search (upper
box in Figure 2). Each entry directly points to the BDD rep-
resenting the belief state, and is annotated with the suitable
information (e.g. the plan, the cost factors). For instance, for
belief state 6 the stored plan is the sequence B;A, i.e. one of
the sequences of actions needed to reach belief state 6 from
the initial belief state 1. The hash table is accessed using
as key the pointer to the BDDs representing the belief state.
The approach relies on the canonical form of BDDs, thanks
to which only one BDD representative for equivalent boolean
functions is required. The hash table is accessed with a Bs,
and if a corresponding entry is present, then it is returned,
otherwise a new entry is created. Notice that the memory oc-
cupation of the belief state for each entry in the hash table is
fixed to a single pointer: the BDD package is responsible to
compress the information, as shown in Figure 2. Notice also
that this approach allows to reuse a standard BDD package,
without interfering with its internal mechanisms (e.g. hash-
ing, memoizing, garbage collection).

The construction of the search space is performed by ex-
panding an individual belief state, resulting in a set of the
form

Q a J -9�lc$1A��e���c<c�c[�/a J -/��c91u�Ze;T . For instance, when ex-
panding in forward the initial belief state 1 in Figure 1,
the resulting expansion is the set

Q a7�,c9��e��/a��%c J e��/a���c9�"e�T ,
meaning that � ,

J
and � are applicable in 1, and the

corresponding execution results are the belief state 2, 3
and 4. Dually, when expanding -6 backward, the result isQ a��l�,c J e��<a��l�%c9��e�T , meaning that B can be applied in -8
and results in -6. The ability to expand belief states sym-
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BA C

FwdExpandBs(Bs6)

Bdd:    6 Bdd:      9

Cost: 4 Cost: 4

Figure 2: The combined use of the hash and the BDD

bolically is one of the keys to the efficient search. The
backward step of expansion BWDEXPANDBS, applied to
the BDD

J -t�bs s sv� , constructs the BDD |}s s sv.�c8���2�hs s s~�P1 1 1��7s s s�.8�d�J -t�hs s sV��M s s s[��s s sv. N��¡� APPL �hs s s~�P1 1 1u� . The result is a BDD in
the current state variables s s s and action variables 1 1 1 , rep-
resenting an association from actions to states

Q a7- �� cu1 � e ,c�c<c , a3- ��t¢ c�1 � e , c<c�c , a7-$£� c�1 £ e , c�c�c , a3-$£�U¤ c51 £ e;T , that can
be interpreted as an association between actions and belief
states, i.e.

Q a Q - �� ��c<c�c[�;- �� ¢ T
c$1 � e , c�c<c[�8a Q -$£� �<c�c�cO�6-$£� ¤ T�c91 £ e;T .
The dual forward step FWDEXPANDBS expands

J -t�bs s sY� by
computing the executions in

J - of every applicable ac-
tion, i.e. �3w9s s s~c8� J -4�hs s sV�*�d��|rs s s[c8� J -r�bs s sY��� APPL �hs s s~�P1 1 1u���*�
�2�hs s su�P1 1 15�3s s s . ��������M s s s . ��s s sZN . The data structure resulting from the
expansion is again a BDD in the s s s and 1 1 1 variables. In Fig-
ure 2 the BDD resulting from the forward expansion of belief
state 6 is shown: the paths at the levels of action variables rep-
resent the different actions � ,

J
and � , and the attached sub-

graphs represent the corresponding belief states 8, 9 and 10.
The link between the symbolic representation of the expan-
sion and the hash-based representation of the search space is
the special purpose primitive PRUNEBSEXPANSION. For ei-
ther search directions, every time a belief state is expanded,
the resulting belief states have to be compared with the pre-
viously visited belief states. If not present, they must be in-
serted in the hash of the visited belief states, otherwise elimi-
nated. This analysis is performed by PRUNEBSEXPANSION,
that operates directly on the BDD resulting from the expan-
sion of the Bs, and allows to combine the symbolic expan-
sion of belief states with the hashing mechanism. PRUNEB-
SEXPANSION recursively descends the BDD in the action and
state variables, and interprets as a belief state every BDD node
having a state variable at its top. Nodes corresponding to pre-
viously visited belief states are pruned, while the new ones
are inserted in the hash. PRUNEBSEXPANSION assumes that
in the BDD package action variables precede state variables,
as shown in Figure 2. This does not appear to be a significant
limitation in many practical cases. This approach takes care
of a very significant source of redundancy: often a belief state
can be associated with a large number of equivalent plans (in
Figure 1, �,@6� and

J @�� are two equivalent action plans asso-
ciated with 1). The pruning mechanism makes sure that, for
each Bs, only one plan is left.
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4 The Planning Algorithm
In this section we describe the planning algorithm, based on
the data structures and primitives described in previous sec-
tion. Figure 3 depicts the backward search algorithm, that
takes in input the problem description in form of the BDDs B
and E , while the transition relation � is assumed to be glob-
ally available. OpenBsPool contains the (annotated) belief
states which have been reached but still have to be explored,
and is initialized to the first belief state of the search, i.e. E ,
annotated with the empty plan = . BSMARKVISITED insertsE into the hash table of visited belief states, also updating
the cost information. The algorithm loops (lines 3-11) until a
solution is found or all the search space has been exhausted.
First, an annotated belief state a J -
c9>Oe is extracted from the
open pool (line 4) by EXTRACT. The belief state is expanded
by BWDEXPANDBS, computing the corresponding BDD in
the s s s and 1 1 1 variables. The resulting Bs expansion, stored in
BsExp, is traversed by PRUNEBSEXPANSION as explained in
previous section: for each belief state in the expansion, the
hash table of the visited belief states is accessed, and only
the belief states that are not present are accumulated in the
returned list.

Each of the resulting belief states is compared with the ini-
tial set of states B . If B¥� J -/¦ , then the associated plan 1f¦�@�>
is a solution to the problem, the loop is exited and the plan is
returned. Otherwise, the annotated belief state a J - ¦ cr1 ¦ @�>Oe
is inserted in OpenBsPool and the loop is resumed. If OpenB-
sPool becomes empty and a solution has not been found, then
a fix point has been reached, i.e. all the reachable space of
belief states has been covered, and the algorithm terminates
with failure. The dual algorithm for forward search, not re-
ported here for lack of space, shares the structure of the back-
ward planning algorithm described in Figure 3, but applies
the forward expansion steps defined in previous section. The
termination of the algorithms is guaranteed by the fact that
the set of explored belief sets (stored in the visited hash table)
is monotonically increasing. Since the set of accumulated be-
lief states is contained in Pow( � ), which is finite, a fix point is
eventually reached. Furthermore, a solution plan is returned
if and only if the problem admits a solution, otherwise a fail-
ure is returned.

The length of the constructed plans depends on the effec-
tiveness of the heuristic with respect to the problem being
tackled, in particular on the primitives EXTRACT and IN-
SERT. We use a very simple heuristic function. When pro-
ceeding backward, it selects the belief state with the highest
cardinality. We consider as more promising a belief state with
a low degree of knowledge: intuitively, the associated plan
requires a low knowledge to lead to the goal. Dually, in for-
ward, we select the belief states with lowest cardinality, that is
associated with a plan that yields a guarantee of high knowl-
edge. Our approach departs significantly from the heuristic
function used in [Bonet and Geffner, 2000], that are a simple
combination of heuristic functions over the states in the belief
state. The behavior of GPT on the SQUARE and CUBE varia-
tions shows that this approach can lead to dramatic failures, as
discussed in [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000]. Although our selec-
tion strategy is in general not admissible (in the sense of A*),
it seems to be extremely effective, especially in the backward

procedure HeurSymBwdConformant(B , E )
0 begin
1 OpenBsPool :=

Q a7Ezc = e;T ; BSMARKVISITED( E );
2 Solved := B¥�yE ; Solution := = ;
3 while (OpenBsPool I�§H��¨� Solved) do
4 a J -�c$>Oe := EXTRACT(OpenBsPool);
5 BsExp := BWDEXPANDBS(Bs);
6 BsPList := PRUNEBSEXPANSION � J -/©"sUªV� ;
7 for a J -/¦~c$1u¦Pe in BsPList do
8 if B¥� J - ¦ then
9 Solved := jlk$mVn ; Solution := 1 ¦ @�>2@ break @
10 else INSERT( a J -$¦Oc91u¦�@�>Oe ,OpenBsPool) endif;
11 end while
12 if Solved then return Solution;
13 else return Fail;
14 end

Figure 3: The backward conformant planning algorithm

case.

5 Experimental Evaluation
We implemented the data structures and the algorithms de-
scribed in this paper, in the following called HSCP (Heuristic-
Symbolic Conformant Planner), on top of CMBP [Cimatti and
Roveri, 2000] (see http://sra.itc.it/tools/mbp/).
We carried out an extensive experimental evaluation of our
approach, covering all the test cases presented so far in the
literature to evaluate conformant planners. (For lack of space,
we refer to [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000] for the description of
the problems.) The most relevant systems for the compari-
son are GPT, for its heuristic search style, and CMBP, for its
use of model checking techniques. We do not consider other
conformant planners, such as CGP [Smith and Weld, 1998]
and QBFPLAN [Rintanen, 1999], that are outperformed by
GPT and CMBP, as shown in [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000]. For
CMBP and HSCP, the backward search algorithms were run.
All the experiments were run on an Pentium II 300MHz with
512Mb of memory running Linux, fixing a memory limit of
128Mb and a CPU time limit of 2 hours. The results of the
comparison are depicted in the following. Each plot refers
to a problem class. For each problem instance, we report (in
seconds on a logarithmic scale) the search time, i.e. the CPU
time required to find a solution for the given planning prob-
lem, or to discover that the problem admits no solution. (We
do not consider the preprocessing time. In the case of GPT,
this includes the generation of a C++ file, that is compiled
and then linked to the solver program. In the case of CMBP
and HSCP, for all the reported experiments, the automaton
construction, optimized with respect to the results reported
in [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000], requires at most 0.44 secs, in
the OMELETTE(30) problem.)

The experimental evaluation shows that the heuristic-
symbolic search of HSCP outperforms CMBP (that, in turn,
outperforms GPT [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000]). On average,
the improvement is of about two orders of magnitude, with a
minimum of one order of magnitude in the case of SQUARE
and OMELETTE, and a maximum of about three orders of
magnitude in the case of BTUC and of BMTC(n,6) with high
uncertainty. In the RING(9) problem, GPT reaches the fixed
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time limit without finding a solution. The URING problems
are not representable in GPT. It is interesting to notice that,
while GPT reaches the memory limit in 4 sets of experiments
(solid triangles in the plots), CMBP and HSCP complete all
the runs within the given limit. This appears to be due to
the use of the BDD based representation. In terms of mem-
ory, on average, CMBP requires about twice more memory
than HSCP: the main reason for this seems to be that CMBP
represents plans symbolically, and this requires the introduc-
tion of a new set of action variables for each layer of the
search. Although CMBP is guaranteed to return plans of mini-
mal length, HSCP returns plans that are surprisingly short. For
all the experiments, HSCP returns minimal length plans, with
the exception of some of the BMTC problems. Finally, the
OMELETTE problem, differently from all the others, admits
no conformant solution, and therefore it requires the complete
exploration of the state space. We expected CMBP to outper-
form HSCP, because of its ability to expand a large number of
states in one single operation. However, HSCP outperforms
CMBP, having to deal with more BDDs, but of smaller size.

6 Related Work and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new, heuristic-symbolic
search paradigm, resulting in an extremely effective approach
to conformant planning. BDD-based, symbolic techniques are
combined with search algorithms that exploit heuristic selec-
tion functions taking into account the degree of uncertainty.
Our approach gains up to three order of magnitude in search
time over the breadth-first symbolic approach of CMBP, and
up to five over the heuristic search of GPT, with lower mem-
ory requirements.

In the following we describe additional related works. In
hardware design, synchronization sequences are used for test-
ing and equivalence checking. The problem of finding a syn-
chronization sequence can be seen as a particular form of con-
formant planning: a synchronization sequence is a sequence
of inputs that takes a circuit from an unknown state into a
completely defined one. In [Cimatti et al., 2001], we tackle
this problem within the heuristic-symbolic paradigm. A com-
parison over the standard benchmarks shows that our ap-
proach is more than competitive with specialized BDD-based
algorithms [Pixley et al., 1992; Rho et al., 1993]. The work
in [Finzi et al., 2000] is limited to deterministic actions, and
relies on user-defined heuristics to achieve an efficiency com-
parable with CMBP. [Ferraris and Giunchiglia, 2000] tackles
conformant planning in nondeterministic domains described
in « language, that allows for parallel actions. Although the
problems tackled by CMBP and HSCP are expressed in the �
�
language, that is limited to sequential actions, the planners
are not subject to this restriction. For instance, in [Cimatti
et al., 2001] HSCP is used to analyze circuits with for paral-
lel inputs (actions) expressed in the SMV language [McMil-
lan, 1993]. The planner of [Ferraris and Giunchiglia, 2000]
can not discover when a problem admits no conformant plan,
and the reported results are comparable with CGP [Smith and
Weld, 1998] (see also [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000] for a de-
tailed discussion). In [Bertoli et al., 2001], the approach pre-
sented in this paper is used as a basis for planning under par-
tial observability. As a future work, we will investigate the

use of more accurate heuristic functions, that combine a mea-
sure of the degree of uncertainty with domain knowledge in
the style of GPT. Furthermore, we will extend the approach
presented in this paper with the techniques of [Cimatti and
Roveri, 2000], that allow to expand symbolically several be-
lief states at a time. We will also generalize our work to deal
with extended goals expressed in different forms of temporal
logic specifications.
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Abstract
Planning under partial observability is one of the
most significant and challenging planning prob-
lems. It has been shown to be hard, both theoret-
ically and experimentally. In this paper, we present
a novel approach to the problem of planning under
partial observability in non-deterministic domains.
We propose an algorithm that searches through a
(possibly cyclic) and-or graph induced by the do-
main. The algorithm generates conditional plans
that are guaranteed to achieve the goal despite of
the uncertainty in the initial condition, the uncer-
tain effects of actions, and the partial observabil-
ity of the domain. We implement the algorithm
by means of BDD-based, symbolic model checking
techniques, in order to tackle in practice the expo-
nential blow up of the search space. We show ex-
perimentally that our approach is practical by eval-
uating the planner with a set of problems taken
from the literature and comparing it with other state
of the art planners for partially observable domains.

1 Introduction
Research in planning is more and more focusing on the prob-
lem of planning in nondeterministic domains and with incom-
plete information, see for instance [Pryor and Collins, 1996;
Kabanza et al., 1997; Weld et al., 1998; Cimatti et al., 1998;
Rintanen, 1999a; Bonet and Geffner, 2000]. The search
mechanism and the structure of the generated plans depend on
how information is assumed to be available at run-time. The
approaches in [Kabanza et al., 1997; Cimatti et al., 1998],
for instance, construct conditional plans under the assump-
tion of full observability, i.e. the state of the world can
be completely observed at run-time. At the other end of
the spectrum, conformant planning [Smith and Weld, 1998;
Bonet and Geffner, 2000; Cimatti and Roveri, 2000; Bertoli
et al., 2001] constructs sequential plans that are guaranteed
to solve the problem assuming that no information at all is
available at run-time. In this paper we tackle the problem
in the middle of the spectrum, i.e. planning under partial
observability, the general case where only part of the do-
main information is available at run time. Several approaches
have been proposed in the past [Pryor and Collins, 1996;
Weld et al., 1998; Bonet and Geffner, 2000]. This problem is

however significantly more difficult than the two limit cases
of fully observable and conformant planning [Littman et al.,
1998]. Compared to planning under full observability, plan-
ning under partial observability must deal with uncertainty
about the state in which the actions will be executed. This
makes the search space no longer the set of states of the do-
main, but its powerset, i.e. the space of “belief states” [Bonet
and Geffner, 2000]. Compared to conformant planning, the
structure of the plan is no longer sequential, but tree-shaped,
in order to represent a conditional course of actions.

In this paper, we propose a general and efficient approach
to conditional planning under partial observability. We make
the following contributions. First, we present a formal model
of partially observable planning domains, that can represent
both observations resulting from the execution of sensing
actions [Pryor and Collins, 1996; Weld et al., 1998] and
automatic sensing that depends on the current state of the
world [Tovey and Koenig, 2000]. Second, we propose a novel
planning algorithm that searches through a (possibly cyclic)
and-or graph induced by the domain. The algorithm gener-
ates conditional, acyclic plans that are guaranteed to achieve
the goal despite of the uncertainty in the initial condition, and
of the uncertain effects of actions. Third, we implement our
approach by means of BDD-based, symbolic model check-
ing techniques, extending the Planning via Model Checking
paradigm and the related system MBP [Cimatti et al., 1998].

We experimentally evaluate our approach by analyzing
some problems from the distributions of other available plan-
ners for partially observable domains and other problems, in-
cluding the “maze” domains proposed by Koenig [Tovey and
Koenig, 2000]. MBP outperforms two state of the art planners
for partially observable domains, SGP [Weld et al., 1998] and
GPT [Bonet and Geffner, 2000].

The paper is organized as follows. We provide a formal
definition of partially observable planning domains and of
conditional planning. We then present the planning algo-
rithm, and its implementation in the MBP planner. Then, we
report on the experimental evaluation, discuss further related
work, and draw some conclusions.

2 Partially Observable Domains
We consider nondeterministic domains under the hypothesis
of partial observability, i.e. where a limited amount of infor-
mation can be acquired at run time.
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Figure 1: A simple robot navigation domain

Definition 1 A partially observable planning domain is a tu-
ple �
	��������������������� , where� 	 is a finite set of propositions;� ���� �"!$#%	'& is the set of states;� � is a finite set of actions.� �(�)�*+�,*- is the transition relation.� � is a finite set of observation variables;� �/.��102� �"!$#%3*+�,*5476'��8$9:& is the observation

relation.

Intuitively, a state is a collection of the propositions holding
in it. The transition relation describes the effects of action
execution. An action ; is applicable in a state < iff there ex-
ists at least one state <"= such that �>#?<@�A;B��<C=D& . The set �
contains observation variables, whose value can be observed
at run-time, during execution. Without loss of generality, we
assume that observation variables are boolean. We use � to
denote observation variables. We call �E#F�G& , written �IH in the
following, the observation relation of � . Given an action (that
has been executed) and the resulting state, � H specifies what
are the values that can be assumed at run-time by the obser-
vation variable � . In a state <'JE after an action ;+J5� , an
observation variable ��JK� may convey no information: this
is specified by stating that both � H #F<@�A;B��6L& and � H #F<@�A;B��8L&
hold, i.e. both the true and false values are possible. In this
case, we say that � is undefined in < after ; . If �MHN#F<@�A;B��6L&
holds and � H #F<@�A;B��8L& does not hold, then the value of � in
state < after ; is true. The dual holds for the false value. In
both cases, we say that � is defined in < after ; . An observa-
tion variable is always associated with a value, i.e. for each
<5JO and for each ;PJ�� , at least one of � H #?<@�A;B��6L& and
�QHG#?<N��;B��8L& holds.

Consider the example of a simple robot navigation domain
in Figure 1, containing a 2x2 room with an extra wall. The
propositions of the domain are NW, NE, SW, and SE, corre-
sponding to the four positions in the room. Exactly one of
them holds in each of the four states in  . The robot can
move in the four directions (deterministic actions GoNorth,
GoSouth, GoWest and GoEast), provided that there is not
a wall in the direction of motion. The action is not applicable,
otherwise. At each time tick, the information of walls prox-

imity in each direction is available to the robot (observation
variables WallN, WallS, WallW and WallE). For instance,
we have that for any action ; of the domain �SR�T�U�UWVN#YX@Z[�A;B��8L&
and �\RAT�U�U]RN#
X^ZB��;B��6L& . In this case, every observation variable
is defined in every state and after the execution of any action
of the domain. We call action-independent the observation
variables that provide useful information automatically, inde-
pendently of the previous execution of an action. We require
an action-independent observation variable � to satisfy, for
any ;`_7��;^aLJ+� and any < J- , the following condition:#F� H #F<@�A; _ ��6L&GbL� H #?<N��; a ��6L&A&Gcd#F� H #?<@�A; _ ��8L&GbL� H #F<@��; a ��8L&A&
In the following, we write �MHe�)-*f4G6'��8$9 when � is action-
independent. In a different formulation of the domain, an ac-
tion (e.g. ObsWallE) could be required in order to acquire
the value of a corresponding variable (e.g. WallE). In this
case, WallE would be defined in any state after the action
ObsWallE, and undefined otherwise. Such observation vari-
ables are modeled as action-dependent. Action-independent
observation variables model “automatic sensing” [Tovey and
Koenig, 2000], i.e. information that can always be acquired,
as usual in embedded controllers, where a signal from the en-
vironment is sampled and acquired at a fixed rate, latched and
internally available. Action-dependent observations are used
in most observation-based approaches to planning (e.g. [Weld
et al., 1998]), where the value of a variable can be observed
as the explicit effect of an action, like ObsWallW.

3 Conditional Plans
In partially observable domains, plans need to branch on con-
ditions on the value of observable variables. A plan for a
domain g is either the empty plan h , an action ;OJi� , the
concatenation j _"k j a of two plans j _ and j a , or the condi-
tional plan ��ldjm_).Qjna (read “if � then jm_ else jna ”), with
�oJi� . For the example in Figure 1, a plan that moves the
robot from the uncertain initial condition NW or SW, to state
SW is GoEast ; ( ZqpsrtrGX lMusvtwtvGxsy^z�.th ) ; GoWest. Figure 1
depicts the corresponding execution. The action GoEast is
executed first. Notice indeed that in the initial condition all
the observation variables would have the same value for both
NW and SW: therefore the states are indistinguishable, and it
is pointless to observe. After the robot moves east, it is guar-
anteed to be either in NE or SE. The plan then branches on
the value of WallN. This allows the planner to distinguish
between state NE and SE: if the robot is in NE, then it moves
south, otherwise it does nothing. At this point the robot is
guaranteed to be in SE, and can finally move west. This plan
is guaranteed to reach SW from any of the initial states, ei-
ther with three actions (if the initial state is NW), or with two
actions (if the initial state is SW).

We define �QHN{ 6'��;N|~}� 47<LJ�P.^��H@#F<@��;n��6L&�9 as the
set of states in  where � is true, and �MHG{�8'�A;@|~}�
4"< J-O.t� H #F<@�A;B��8L&�9 as the set of states in  where� is false. If � is undefined in a state < after ; , then
<EJ��QHG{�6'�A;@|n�o�QHN{�8'�A;N| . In the case of action-independent
observations, we have �MHG{�6�|d}� 47<LJ�O.^�QHG#?<N��6L&�9 , and� H {�8�|~}� 4"<LJ�O.^� H #?<@��8L&�9 . Under partial observability,
plans have to work on sets of states whose elements cannot
be distinguished, i.e., on “belief states”. We say that an
action ; is applicable to a non empty belief state �d< iff ; is
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applicable in all states of �'< . We now define plan execution
in the case of action-independent observations.

Definition 2 Let �>�� �'<��3 . The execution of a plan in a
set of states is defined as follows:

1. Exec { j[|W#?�N&>}� � ;
2. Exec { ;N|]#Y�d<"&5}� 47<C=W� �>#?<N��;B��<C=�&�� with < J+�'<N9 ,

if ; is applicable in �d< ;
3. Exec { ;N|]#Y�d<"&5}� � , if ; is not applicable in �d< ;
4. Exec { h�|]#Y�d<"&�}� �d< ;
5. Exec { j[_ k jBa�|]#Y�d<C&5}� Exec { jBa�|]# Exec { j[_�|W#F�'<"&�& ;
6. Exec { ��l�j _ .Gj a |]#Y�'<"&>}�

Exec { j _ |]#Y�'<��+� H {�6�|%&m� Exec { j a |W#F�'<��+� H { 8�|
& , if
(a) if �'<S���QHN{ 6�|\�� � , then Exec { jm_�|]#Y�d<\�+�QHG{�6�|%&f�� �
(b) if �'<S���QHN{ 8�|\�� � , then Exec { jBa�|]#Y�d<\�+�QHG{�8�|%&f�� �

7. Exec { ��l�j _ .Gj a |]#Y�'<"&>}� � otherwise.

We say that a plan j is applicable in �'< �� � iff
Exec { j[|W#F�'<"&e�� � . If the plan is applicable, then its execution
is the set of all states that can be reached after the execution
of the plan. For conditional plans, we collapse into a single
set the execution of the two branches (item 6). The conditions
(a) and (b) guarantee that both branches are executable. Def-
inition 2 can be extended to the case of action-dependent ob-
servations by replacing � H {�6�| with � H {�6'�A;N| and � H { 8�| with
�QHG{�8'�A;@| , where ; is the last action executed in the plan. No-
tice that, at starting time, action-dependent observation vari-
ables must be undefined since no action has been previously
executed. For lack of space, we omit the explicit formal def-
inition. We formalize the notion of planning problem under
partial observability as follows.
Definition 3 (Planning Problem and Solution) A planning
problem is defined as a 3-tuple ���I���S��g�� , where g is a plan-
ning domain, ���� ���� is the set of initial states, and
���� �P�O is the set of goal states. The plan j is a solution
to the problem ���M���S��g~� iff ���� Exec { j[|]#��S&M��� .

4 The Planning Algorithm
When planning under partial observability, the search space
can be seen as an and-or graph over belief states, recursively
constructed from the initial belief state, expanding each en-
countered belief state by every possible combination of ap-
plicable actions and observations. Consider the example in
Figure 1, where � is 4C�>�K������9 and � is 47����9 . For in-
stance, belief state 1 expands in the or-node [(2)], represent-
ing the effect of action GoEast. Other actions are not appli-
cable, and observation conveys no information. Belief state 2
expands in the or-node [(1) (3,4)], representing the effect of
action GoWest, resulting in belief state 1, and the effect of
observing WallN, resulting in the belief states 3 and 4. In
order to find a solution for 2, it is either possible to find a so-
lution for 1, or a solution for both 3 and 4. Non-applicable
actions are discarded.

We plan under partial observability by exploring the and-
or search space described above. The algorithm is basically
a postorder traversal of the search space, proceeding forward
from the initial belief state, and ruling out cyclic plans. The
state of the search is stored by associating a mark to each en-
countered belief state. Possible marks are NONE, PROCESS-
ING, SOLVED and VISITED, associated to a belief state Bs to

procedure ORSRCH(OrNode)
1 res := � Failure �7�E�]�Y� ;
2 while(OrNode �� Nil b ISFAILURE(res))
3 res := MERGERESULTS(ANDSRCH(first(OrNode)),res);
4 OrNode := rest(OrNode);
5 return res;

procedure ANDSRCH(AndNode)
1 res := Success;
2 while(AndNode �� Nil b�� ISFAILURE(res))
3 res := BSSRCH(first(AndNode));
4 AndNode := rest(AndNode);
5 return res;

procedure BSSRCH(Bs)
1 if (ISBSPROCESSING(Bs))
2 return � Failure �t#F�'<"&�� ;
3 else if (ISBSSOLVED(Bs))
4 return Success;
5 else if(ISBSNONE(Bs) bE�'<���� )
6 MARKBSSOLVED(Bs);
7 return Success;
8 else
9 PrevFailure := RETRIEVEFAILURE(Bs);
10 if (ISFAILURE(PrevFailure))
11 return PrevFailure;
12 else
13 MARKBSPROCESSING(Bs);
14 res := ORSRCH(BSEXPAND(Bs));
15 if (ISFAILURE(res))
16 MARKBSVISITED(Bs);
17 MEMOIZEFAILURE(Bs,REMOVEBS(res,Bs));
18 return REMOVEBS(res,Bs);
19 else
20 MARKBSSOLVED(Bs);
21 return Success;

Figure 2: The planning algorithm

distinguish between the following situations. NONE: Bs has
not been previously encountered. SOLVED: a plan has been
already found for Bs. PROCESSING: Bs is being processed
(i.e. it is currently on the stack). VISITED: Bs has been pre-
viously processed, but the search has failed, and currently Bs
is not on the stack. If a belief state marked PROCESSING
is found, then the search has bumped into a cycle, and shall
therefore fail. A VISITED Bs may deserve further expansion
(and be therefore marked PROCESSING again). The primi-
tives for recognizing and setting the mark of a belief state are
ISBS � MARK � and MARKBS � MARK � .

In order to avoid visiting over and over portions of the
search space, we also store previous failures, associating with
a belief state the set of belief states that were marked PRO-
CESSING and blocked the search because of cycle detection.
We store under which hypothesis did a search attempt fail,
with the MEMOIZEFAILURE primitive. Before retrying to
process a visited belief state Bs, the data base of failures is
accessed with RETRIEVEFAILURE to check if any of the pre-
vious failures applies to the current situation, i.e. it is as-
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Proc. Vis. Failures Solved Plan
1 1
2 12
3 123
4 1234
5 12345
6 1234 5 5(4)
7 123 54 5(4),4(3)
8 1236 54 5(4),4(3)
9 123 54 5(4),4(3) 6 �s�� ¡5¢

10 12 54 5(4),4(3) 63 �s£� ¡ GoW ¤W� �
11 124 54 5(4),4(3) 63
12 12 5 5(4) 634 �s¥� ¡ GoS ¤W�s£
13 1 5(4) 6342 � �  ¡ WallN ¦§� ¥Q¨ � £
14 5(4) 63421 � �  ¡ GoE ¤W� �

Figure 3: The algorithm solves the example

sociated to Bs and all of the belief states contained in it are
currently being processed. In this case, Bs is not processed,
and the retrieved failure is returned.

The planning algorithm is presented in Figure 2. The algo-
rithm is built on 3 recursive subroutines, each returning either
Success, to signal that the search completed successfully, or a
pair � Failure � reason � , to signal that the search has failed be-
cause the belief states in reason are on the stack. (For lack of
space, the plan construction steps carried out in case of search
success are not reported here but only outlined in the case of
the example.) ORSRCH processes an or-node, i.e. a list of
and-nodes. And-nodes are repeatedly extracted from the or-
node and used as input to ANDSRCH. The results are pro-
cessed by MERGERESULTS, that constructs the return value
by accumulating the set of the failure reasons of the different
and searches. If a success is found, then it becomes the return
value. Therefore, the search proceeds until a success is found,
or the or-node is completely explored, in which case a failure
is returned. ANDSRCH processes an and-node, trying to find
a solution for each of the contained belief states. It selects
the most promising belief state in the and-node, and uses it
as input to BSSRCH. As soon as a failed search is detected,
a failure-reason pair is propagated. If a success is received
for each belief state, then a success is returned. BSSRCH pro-
cesses a single belief state. It first checks if Bs is a loop back,
in which case a failure (due to the Bs itself) is constructed
and returned. In lines 3-4, the case of success is handled.
In lines 5-7, a node that is encountered for the first time is
checked against the goal. Then (lines 8-11), RETRIEVEFAIL-
URE is called to check if Bs can be pruned based on a previ-
ous failure. Otherwise, Bs is put on the stack (line 13) and
expanded by BSEXPAND, that constructs the corresponding
or-node. This is provided in input to ORSRCH. If the result
is a failure, then Bs is removed from the stack. The failure
is stored disregarding Bs itself (primitive REMOVEBS) since
when the search started it was not on the stack. The planner
is invoked as BSSRCH #��\& .

Figure 3 depicts the data structures built by the algorithm
while solving the example problem of Figure 1. For each
step, we report the belief states marked PROCESSING and
marked VISITED, the stored failures, the belief states marked
SOLVED and the associated plan. Failure 5(4), introduced at

step 6, means that the search started on belief state 5 failed
because of a loop back on © that was PROCESSING. The
last column associates the plan jBª to each belief state � be-
coming SOLVED. Belief state 6 is a subset of � and is thus
associated with the empty plan. j[« is the concatenation of
the action GoW, that leads from 3 to 6, with j[¬ . The case
for jq is similar. The conditional plan j a is constructed by
ANDSRCH: the observation variable WallN associated with
the and-node (3,4) being manipulated is the test of the plan,
while the branches are the plans j[« and j  associated to the
successful belief states 3 and 4. Notice that belief state 4 is
processed again at step 11, after the failure due to the loop-
back on 3 at step 7. The storage of previous failures can speed
up the search substantially, e.g., if from NW it were possible
to enter in a different “branch” of the navigation domain that
cannot lead to the solution.

5 The Planner
We integrated the algorithm described above in MBP [Cimatti
et al., 1998], a planner for nondeterministic domains based
on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) [Bryant, 1992] and
symbolic model checking techniques [McMillan, 1993].
MBP allows for conditional planning under full observabil-
ity [Cimatti et al., 1998], also considering temporally ex-
tended goals [Pistore and Traverso, 2001]. For this work, we
extended MBP in two main directions. First, we developed
a BDD-based implementation for the observation relation � .
Second, we implemented the search algorithm described in
previous section. We rely on the machinery of [Bertoli et al.,
2001], where conformant planning is tackled as deterministic
(rather than and-or) search in the space of belief states. Each
visited belief state is represented by a unique BDD, while a
hashing structure is used to efficiently implement the mark-
ing mechanism described in previous section. The expan-
sion of a belief state �d< (primitive BSEXPAND) can be de-
scribed in logical terms, and is implemented by means of
BDD-based transformations. We first apply the symbolic ex-
pansion used in the case of conformant planning that com-
putes the belief states corresponding to the execution from�'< of all the possible actions. Then, for each of the gen-
erated belief states �d<Cª , we take into account the effect of
observations by generating, for each � , the and-nodes of the
form #Y�'< ª �M�QHN{�6�|?���'< ª �M�QH@{ 8�|
& . However, in order to domi-
nate the complexity of the application of the full combination
of observations, we apply the following automatic, domain-
independent simplifications. First, we analyze the domain to
discover if it is possible to consider only one observation at a
time without losing completeness. When this is not possible,
we apply observations “set-wise” to �'< , i.e. if we consider
� ª and �:® , the corresponding splits are both applied, resulting
in the and-node #Y�d< ª �¯��HA°�{�8�|±�)�QH�²G{ 8�|W�A�d< ª �¯�QH�°�{�8�|±�
� H ²G{�6�|W�A�'<Cª\�P� H °�{ 6�|³��� H ²G{ 8�|W�A�d<Cª\�P� H °�{�6�|§�P� H ²G{�6�|%& .
In general, plans may be produced where the same observa-
tions are needlessly carried out on all branches, or useless
actions precede observations. A special purpose procedure
postprocesses the solution, getting rid of these sources of re-
dundancy. Finally, the and-or search is driven by a simple
selection heuristic that orders the or-node by delaying the ex-
pansion of the belief states where no observation has effect.
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Table 1: Experimental results

6 Experimental Evaluation

We experimentally evaluated our approach against SGP [Weld
et al., 1998] and GPT [Bonet and Geffner, 2000]. (Other simi-
lar systems, e.g. CASSANDRA [Pryor and Collins, 1996], that
are outperformed by SGP, as shown in [Weld et al., 1998], are
not considered.) SGP is based on GRAPHPLAN. It produces
acyclic conditional plans, but it is unable to deal with non-
deterministic action effects, i.e. uncertainty is limited to the
initial condition. A planning graph is built for each initial
state that can be distinguished by observation. GPT models
planning domains as Markov Decision Processes, and, based
on the probability distributions, produces a policy associating
actions to belief states. The search is based on the repeated
generation of learning/control trials, starting from randomly
selected states in the initial belief state. The policy tends to
improve as the number of trials grows. GPT cannot guarantee
that the returned policies are acyclic.

We considered several test domains. The ones from the
distributions of SGP turned out to be trivial, and therefore
we report only the results for Medical and BT (see [Weld et
al., 1998] for a description). The Maze domains [Tovey and
Koenig, 2000] are similar to the explanatory example in Fig-
ure 1, where a certain goal position has to be reached from a
completely unknown initial position. The Empty room prob-
lem is basically a maze without internal walls. The Ring do-
main [Cimatti and Roveri, 2000] is a ring-shaped navigation
domain, where each room has a window that the robot can ob-
serve and open/close. The goal is to have all windows closed,
while the initial situation is unknown. We did not consider
some of the domains from the GPT distribution. Some of these
are meaningful only in a probabilistic setting, or admit only
cyclic solutions (e.g. the Omelette domain).

The experiments were run on a Pentium II 300MHz with
512Mb of memory running Linux, fixing a memory limit of
500Mb and timeout to 1 hour CPU (unless otherwise speci-

fied). The results of the comparison are depicted in Table 1.
Each plot refers to a problem class. We report on a logarith-
mic scale the search time (in seconds). The performance of
SGP tends to degrade quite rapidly. The instances of BT with
8 packages reached the time limit. In the case of empty room,
SGP was unable to solve the 3x3 version of the problem in
12 hours of CPU time. For GPT we report the average per-
formance (over 10 runs) on increasing numbers of trial runs.
In order to ensure a fair comparison, we would have liked to
report the performance of GPT on the minimum number of tri-
als needed for convergence. Unfortunately, detecting whether
GPT has converged to a solution is not evident from the out-
put. A necessary condition for convergence appears to be the
existence of a successful trial for each possible initial state:
therefore, the cardinality of the initial state (called ´ in the
following) is a lower bound for convergence. The reported
results correspond to increasing multiples of ´ (the compu-
tation time grows accordingly). As one increases the num-
ber of trials, the probability of GPT converging to a solution
increases. For simpler problems like Medical and BT, GPT
converges after a small number of trial runs. However, in
the more complex problems, the number of initial states in-
creases, as well as the required number of trials. This implies
a growth of the computational resources needed, as clear from
the results. For the Maze tests, the parser was unable to deal
with problems larger than 29. For the Ring(6) domain, GPT
fails to compute the heuristic function within the time limit.
We tried to run it without heuristics, but it exhausted the avail-
able memory after 3 hours of CPU time. A very important
point is that the difficulty of the problem slows down conver-
gence, due to increasing possibility of failed and/or repeated
trials upon certain initial states. The thick line with bullets,
crossing the results of GPT, indicates up to which problem
size GPT reached convergence at least once. For instance, in
the empty room domain, GPT did not find a solution with ©SµF´
for room size larger than 14 in any of the attempted 10 runs.
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Similarly for the mazes with size larger that 15. MBP tackles
the analyzed problems quite well. Search in the belief space
avoids the explosion following from the enumeration of ini-
tial states, while the use of symbolic data structures limits
memory requirements. The produced plans are of reasonable
length, with the exception is the ring domain, where the selec-
tion function is not effective: combined with the depth-first
search of the algorithm, this results in extremely intricated
plans. Further research is needed to tackle this problem.

7 Related Work and Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a novel approach to condi-
tional planning under partial observability. The approach is
based on a model of observation that encompasses automatic
sensing [Tovey and Koenig, 2000] and action-based sensing
[Cassandra et al., 1994; Weld et al., 1998; Bonet and Geffner,
2000]. See also [Goldman and Boddy, 1996] for a similar
model of observation. The planning algorithm is based on
the exploration of a (possibly cyclic) and-or graph induced
by the domain. It is different from heuristic search algorithms
like AO*, that are based on the assumption that and-or search
graphs are acyclic. Given the exhaustive style of the explo-
ration, the algorithm can decide whether the problem admits
an acyclic solution, i.e. a plan guaranteed to reach the goal
in a finite number of steps. The algorithm is efficiently im-
plemented in the MBP planner by means of BDD-based sym-
bolic model checking techniques. We show that MBP outper-
forms the SGP and GPT planners. Another interesting system
is QBFPLAN [Rintanen, 1999a], that extends the SAT-based
approach to planning to the case of nondeterministic domains.
The planning problem is reduced to a QBF satisfiability prob-
lem, that is then given in input to an efficient solver [Rinta-
nen, 1999b]. QBFPLAN relies on a symbolic representation,
but the approach seems to be limited to plans with a bounded
execution length. The search space is significantly reduced
by providing the branching structure of the plan as an input
to the planner.

The problem of planning under partial observability has
been deeply investigated in the framework of Partially Ob-
servable MDP (see, e.g., [Cassandra et al., 1994; Hansen and
Zilberstein, 1998; Poupart and Boutilier, 2000]). GPT fol-
lows this approach. Methods that interleave planning and ex-
ecution [Koenig and Simmons, 1998; Genesereth and Nour-
bakhsh, 1993] can be considered alternative (and orthogonal)
approaches to the problem of planning off-line with large
state spaces. However, these methods cannot guarantee to
find a solution, unless assumptions are made about the do-
main. For instance, [Koenig and Simmons, 1998] assumes
“safely explorable domains” without cycles. [Genesereth and
Nourbakhsh, 1993] describes an off-line planning algorithm
based on a breadth-first search on an and-or graph. The paper
shows that the version of the algorithm that interleaves plan-
ning and execution is more efficient than the off-line version,
both theoretically and experimentally.

Future research objectives are the extension of the partially
observable approach presented in this paper to strong cyclic
solutions [Cimatti et al., 1998] and for temporally extended
goals [Kabanza et al., 1997]. We will also investigate the use

of heuristic search techniques, and the extension to the case
of planning with non-deterministic/noisy sensing.
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Abstract

Recent research has addressed the problem of plan-
ning in non-deterministic domains. Classical plan-
ning has also been extended to the case of goals
that can express temporal properties. However, the
combination of these two aspects is not trivial. In
non-deterministic domains, goals should take into
account the fact that a plan may result in many pos-
sible different executions and that some require-
ments can be enforced on all the possible execu-
tions, while others may be enforced only on some
executions. In this paper we address this prob-
lem. We define a planning algorithm that gener-
ates automatically plans for extended goals in non-
deterministic domains. We also provide prelimi-
nary experimental results based on an implementa-
tion of the planning algorithm that uses symbolic
model checking techniques.

1 Introduction
Most real world planning domains are intrinsically “non-
deterministic”. This is the case, for instance, of several
robotics, control, and space application domains. Most often,
applications in non-deterministic domains require planners to
deal with goals that are more general than sets of final desired
states. The planner needs to generate plans that satisfy condi-
tions on their whole execution paths, i.e., on the sequences of
states resulting from execution. E.g., in a robotic application,
we may need to specify that a mobile robot should “move to
a given room while avoiding certain areas all along the path”.

When dealing with non-deterministic domains, the task of
extending the notion of goal leads to a main key issue, re-
lated to the fact that the execution of a given plan may non-
deterministically result in more than one sequence of states.
Consider the previous example in the robotics context. On the
one hand, we would like to require a plan that guarantees to
reach the room and also guarantees that dangerous areas are
avoided. On the other hand, in several realistic domains, no
plan might satisfy this strong requirement. We might there-
fore accept plans that satisfy weaker requirements, e.g., we
might accept that the robot has a possibility of reaching the
room without being guaranteed to do so, but it is however
guaranteed to avoid dangerous areas. Alternatively, we may

require a plan that guarantees that the robot reaches the de-
sired location, just trying, if possible, to avoid certain areas,
e.g., areas that are too crowded.

In this paper, we define and implement a planning algo-
rithm that generates automatically plans for extended goals
in non-deterministic domains. Extended goals are CTL for-
mulas [Emerson, 1990]. They can express temporal con-
ditions that take into account the fact that an action may
non-deterministically result in different outcomes. Hence ex-
tended goals allow us to distinguish between temporal re-
quirements on “all the possible executions” and on “some ex-
ecutions” of a plan.

The plans built by the algorithm are strictly more expres-
sive than plans that simply map states to actions to be exe-
cuted, like universal plans [Schoppers, 1987], memory-less
policies [Bonet and Geffner, 2000], and state-action tables
[Cimatti et al., 1998; Daniele et al., 1999]. Beyond express-
ing conditional and iterative behaviors, the generated plans
can execute different actions is a state, depending on the pre-
vious execution history. This expressiveness is required to
deal with extended goals.

We have implemented the planning algorithm inside MBP
[Cimatti et al., 1998]. MBP uses symbolic techniques based
on BDDs [Burch et al., 1992] that provide the ability to rep-
resent compactly and explore efficiently large state spaces.
In the paper we present preliminary experimental results that
show that the proposed algorithm works in practice.

This paper is structured as follows. We first define non-
deterministic planning domains and extended goals. We then
define the structure of plans that can achieve extended goals.
Finally, we describe the planning algorithm, describe its im-
plementation, and show some experimental results.

2 Planning Domains
A (non-deterministic) planning domain can be described in
terms of (basic) propositions, which may assume different
values in different states, of actions and of a transition rela-
tion describing how an action leads from one state to possibly
many different states.

Definition 1 A planning domain D is a tuple (B; Q;A;!),
where B is the finite set of (basic) propositions,Q � 2B is the
set of states, A is the finite set of actions, and! � Q�A�Q

is the transition relation. We write q
a
! q0 for (q; a; q0) 2 !.
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Figure 1: A simple non-deterministic domain

We require that the transition relation! is total, i.e., for every
q 2 Q there is some a 2 A and q0 2 Q such that q

a
!

q0. We denote with Act(q) the set of the actions that can be
performed in state q: Act(q) = fa : 9q0: q

a

! q0g. We denote
with Exec(q; a) the set of the states that can be reached from q

performing action a 2 Act(q): Exec(q; a) = fq0 : q
a
! q0g.

In Figure 1 we depict a simple planning domain, where
an item can be loaded/unloaded to/from a container which
can be locked/unlocked. Actions load and adjust are non-
deterministic. load can either succeed, and lead to state 3
where the item is loaded correctly and the container can be
locked, or it may fail, and lead to state 5, where the item
needs to be adjusted to a correct position in order to lock the
container. Action adjust may in its turn fail, and leave the
item positioned incorrectly. For all states in the domain, we
assume to have an action wait (not represented in the figure)
that leaves the state unchanged. The basic propositions are
loaded, locked and misplaced. loaded holds in states 3
and 4, locked in states 1 and 4, misplaced in state 5.

All the work presented in this paper is independent of the
language for describing planning domains. However many of
these languages (e.g., ADL-like languages as PDDL) are not
able to represent non-deterministic domains and should be
extended allowing for disjunctive effects of the actions. For
instance, the action load might be described with an extension
of PDDL as follows.

:action load
:precondition

(and (not loaded) (not locked) (not misplaced))
:effect (OR (loaded) (misplaced))

3 Extended Goals
Extended goals are expressed with CTL formulas.

Definition 2 Let B be the set of basic propositions of a do-
main D and let b 2 B. The syntax of an (extended) goal g for
D is the following:

g ::= > j ? j b j :b j g ^ g j g _ g j AX g j EX g j
A(gU g) j E(gU g) j A(gW g) j E(gW g)

“X”, “U”, and “W” are the “next time”, “(strong) until”,
and “weak until” temporal operators, respectively. “A” and
“E” are the universal and existential path quantifiers, where
a path is an infinite sequence of states. They allow us to
specify requirements that take into account non-determinism.
Intuitively, the formula AX g (EX g) means that g holds in

every (in some) immediate successor of the current state.
A(g1 U g2) (E(g1 U g2)) means that for every path (for some
path) there exists an initial prefix of the path such that g2
holds at the last state of the prefix and g1 holds at all the other
states along the prefix. The formulaA(g1 W g2) (E(g1 W g2))
is similar to A(g1 U g2) (E(g1 U g2)) but allows for paths
where g1 holds in all the states and g2 never holds. Formulas
AF g and EF g (where the temporal operator “F” stands for
“future” or “eventually”) are abbreviations of A(>U g) and
E(>U g), respectively. AG g and EG g (where “G” stands
for “globally” or “always”) are abbreviations of A(gW?)
and E(gW?), respectively. A remark is in order: even if :
is allowed only in front of basic propositions, it is easy to de-
fine :g for a generic CTL formula g, by “pushing down” the
negations: for instance:AX g � EX:g and:A(g1 W g2) �
E(:g2 U(:g1 ^ :g2)).

Goals as CTL formulas allow us to specify different in-
teresting requirements on plans. Let us consider first some
examples of reachability goals. AF g (“reach g”) states that
a condition should be guaranteed to be reached by the plan,
in spite of non-determinism. EF g (“try to reach g”) states
that a condition might possibly be reached, i.e., there exists
at least one execution that achieves the goal. As an example,
in Figure 1, the strong requirement (locked ^ :loaded) !
AF (locked ^ loaded) cannot be satisfied, while the weaker
requirement (locked ^ :loaded) ! EF (locked ^ loaded)
can be satisfied by unlocking the container, loading the item
and then (if possible) locking the container. A reason-
able reachability requirement that is stronger than EF g is
A(EF gW g): it allows for those execution loops that have al-
ways a possibility of terminating, and when they do, the goal
g is guaranteed to be achieved. In Figure 1, the goal (locked^
:loaded)! A(EF (locked^loaded)W(locked^loaded))
can be satisfied by a plan that unlocks, loads, and, if the out-
come is state 3, locks again, while if the item is misplaced
(state 5) repeatedly tries to adjust the position of the item until
(hopefully) state 3 is reached, and finally locks the container.

We can distinguish among different kinds of maintainabil-
ity goals, e.g.,AG g (“maintain g”), AG:g (“avoid g”), EG g
(“try to maintain g”), and EG:g (“try to avoid g”). For in-
stance, a robot should never harm people and should always
avoid dangerous areas. Weaker requirements might be needed
for less critical properties, like the fact that the robot should
try to avoid to run out of battery.

We can compose reachability and maintainability goals.
AFAG g states that a plan should guarantee that all execu-
tions reach eventually a set of states where g can be main-
tained. For instance, an air-conditioner controller is required
to reach eventually a state such that the temperature can then
be maintained in a given range. Alternatively, if you consider
the case in which a pump might fail to turn on when it is se-
lected, you might require that “there exists a possibility” to
reach the condition to maintain the temperature in a desired
range (EFAG g). As a further example, the goal AGEF g
intuitively means “maintain the possibility of reaching g”.

Reachability – preserving goals make use of the “until op-
erators” (A(g1 U g2) and E(g1 U g2)) to express reachability
goals while some property must be preserved. For instance,
an air-conditioner might be required to reach a desired tem-
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perature while leaving at least n of its m pumps off.
As a last example in the domain of Figure 1, consider

the goal “from state 2, where the container is unlocked and
empty, lock the container first, and then maintain the pos-
sibility of reaching a state where the item is loaded and
the container is locked (state 4)”. It can be formalized as
(:locked ^ :loaded ^ :misplaced) ! (AF (locked ^
AGEF(locked ^ loaded))). In the rest of the paper, we
call this example of goal “lock-then-load goal”.

Notice that in all examples above, the ability of compos-
ing formulas with universal and existential path quantifiers is
essential. Logics that do not provide this ability, like LTL
[Emerson, 1990], cannot express these kinds of goals1.

4 Plans for Extended Goals
A plan describes the actions that have to be performed in a
given state of the world. In order to satisfy extended goals,
actions that have to be executed may also depend on the “in-
ternal state” of the executor, which can take into account, e.g.,
previous execution steps. Consider again the “lock-then-load
goal” for domain in Figure 1. The plan, starting from state
2, has first to lead to state 1, and then to state 4. In state 2,
the first time we have to execute action lock, while we have
to load the item the second time. In general, a plan can be de-
fined in terms of an action function that, given a state and an
execution context encoding the internal state of the executor,
specifies the action to be executed, and in terms of a context
function that, depending on the action outcome, specifies the
next execution context.

Definition 3 A plan for a domain D is a tuple
hC; c0; act; ctxti, where:

� C is a set of (execution) contexts,
� c0 2 C is the initial context,
� act : Q� C * A is the action function,
� ctxt : Q� C �Q * C is the context function.

If we are in state q and in execution context c, then
act(q; c) returns the action to be executed by the plan, while
ctxt(q; c; q0) associates to each reached state q0 the new exe-
cution context. Functions act and ctxt may be partial, since
some state-context pairs are never reached in the execution
of the plan. An example of a plan that satisfies the lock-
then-load goal is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the context
changes from c0 to c1 when the execution reaches state 1.
This allows the plan to execute different actions in state 2.

In the rest of the paper we consider only plans that are ex-
ecutable and complete. We say that plan � is executable if,
whenever act(q; c) = a and ctxt(q; c; q0) = c0, then q

a
! q0.

We say that � is complete if, whenever act(q; c) = a and q
a
!

q0, then there is some context c0 such that ctxt(q; c; q0) = c0

and act(q0; c0) is defined. Intuitively, a complete plan always
specifies how to proceed for all the possible outcomes of any
action in the plan.

1In general, CTL and LTL have incomparable expressive power
(see [Emerson, 1990] for a comparison). We focus on CTL since it
provides the ability of expressing goals that take into account non-
determinism.

act(2; c0) = lock ctxt(2; c0; 1) = c1
act(1; c1) = unlock ctxt(1; c1; 2) = c1
act(2; c1) = load ctxt(2; c1; 3) = c1

ctxt(2; c1; 5) = c1
act(5; c1) = adjust ctxt(5; c1; 5) = c1

ctxt(5; c1; 3) = c1
act(3; c1) = lock ctxt(3; c1; 4) = c1
act(4; c1) = wait ctxt(4; c1; 4) = c1

Figure 2: An example of plan
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Figure 3: An example of execution structure

The execution of a plan results in a change in the current
state and in the current context. It can therefore be described
in terms of transitions between pairs state-context. Formally,
given a domain D and a plan �, a transition of plan � in D is
a tuple (q; c)

a
! (q0; c0) such that q

a
! q0, a = act(q; c), and

c0 = ctxt(q; c; q0). A run of plan � from state q0 is an infi-
nite sequence (q0; c0)

a0! (q1; c1)
a1! (q2; c2)

a2! (q3; c3) � � �

where (qi; ci)
ai! (qi+1; ci+1) are transitions. Given a plan,

we may have an infinite number of runs due to the non-
determinism of the domain. This is the case of the plan in
Figure 2, since the execution can loop non-deterministically
over the pair state-context (5; c1). We provide a finite presen-
tation of the set of all possible runs of a plan with an execution
structure, i.e, a Kripke Structure [Emerson, 1990] whose set
of states is the set of state-context pairs, and whose transition
relation corresponds to the transitions of the runs.

Definition 4 The execution structure of plan � in a domain
D from state q0 is the structure K = hS;R;Li, where:

� S = f(q; c) : act(q; c) is definedg,
� ((q; c); (q0; c0)) 2 R if (q; c)

a
! (q0; c0) for some a,

� L(q; c) = fb : b 2 qg

As an example, the execution structure of the plan in Figure
2 is depicted in Figure 3.

We define when a goal g is true in (q; c), written
K; (q; c) j= g by using the standard semantics for CTL for-
mulas over the Kripke Structure K. The complete formal
definition can be found in, e.g., [Emerson, 1990]. In or-
der to make the paper self contained, we present here some
cases. Propositional formulas are treated in the usual way.
K; (q; c) j= AX g iff for every path (q; c)0(q; c)1(q; c)2 � � � ,
with (q; c) = (q; c)0, we have K; (q; c)1 j= g. K; (q; c) j=
A(g1 U g2) iff for every path (q; c)0(q; c)1(q; c)2 � � � , with
(q; c) = (q; c)0, there exists i � 0 such that K; (q; c)i j= g2
and, for all 0 � j < i, K; (q; c)j j= g1. The definition is
similar in the case of existential path quantifiers. We can now
define the notion of plan that satisfies a given goal.
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Definition 5 Let D be a planning domain and g be a goal
for D. Let � be a plan for D and K be the corresponding
execution structure. Plan � satisfies goal g from initial state
q0, written �; q0 j= g, if K; (q0; c0) j= g. Plan � satisfies
goal g from the set of initial states Q0 if �; q0 j= g for each
q0 2 Q0.

For instance, the plan in Figure 2 satisfies the lock-then-load
goal from state 2.

5 Planning Algorithm
The planning algorithm searches through the domain by try-
ing to satisfy a goal g in a state q. Goal g defines conditions
on the current state and on the next states to be reached. In-
tuitively, if g must hold in q, then some conditions must be
projected to the next states. The algorithm extracts the infor-
mation on the conditions on the next states by “progressing”
the goal g. For instance, if g is EF g0, then either g0 holds in
q or EF g0 must still hold in some next state, i.e., EXEF g0

must hold in q. One of the basic building blocks of the algo-
rithm is the function progr that rewrites a goal by progressing
it to next states. progr is defined by induction on the structure
of goals.

� progr(q;>) = > and progr(q;?) = ?;
� progr(q; b) = if b 2 q then > else ?;
� progr(q;:b) = if b 2 q then ? else >;
� progr(q; g1 ^ g2) = progr(q; g1) ^ progr(q; g2);
� progr(q; g1 _ g2) = progr(q; g1) _ progr(q; g2);
� progr(q;AX g) = AX g and progr(q;EX g) = EX g;
� progr(q;A(gU g0)) = (progr(q; g) ^ AXA(gU g0)) _

progr(q; g0) and progr(q;E(gU g0)) = (progr(q; g) ^
EXE(gU g0)) _ progr(q; g0);

� progr(q;A(gW g0)) = (progr(q; g) ^ AXA(gW g0)) _
progr(q; g0) and progr(q;E(gW g0)) = (progr(q; g) ^
EXE(gW g0)) _ progr(q; g0).

The formula progr(q; g) can be written in a normal form. We
write it as a disjunction of two kinds of conjuncts, those of
the form AX f and those of the form EXh, since we need
to distinguish between formulas that must hold in all the next
states and those that must hold in some of the next states:

progr(q; g) =
_

i2I

� ^

f2Ai

AX f ^
^

h2Ei

EXh
�

where f 2 Ai (h 2 Ei) if AX f (EXh) belongs to the i-th
disjunct of progr(q; g). We have jI j different disjuncts that
correspond to alternative evolutions of the domain, i.e., to al-
ternative plans we can search for. In the following, we repre-
sent progr(q; g) as a set of pairs, each pair containing the Ai

and the Ei parts of a disjunct:

progr(q; g) = f(Ai; Ei) j i 2 Ig

with progr(q;>) = f(;; ;)g and progr(q;?) = ;.
Given a disjunct (A;E) of progr(q; g), we can define a

function that assigns goals to be satisfied to the next states.
We denote with assign-progr((A;E); Q) the set of all the
possible assignments i : Q ! 2A[E such that each univer-
sally quantified goal is assigned to all the next states (i.e.,
if f 2 A then f 2 i(q) for all q 2 Q) and each existen-
tially quantified goal is assigned to one of the next states

(i.e., if h 2 E and h 62 A then f 2 i(q) for one particular
q 2 Q). Consider the following example in the domain of
Figure 1. Let g be AF locked^EXmisplaced^EX loaded
and let the current state q be 2. We have thatAXAF locked^
EXmisplaced ^ EX loaded 2 progr(2; g). If we consider
action load, the next states are 3 and 5. Then AF locked must
hold in 3 and in 5, while misplaced and loaded must hold in
3 or in 5. We have therefore four possible state-formulas as-
signments i1; : : : ; i4 to be explored (in the following we write
f1 for AF locked, h1 for misplaced, and h2 for loaded):

i1(3) = f1 ^ h1 ^ h2 i1(5) = f1
i2(3) = f1 ^ h1 i2(5) = f1 ^ h2
i3(3) = f1 ^ h2 i3(5) = f1 ^ h1
i4(3) = f1 i4(5) = f1 ^ h1 ^ h2

In this simple example, it is easy to see that the only assign-
ment that may lead to a successful plan is i3.

Given the two basic building blocks progr and
assign-progr, we can now describe the planning algo-
rithm build-plan that, given a goal g0 and an initial state q0,
returns either a plan or a failure.2 The algorithm is reported
in Figure 4. It performs a depth-first forward search: starting
from the initial state, it picks up an action, progresses the
goal to successor states, and iterates until either the goal is
satisfied or the search path leads to a failure. The algorithm
uses as the “contexts” of the plan the list of the active goals
that are considered at the different stages of the exploration.
More precisely, a context is a list c = [g1; : : : ; gn], where the
gi are the active goals, as computed by functions progr and
assig-progr, and the order of the list represents the age of
these goals: the goals that are active since more steps come
first in the list.

The main function of the algorithm is function
build-plan-aux(q; c; pl ; open), that builds the plan for context
c from state q. If a plan is found, then it is returned by the
function. Otherwise, ? is returned. Argument pl is the plan
built so far by the algorithm. Initially, the argument passed
to build-plan-aux is pl = hC; c0; act; ctxti = h;; g0; ;; ;i.
Argument open is the list of the pairs state-context of the
currently open problems: if (q; c) 2 open then we are cur-
rently trying to build a plan for context c in state q. Whenever
function build-plan-aux is called with a pair state-context
already in open, then we have a loop of states in which the
same sub-goal has to be enforced. In this case, function
is-good-loop((q; c); open) is called that checks whether the
loop is valid or not. If the loop is good, plan pl is returned,
otherwise function build-plan-aux fails.

Function is-good-loop computes the set loop-goals of the
goals that are active during the whole loop: iteratively, it
considers all the pairs (q0; c0) that appear in open up to the
next occurrence of the current pair (q; c), and it intersects
loop-goals with the set setof(c0) of the goals in list c0. Then,
function is-good-loop checks whether there is some strong
until goal among the loop-goals. If this is a case, then the
loop is bad: the semantics of CTL requires that all the strong
until goals are eventually fulfilled, so these goals should not

2It is easy to extend the algorithm to the case of more than one
initial state.
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function build-plan(q0; g0) : Plan
return build-plan-aux(q0; [g0]; h;; g0; ;; ;i; ;)

function build-plan-aux(q; c; pl ; open) : Plan
if (q; c) 2 open then

if is-good-loop((q; c); open) then return pl
else return ?

if defined pl :act [q; c] then return pl
foreach a 2 Act(p) do

foreach (A;E) 2 progr(q; c) do
foreach i 2 assign-progr((A;E);Exec(q; a)) do

pl 0 := pl
pl 0:C := pl 0:C [ fcg
pl 0:act [q; c] := a
open0 := conc((q; c0); open)
foreach q0 2 Exec(q; a) do
c0 := order-goals(i[q0]; c)
pl 0:ctxt [q; c; q0] := c0

pl 0 := build-plan-aux(q0; c0; pl 0; open0)
if pl 0 = ? then next i

return pl 0

return ?

function is-good-loop((q; c); open) : boolean
loop-goals := setof(c)
while (q; c) 6= head(open) do
(q0; c0) := head(open)
loop-goals := loop-goals \ setof(c0)
open := tail(open)

if 9g 2 loop-goals : g = A( U ) or g = E( U ) then
return false

else
return true

Figure 4: The planning algorithm.

stay active during a whole loop. In fact, this is the difference
between strong and weak until goals: executions where some
weak until goal is continuously active and never fulfilled are
acceptable, while the strong untils should be eventually ful-
filled if they become active.

If the pair (q; c) is not in open but it is in the plan pl
(i.e., (q; c) is in the range of function act and hence condi-
tion “defined pl :act [q; c]” is true), then a plan for the pair has
already been found in another branch of the search, and we
return immediately with a success. If the pair state-context is
neither in open nor in the plan, then the algorithm considers
in turn all the executable actions a from state q, all the dif-
ferent possible progresses (A;E) returned by function progr,
and all the possible assignments i of (A;E) to Exec(q; a).
Function build-plan-aux is called recursively for each desti-
nation state in q0 2 Exec(q; a). The new context is computed
by function order-goals(i[q0]; c): this function returns a list of
the goals in i[q0] that are ordered by their “age”: namely those
goals that are old (they appear in i[q0] and also in c) appear
first, in the same order as in c, and those that are new (they
appear in i[q0] but not in c) appear at the end of the list, in any
order. Also, in the recursive call, argument pl is updated to

take into account the fact that action a has been selected from
state q in context g. Moreover, the new list of open prob-
lems is updated to conc((q; c); open), namely the pair (q; c)
is added in front of argument open.

Any recursive call of build-plan-aux updates the current
plan pl 0. If all these recursive calls are successful, then the
final value of plan pl 0 is returned. If any of the recursive
calls returns ?, then the next combination of assign decom-
position, progress component and action is tried. If all these
combinations fail, then no plan is found and ? is returned.

As an example, call build-plan(2; lock-then-load) is suc-
cessful and returns the plan in Figure 2 where c0 and c1
are goals AF (locked ^ AGEF (locked ^ loaded)) and
AGEF(locked ^ loaded), respectively.

The algorithm always terminates, and it is correct and com-
plete: given a state q of a domain D and a goal g for D, if
build-plan(q; g) = � then �; q j= g, and if build-plan(q; g) =
? then there is no plan � such that �; q j= g.

6 Symbolic Implementation and
Experimental Results

We have implemented the planning algorithm and have per-
formed some experimental evaluations. Though very prelim-
inary, the experiments define some basic test cases for plan-
ning for CTL goals in non-deterministic domains, show that
the approach is effective in practice with cases of significant
complexity, and settle the basis for future comparisons.

We have implemented the algorithm inside MBP ([Cimatti
et al., 1998]). MBP uses symbolic techniques based on
BDDs [Burch et al., 1992] to overcome the problems of the
explicit-state planning algorithm due to the huge size of real-
istic domains, and in particular of non-deterministic domains.

In order to provide a BDD-based implementation, the ex-
plicit algorithm presented in the previous section has to be
revisited, taking into account the fact that BDDs work effec-
tively on sets of states rather than on single states. For lack
of space, we can not describe the symbolic BDD-based al-
gorithm in details: further information on this algorithm, as
well as on the test cases, can be found at the MBP home page
http://sra.itc.it/tools/mbp.

One of the very few examples of planning for extended
goals in non-deterministic domains that we have found in the
literature is the “robot-moving-objects” search problem, pre-
sented in [Kabanza et al., 1997] to test the SIMPLAN planner
for some LTL-like goals. The domain consists of a set of
rooms connected by doors, of a set of objects in the rooms,
and of a robot that can grasp the objects and carry them to
different rooms. The non-determinism in the domain is due
to the fact that (some of) the doors are defective and can close
without an explicit action of the robot.

We have performed experiments with different extended
goals. For lack of space we report only the results for the
goal of moving the objects into given rooms and keeping
them there (experiment 1 in [Kabanza et al., 1997]). In our
framework, this goal is of the form AFAG g. The problem
is parametrized in the number of the possible objects to be
moved and in the number of defective doors. The time re-
quired to build the plan is reported in Figure 5 (all tests were
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Figure 5: Experimental results

performed on a Pentium II 300 MHz with 512 Mb RAM of
memory running Linux). The time scale is logarithmic and
shows that the required time grows exponentially in the num-
ber of objects (this corresponds to an exponential growth in
the size of the domain). Due to the usage of symbolic tech-
niques, instead, the performance is not influenced by the non-
determinism. We remark that in the case of 5 objects the do-
main is quite complex: it has more than 108 states.

The results reported in [Kabanza et al., 1997] show a com-
plementary behavior: SIMPLAN scales well with respect to
the number of objects, but the explicit state search suffers
significantly in the case of non-deterministic domains. We
remark, however, that the efficient behavior of SIMPLAN in
the case of deterministic domains depends on the enforced
domain-dependent search control strategies, that are able to
cut the largest part of the search graph. Our experiments
show that MBP outperforms SIMPLAN, if the latter is exe-
cuted without control strategies. This result is not surprising:
symbolic techniques have shown to be dramatically more effi-
cient that explicit techniques in the case of huge search space.

7 Conclusions and Related Work
In this paper we have presented an approach to automatic
planning in non-deterministic domains where the goals are
expressed as CTL formulas. We have implemented the algo-
rithm by using symbolic model checking techniques, which
open up the possibility to deal with large state space.

Some future objectives are the following. The symbolic
implementation is still a rather naive transcription of the
explicit algorithm presented in the paper: further work in
needed to develop a symbolic algorithm that fully exploits
the potentiality of BDDs and of the symbolic exploration of
huge state spaces. Moreover, we plan to perform an extensive
test with different kinds of extended goals on a set of realistic
domains, to show that the approach is indeed practical. Fi-
nally, in this paper we focus on the case of full observability.
An extension of the work to the case of planning for extended
goals under partial observability is one of the main objectives
for future research.

The problem of planning for CTL goals has never been
solved before. The starting point of the work presented in
this paper is the framework of “Planning via Symbolic Model

Checking” (see, e.g., [Cimatti et al., 1998; Daniele et al.,
1999; Bertoli et al., 2001]). None of the previous works in
this framework deals with temporally extended goals. The
issue of “temporally extended goals” is certainly not new.
However, most of the works in this direction restrict to de-
terministic domains, see for instance [de Giacomo and Vardi,
1999; Bacchus and Kabanza, 1998]. A work that considers
extended goals in non-deterministic domains is described in
[Kabanza et al., 1997]: see Section 6 for a comparison.

Extended goals make the planning problem close to that
of automatic synthesis of controllers (see, e.g., [Asarin et
al., 1995; Kupferman and Vardi, 1997]). However, most of
the work in this area focuses on the theoretical foundations,
without providing practical implementations. Moreover, it is
based on rather different technical assumptions on actions and
on the interaction with the environment.
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Abstract

In the future, webs of unmanned air and space ve-
hicles will act together to robustly perform elabo-
rate missions in uncertain environments. We co-
ordinate these systems by introducing a reactive
model-based programming language (RMPL) that
combines within a single unified representation the
flexibility of embedded programming and reactive
execution languages, and the deliberative reason-
ing power of temporal planners. The KIRK plan-
ning system takes as input a problem expressed as
a RMPL program, and compiles it into a tempo-
ral plan network (TPN), similar to those used by
temporal planners, but extended for symbolic con-
straints and decisions. This intermediate represen-
tation clarifies the relation between temporal plan-
ning and causal-link planning, and permits a single
task model to be used for planning and execution.
Such a unified model has been described as a holy
grail for autonomous agents by the designers of the
Remote Agent[Muscettola et al., 1998b].

1 Model-based Programming
The recent spread of advanced processing to embedded sys-
tems has created vehicles that execute complex missions with
increasing levels of autonomy, in space, on land and in the air.
These vehicles must respond to uncertain and often unforgiv-
ing environments, both with a fast response time and with a
high assurance of first time success. The future looks to the
creation of cooperative robotic networks. For example, a het-
erogenous collection of vehicles, such as planes, helicopters
and boats, might work in concert to perform a search and res-
cue during a hurricane or similar natural disaster. In addition,
giant space telescopes are being deployed that are composed
of satellites carrying the telescope’s different optical compo-
nents. These satellites act in concert to image planets around
other stars, or unusual weather events on earth.

The creation of robotic networks cannot be supported by
the current programming practice alone. Recent mission fail-
ures, such as the Mars Climate Orbiter and Polar Landers,
highlight the challenge of creating highly capable vehicles
within realistic budget limits. Due to cost constraints, space-
craft flight software teams often do not have time to think

through all the plausible situations that might arise, encode
the appropriate responses within their software and then vali-
date that software with high assurance. To break through this
barrier we need to invent a new programming paradigm.

In this paper we advocate the creation of embedded, model-
based programming languages. First, programmers should
retain control for the overall success of a mission, by pro-
gramming game plans and contingencies that in the pro-
grammer’s experience will ensure a high degree of suc-
cess. The programmer should be able to program these
game plans using features of the best embedded program-
ming languages available. For example, reactive synchronous
languages[Halbwachs, 1993], like Esterel, Lustre and Signal,
offer a rich set of constructs for interacting with sensors and
actuators, for creating complex behaviors involving concur-
rency and preemption, and for modularizing these behaviors
using all the standard encapsulation mechanisms. Model-
based programming extends this style of reactive language
with a minimal set of constructs neccessary to perform flexi-
ble mission coordination, while hiding its reasoning capabil-
ities under the hood of the language’s interpreter or compiler.

Second, we argue that model-based programming lan-
guages should focus on elevating the programmer’s thinking,
by automating the process of reasoning about low-level sys-
tem interactions. Many recent space mission failures, such
as Mars Climate Orbiter and Mars Polar Lander, can be iso-
lated to difficulties in reasoning through low-level system in-
teractions. On the other hand, this limited form of reason-
ing and book keeping is the hallmark of computational meth-
ods. The interpreter or compiler of a model-based program
reasons through these interactions using composable models
of the system being controlled. We are developing a lan-
guage, called the Reactive Model-Based Programming Lan-
guage (RMPL), that supports four types of reasoning about
system interactions: reasoning about contingencies, schedul-
ing, inferring a system’s hidden state and controlling that
state. This paper develops RMPL in the context of contin-
gencies and scheduling, while [Williams et al., 2001], shows
how RMPL is used to infer hidden state.

RMPL offers a middle ground between execution lan-
guages, like RAPS [Firby, 1995], and highly flexible,
operator-based temporal planners,like HSTS [Muscettola et
al., 1998a]. RAPS offers the exception handling and concur-
rency mechanisms of embedded languages, while adding goal
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monitoring, nondeterministic choice and metric constraints.
However, RAPS makes its decisions reactively, without ad-
dressing concerns of schedulability and threat resolution, and
hence can fall into a failure state. RMPL incorporates the
forward looking planning and scheduling abilities of mod-
ern temporal planners, but can severely restrict the space of
plans considered to possible threads of execution through the
RMPL program. This speeds response and mitigates risk.

The paper begins by introducing a subset of RMPL that in-
cludes constructs from traditional reactive programming plus
constructs for specifying contingencies and scheduling con-
straints. Second, we describe how Kirk, an RMPL-based
planner/executive, compiles RMPL programs into temporal
plan networks (TPN), which compactly represent all possi-
ble threads of execution of an RMPL program, and all re-
source constraints and conflicts between concurrent activi-
ties. Third, we present Kirk’s online planning algorithm for
RMPL that “looks” by using network search algorithms to
find threads of execution through the TPN that are tempo-
rally consistent. The result is a partially ordered temporal
plan. Kirk then “leaps” by executing the plan using plan exe-
cution methods[Tsamardinos et al., 1998] developed for Re-
mote Agent[Muscettola et al., 1998b]. Finally, we discuss
Kirk’s application to a simulated search and rescue mission.

2 Example: Cooperative Search and Rescue

As part of a search and rescue mission, consider an activity
called Enroute, in which a group of vehicles fly together from
a rendezvous point to the target search area. In this activity,
the group selects one of two paths for traveling to the target
area, flies together along the path through a series of way-
points to the target position, and then transmits a message to
the forward air controller to indicate their arrival, while wait-
ing until the group receives authorization to engage the target
search area.

The two paths available for travel to the target area are each
only available for a predetermined window of time, which
is important to consider when selecting one of these paths.
In addition, the timing of the Enroute activity is bound by
externally imposed requirements, for example, the search and
rescue mission must complete in 25-30 minutes, with 20% to
30% of the time allotted to the Enroute activity.

Codifying the Enroute activity requires most standard fea-
tures of embedded languages. There are both sequential
and concurrent threads of activities, such as going to a se-
ries of way points, and sending a message to the forward air
controller (FAC), while concurrently awaiting authorization.
There are maintenance conditions and synchronizations. For
example, the air corridor needs to be maintained safe during
flight, and synchronization occurs with the FAC.

In addition to constructs found in traditional embedded

languages, we need constructs for expressing timing require-
ments and alternative choices or contingencies, in this exam-
ple to use one of two corridors. These constructs are common
to robotic execution languages[Firby, 1995]. However, they
are only used reactively. Kirk must reason forward through
the RMPL program’s execution, identifying a course of ac-
tion that is consistent.

3 RMPL Constructs
To summarize, RMPL needs to include constructs for ex-
pressing concurrency, maintaining conditions, synchroniza-
tion, metric constraints and contingencies. The relevant
RMPL constructs are as follows. We use lower case letters,
like � , to denote activities or conditions, and upper case let-
ters, like

�
and � , to denote well-formed RMPL expressions:� . Invokes primitive activity � , starting at the current time.

This is the basic construct for initiating activities.� . Asserts that condition � is true at the current time, where� is a literal. This is the basic construct for asserting condi-
tions.

if � thennext
�

. Starts executing
�

if condition � is cur-
rently satisfied, where � is a literal. This is the basic construct
for expressing conditional branches and asserting precondi-
tions.

do
�

maintaining � . Executes
�

, and ensures throughout�
that � occurs. This is the basic construct for introducing

maintenance conditions and protections.��� � . Concurrently executes A and B. It is the basic con-
struct for forking processes.��� � . Consecutively executes A and then B. It is the basic
construct for sequential processes.��� 	
����

. Constrains the duration of program A to be at least	
and at most

�
. This is the basic construct for expressing

timing requirements.
choose � ��� ��� . Reduces non-deterministically to program�
or � . This is the basic construct for expressing multiple

strategies and contingencies.
Note that together, � and if � thennext

�
provide the ba-

sic constructs for synchronization, by specifying required and
asserted conditions.

��� � and
��� � provide the neccessary

constructs for building complex concurrent threads.
The “do maintaining” construct offers a building block for

creating complex preemption and exception handling mech-
anisms. Note that to fully exploit these mechanisms Kirk
would need to perform conditional planning. The algorithms
presented in this paper only address unconditional planning.
With this restriction “do maintaining” acts as a maintenance
condition that Kirk must prove holds at planning time.

Using these constructs we express the Enroute activity as
follows:
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = {

choose {
do {

Group-Fly-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,
PATH1_3,TAI_POS)[l*90%,u*90%];

} maintaining PATH1_OK,
do {

Group-Fly-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,
PATH2_3,TAI_POS)[l*90%,u*90%];

} maintaining PATH2_OK
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};
{

Group-Transmit(FAC,ARRIVED_TAI)[0,2],
do {

Group-Wait(TAI_HOLD1,TAI_HOLD2)
[0,u*10%]

} watching PROCEED_OK
}

}

The choose expression models the two options for flight
paths. 90% of the total time of the overall maneuver is al-
located to this group flight. Each flight has a maintenance
condition that the flight path is okay. Arrival is transmitted to
the forward air controller, and receipt of a message to proceed
is concurrently monitored.

4 Temporal Plan Networks

Executing an RMPL program involves choosing a set of
threads of execution (Plans), checking to ensure that the ex-
ecution is consistent and schedulable, and then scheduling
events on the fly. It is essential that we generate these plans
quickly. This suggests compiling RMPL programs to a plan
graph, along the lines of Graphplan or Satplan [Weld, 1999],
and then searching the precompiled graph. However, it is
also important for the plan to have the temporal flexibility
offered by a partially ordered, temporal plan. Least committ-
ment leaves slack to adapt to execution uncertainties and to
recover from faults. This partial committment is expressed
in temporal planning through a Simple Temporal Network
(STN)[Dechter et al., 1991]. Hence, a key observation of
our approach is that to build in temporal flexibility we should
build our graph-based plan representation, called a Temporal
Plan Network (TPN), as a generalization of an STN.

The TPN corresponding to the above Enroute program is
shown below. Activity name labels are omitted to keep the
figure clear, but the node pairs 4,5 and 6,7 represent the two
Group-Fly-Path activities, and node pairs 9,10 and 11,12 cor-
respond to the Group-Wait and Group-Transmit activities, re-
spectively. Node 3 is a decision node that represents a choice
between two methods for flying to the search area. The TPN
represents the consequences of the constraint that the mission
last between 25 and 30 minutes. It also models the decision
between the two paths to the target area, and it models the
restrictions that each of the paths can only be used if they are
available.

3

6

4 5
[0,0]

[405,486]

[0,0]

Ask(PATH1=OK)

1 2

7

Ask(PATH2=OK)

8

[405,486]

[0,0]

[0,0]

[0,0] [0,0]

[450,540]

Ask(  PROCEED=OK)

11

9 10[0,0]
[0,54]

[0,0]
12

13

[0,2]

[0,0]

[0, ]∞

A TPN encodes all feasible executions of an activity. It
does this by augmenting an STN with two types of con-
straints: temporal constraints restrict the behavior of an ac-
tivity by bounding the duration of an activity, time between
activities, or more generally the temporal distance between
two events. Symbolic constraints restrict the behavior of an

activity by expressing the assertion or requirement of certain
conditions by activities that all valid executions must satisfy.

For example, consider some of the possible executions of
the Enroute activity. One possible execution is that the group
flies along path one (pair 4,5) to the target area in 420 time
units (seconds in this case), transmits an arrival message to
the forward air controller (11,12) for one second, and con-
currently waits (9,10) for another 40 seconds to receive au-
thorization to proceed. Another possible execution is that the
group selects the second path, flies to the target area in 500
seconds, takes 2 seconds to transmit the arrival message, and
is authorized to proceed immediately. If it were the case that
path one was available from the time at which the Enroute ac-
tivity started to at least the time that the group arrived at the
target area, then the first execution is valid. This is because it
satisfies both the temporal constraints on the Enroute activity,
and the requirement that path one is available for the duration
of the flight along it. The planning algorithm presented in the
next section performs the identification of consistent activity
executions.

A Temporal Planning Network is a Simple Temporal Net-
work, augmented with symbolic constraints and decision
nodes. These additions are sufficent to capture all RMPL
constructs given earlier. Like a simple temporal network,
the nodes of a TPN represent temporal events, and the arcs
represent temporal relations that constrain the temporal dis-
tance between events. An arc of a TPN may be labeled with
a symbolic constraint Tell(c) or Ask(c), as well as a duration.
A Tell(c) label on an arc (i,j) asserts that the condition rep-
resented by c is true over the interval between the temporal
events modeled by the nodes i and j. Similarly, an Ask(c) la-
bel on an arc (i,j) requires that the condition represented by c
is true over the interval represented by this arc. For example,
in the Enroute TPN, the Ask(PATH1=OK) label on the arc
(4,5) represents the requirement for path one to be available
for the interval of time corresponding to the interval of time
between the temporal event modeled by node 4 and node 5.
These Ask-type symbolic constraints allow for the encoding
of conditions in the network.

Decision nodes are used to explicitly introduce choices in
activity execution that the planner must make. For example,
in the Enroute activity there are two choices of paths for the
group to use for flying to the target area, path one and path
two. The activity model captures the two choices as out-arcs
of node 3 of the enroute TPN. This decision node is des-
ignated by a double outline and dashed out-arcs. All other
nodes in the Enroute TPN are non-decision nodes.

5 Compiling RMPL to TPN
Given a well formed RMPL expression, we compile it to a
TPN by mapping each RMPL primitive to a TPN as defined
below. RMPL sub-expressions, denoted by upper case letters,
are recursively mapped to equivalent TPN:��� 	
����

. Invoke activity A between
	

and
�

time units.

[l,u]
A.start A.end
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� � 	����� . Assert that condition � is true now until
� 	�����

.

[l,u]

Tell(c)

if � thennext
� � 	�����

. Execute
�

for
� 	�����

, if condition � is
currently satisfied.

[0,0]

Ask(c)

[l,u]
A.start A.end

do
��� �����
	

maintaining � . Execute
�

for
� �����
	

, and ensure
throughout

�
that � occurs.

[l,u]

Ask(c)

A.start A.end

��� ���������	������ ����������	
. Concurrently execute A for

� ����������	
and B for

� ����������	
.

[l1,u1]
A.start A.end

[l2,u2]
B.start B.end

[0,0]

[0,0]
[0,0]

[0,0]

��� ���������	������ ����������	
. Execute A for

� ����������	
, then B for� ����������	

.

[l1,u1]
A.start A.end

[l2,u2]
B.start B.end

[0,0]

choose � ��� � � ��� � 	������ � � ��� � 	 
. Reduces to

��� � � ��� � 	
or��� �������!��	

, non-deterministically.

[l1,u1]
A.start A.end

[l2,u2]
B.start B.end

[0,0]

[0,0]
[0,0]

[0,0]

6 Planning using TPNs
After compiling an RMPL program into a TPN, Kirk’s plan-
ner uses the TPN to search for an execution that is both com-
plete and consistent. The execution corresponds to an un-
conditional, temporal plan. A plan is complete if choices
have been made for each relevant decision point, it con-
tains only primitive-level activities, and all activities labeled
Ask(c) have been linked to a Tell(c). A plan is consistent if
it does not violate any of its temporal constraints or symbolic
constraints. The resulting plan is then executed using the plan
runner described in [Tsamardinos et al., 1998].

The input to Kirk’s planner is a TPN describing an activ-
ity scenario. A scenario consists of the TPN for the top-level
activity invoked and any constraints on its invocation. The
following TPN invokes Enroute (nodes 1-13). In a parallel

thread it constrains the time ranges over which path one is
available (nodes 14-15) and over which the vehicles may per-
form search (nodes 16-17).

3

6

4 5
[405,450]

Ask(PATH1=OK)

1 2

7

Ask(PATH2=OK)

8

[405,486]

[450,540]

Tell( ENGAGE=OK)

11

9 10
[0,45]

12

13

[0,2]

[0, ]

14 15

Tell(PATH1=OK)

[450,450]

16 17

Tell(ENGAGE=OK)

[200,200]

s

1
e

[500,800]

[10,10] [0, ]

[10, ] [40,385]

[1, ]

[0, ]

[0, ]
 

 

∞

∞

The output of the planner consists of a set of paths through
the input network from the start-node to the end-node of the
top-level activity. In the example the paths s-1-3-4-5-8-9-
10-13-2-e and s-14-15-16-17-e define a consistent execution.
The first path defines the execution of the group of vehicles,
and the second path defines the “execution” of the rest of the
world in terms of the assertion or requirement of relevant con-
ditions over the duration of the scenario. The portion of the
TPN not selected for execution is shown in gray.

Planning involves two interleaved phases. The first phase
resembles a network search that discovers the sub-network
,that constitute a feasible plan, while incrementally checking
for temporal consistency. The second phase is analogous to
the repair step of a causal link planner, in which threats are
detected and resolved, and open conditions are closed[Weld,
1994].

6.1 Phase One: Select Plan Execution
The first phase selects a set of paths from the start-node to
the end-node of the top-level activity. The planner handles
this execution selection problem as a variant of a network
search[Ahuja et al., 1993] rooted at the start-node of the TPN
encoding of the top-level activity.

Searching the Network
Recall that each node of a TPN is either a decision node or
a non-decision node. If a plan includes a non-decision node
with multiple out-arcs, then all of these arcs and their tail
nodes must be included in the plan. If a plan includes a deci-
sion node with multiple out-arcs, then the arcs represent alter-
nate choices, and the planning algorithm selects exactly one
to be included in the plan.

Network search completes only when all paths reach the
end-node of the top-level activity, and the subnetwork of the
TPN, defined by these paths, is temporally consistent. This
corresponds to testing consistency of an STN[Dechter et al.,
1991], as discussed in the next section.

The first phase of planning is summarized by the Modified
Network Search algorithm, shown below. The set A, is the set
of active nodes, which are those nodes whose paths have not
yet been fully extended. The sets SN and SA are the sets of
selected nodes and selected arcs, respectively:
1 Modified-Network-Search( N )
2 A = { start-node of N };
3 SN = { start-node of N };
4 SA = { };
5 While ( A is not empty )
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6 Node = Select and remove a member of A;
7 If ( Node is a decision-node )
8 Arc = Select any unmarked out-arc of Node and
9 Mark Arc and
10 Add Arc to SA;
11 If ( tail of Arc is not in SN )
12 Add tail of Arc to A and SN;
13 End-If
14 Else
15 For each Arc that is an out-arc of Node
16 Add Arc to SA;
17 If ( tail of Arc is not in SN )
18 Add tail of Arc to A and SN;
19 End-If
20 End-For
21 End-If
22
23 If ( Cycle-Induced(SN, SA) )
24 If ( Not(Temporally-Consistent(SN, SA)) )
25 Backtrack(SN, SA, A);
26 End-If
27 End-If
28 End-While
29 End-Function

The algorithm extends an active node at each iteration.
Decision nodes are treated by extending the path along one
out arc (lines 8-13), while non-decision nodes are treated by
branching the path and extending along all out arcs (lines 15-
20). At the end of each iteration of the main While-loop, the
modified network search tests for temporal consistency (lines
24-26). If the test fails, then the search calls Backtrack(..) in
line 25, which reverts SN, SA, and A to their states before the
most recent decision that has unmarked choices remaining,
and selects a different out-arc. While for simplicity this ex-
planation uses chronological backtracking, a wealth of more
efficient search algorithms can be applied.

Note that it is not necessary to check temporal consistency
after every iteration of the While-loop, since as long as no
cycles are induced in the network, there is no way for a tem-
poral inconsistency to be induced. Determining whether a
cycle has been created can be done for each arc that is se-
lected by checking whether the arc’s tail node has already
been selected. Since this can be done in constant time, it is
significantly more efficient in practice than testing temporal
consistency after every iteration, although it doesn’t impact
worst case complexity.

Also note that the algorithm stops extending a path when
it encounters a node that is already in SN. The fact that this
node is already in SN implies that two concurrent threads of
execution have merged.

Finally, after the modified network search completes, the
selected nodes and arcs define a set of paths from the start-
node to the end-node of the top activity.

Example:Searching the Enroute Network
To illustrate the modified network search, we return to the
Enroute input network, where node 1 is the start-node and
node 2 is the end-node:

1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14

15 16 17 18

Initially, node 1 is selected, which is indicated by its darker
shade, and it is active. In the first iteration, Kirk chooses
node 1 from the set of active nodes, and since node 1 is not a
decision node, it selects all out-arcs and adds their tails to the
selected and active set. This continues until both node 5 and
node 15 are selected:

At this point, the modified network search chooses node 5
from the active set. Since node 5 is a decision node, the algo-
rithm must choose either arc (5,7) or arc (5,10). It selects arc
(5,7) and continues extending until it reaches the following:

Note that arc (14,2) is selected, forming the cycle, 1-3-4-5-
7-8-9-6-13-14-2-1, so the algorithm checks for temporal con-
sistency. In this example, this selected sub-network is tem-
porally inconsistent, so the algorithm backtracks to the most
recent decision with open options, which is Node 5. Out-arc
(5,10) has not yet been tried, so it is selected and the path
extend to the end-node. Finally a path through arc (15,16) is
found to the end-node, resulting in the temporally consistent
sub-network:

Checking Temporal Consistency
To check temporal consistency we note that any subnet of a
Plan Network, minus its symbolic constraint labels, forms a
Simple Temporal Network. Hence temporal consistency can
be checked using standard methods for Simple Temporal Net-
works [Dechter et al., 1991]. Recall that an STN is consistent
if and only if its encoding as a distance graph contains no neg-
ative cycles [Dechter et al., 1991]. There exist several well
known algorithms for detecting negative cycles in polynomial
time. The Bellman-Ford algorithm [Cormen et al., 1990] can
be used to check for negative cycle in ��������� time, where �
and � are the number of arcs and nodes in the distance graph,
respectively. This algorithm only needs to maintain one dis-
tance label at each node, which takes only �����	� space. A
variant of this algorithm is used by HSTS [Muscettola et al.,
1998a] for fast inconsistency detection.

The algorithm we use in the Kirk planner is a variant of
the generic label-correcting single-source shortest-path algo-
rithm [Ahuja et al., 1993], which takes ��������� worst-case
asymptotic running time, but performs faster in many situa-
tions. This algorithm also requires only �����	� space. Space
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precludes a more detailed development.

6.2 Phase Two: Threats and Open Conditions
Symbolic constraints– Ask(c) and Tell(c) – are handled
analogous to threats and open conditions in causal link
planning[Weld, 1994]. Two symbolic constraints conflict if
one is either asserting (by using Tell) or requesting (by us-
ing Ask) that a condition is true, and the second is asserting
or requesting that the same condition is false. For example,
Tell(Not(c)) and Ask(c) conflict. An open condition in a TPN
appears as Ask constraints, which represent the need for some
condition to be true over the interval of time represented by
the arc labeled with the Ask constraint.

Resolving Threats
To detect threats the planner computes the feasible time
bounds for each temporal event (node) in the network, and
then uses these bounds to identify potentially overlapping in-
tervals that are labeled with inconsistent constraints. These
bounds can be computed by solving an all-pairs shortest-path
problem over the distance graph of the partially completed
plan. Kirk uses the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for computing
all-pairs shortest paths. We are currently evaluating Johnson’s
algorithm which runs in ������� ����� � �	��� � �	� , or ��� �	� �
��� ���	� �
if �� �����	� .

Once these feasible time ranges are determined, the plan-
ner detects which arcs may overlap in time. If there are two
arcs that may overlap and that are labeled with conflicting
symbolic constraints, then they are resolved by ordering the
intervals, if possible.

These interval pairs need to be identified efficiently. Kirk
maintains an interval set data structure for each proposition� that keeps track of all intervals that assert or require � or
its negation. In order to identify threats, the planner need
only check each interval set for threats. This takes ��������� �
asymptotic running time, where � is the maximum cardinality
over all interval sets, and performs much better in practice
because the interval sets typically have few elements. More
sophisticated indexing schemes may improve performance,
such as interval tree structures [Cormen et al., 1990].

A threat is resolved by introducing temporal constraints.
Each threat consists of two arcs that represent intervals of
time that may overlap. To resolve threats we introduce a con-
straint that forces an ordering between the two activites, sim-
ilar to promotion and demotion in classical planning[Weld,
1994]:

Ask(Not(c))

A.star t A.end

Tell(c)

B.star t B.end

<2,3>

<4,5> <6,7>

<7,8> <12,15>

<14,18>

[1, ]∞

Closing Open Conditions
An open condition is represented by an arc labeled with an
Ask constraint, which represents the request for a condition
to be satisfied over the interval of time represented by the
arc. If this interval of time is contained by another interval

over which the condition is asserted by a Tell constraint, then
the open condition is satisfied (i.e., closed), and a causal link
is drawn from the Tell to the Ask. Open conditions are de-
tected simply by scanning through all activites and checking
any Ask constraints. Finding potentially overlapping inter-
vals is performed using the same method described above for
detecting threats. Once a Tell is found that can satisfy an
open condition, temporal constraints are added so that the du-
ration of the open condition is contained within the Tell. This
method of closing open asks is also closely related to the way
that the HSTS planner satisfies compatibilities [Muscettola et
al., 1998a]:

Tell(c)

A.start A.end

Ask(c)

B.start B.end

<0,0>

<1,3> <7,9>

<1,2> <8,10>

<9,12>

[0, ] [0, ]

7 Implementation and Discussion
Kirk’s compiler generates TPN specification files, and is writ-
ten in Lisp. Kirk’s planner, written in C++, generates a
plan from the TPN and checks consistency. Kirk’s executive,
based on the remote agent plan runner [Tsamardinos et al.,
1998], takes the resulting partially ordered temporal plan and
executes it on the multi-air vehicle simulator. The following
table summarizes Kirk’s performance on nominal plans for
several activities within the search and rescue scenario. The
fully expanded TPN generated from the Group-Search-and-
Rescue activity included 273 nodes. The testing platform was
an IBM Aptiva E6U with an Intel 400Mhz Pentium II proces-
sor and 128MB of RAM, running Redhat Linux version 6.1:

Top Activity Nodes Activities Plan Time
Follow(..) 4 1 4 ms
Group-Rescue(..) 27 8 235 ms
Group-Enroute() 112 19 16 s
Group-SR-Mission() 273 47 404 s
“Top Activity” refers to the top-level activity that was be-

ing planned. “Nodes” is the size of the expanded TPN after
planning. Usually, about half of these were included in the
final plan, with the rest corresponding to unselected execu-
tions. “Activities” indicates the number of primitive activities
included in the final plan. Finally, the “Plan Time” gives the
time that it took for Kirk to generate a plan corresponding to
each of these activities.

Kirk offers two sources for efficiency. First, typically an
RMPL program significantly constrains the space of possi-
ble plans considered, in the spirit of hierarchical task network
planners [Erol et al., 1994]. Second, the use of TPNs re-
duces online planning to graph search. In the example Kirk
does well with no search guidance up to about 100 nodes. At
this point the time becomes dominated by the time required
to compute feasible time bounds for events. This is due to
the use of Bellman-Ford and chronological search. We are
exploring a reimplementation based on Johnson’s algorithm
and a more sophisticated search strategy.
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The primary contribution of this paper is the Reactive
Model-based Programming Language and the Temporal Plan
Network representation. The algorithms presented here only
begin to explore RMPL/TPN-based planning. The following
are some example directions for further research.

This paper focuses on the use of TPNs as a synthe-
sis of causal link planning[Weld, 1994], temporal plan-
ning [Muscettola, 1994] and hierarchical task network
planning[Erol et al., 1994]. Can methods from graph-based
planning[Blum and Furst, 1997; Weld, 1999; Smith and
Weld, 1999], particularly mutual exclusion relationships, be
effectively employed within a TPN? An important element
of practical temporal planners in the space domain, such as
HSTS[Muscettola, 1994] and IxTeT[Laborie and Ghallab,
1995], is the ability to plan with depletable resources. Can
RMPL and TPNs be similarly extended? How can RMPL
and TPNs be extended to support decision theoretic planning
and agile maneuver planning, common to robotic vehicles?

RMPL offers an expressive embedded programming lan-
guage, by inheriting most of its primitive combinators from
the Timed Concurrent Constraint Language (TCC) [Saraswat
et al., 1996]. For example, as with TCC, these primitives
allow a rich set of operators to be derived for preemption
and exception handling, similar to those found in embedded
languages like Esterel[Berry and Gonthier, 1992]. However,
the algorithm presented here performs unconditional plan-
ning, and hence only considers the case where exceptions can
be prevented. RMPL’s ability to express exception handling
mechanisms can best be exploited through the development
of conditional planning algorithms.

Finally, RMPL allows the programmer to constrain the
family of possible behaviors that the planner considers when
controlling an embedded system. It is important that this
family of behaviors be safe. Embedded languages like
Esterel[Berry and Gonthier, 1992], Lustre[Halbwachs et al.,
] and Signal[Guernic et al., ] offer a clean semantics, and of-
fer support for direct machine verification of safety and live-
ness properties. The verification of RMPL programs would
be similar, but requires methods, such as timed automata veri-
fication, that support metric constraints and non-determinism.
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Abstract

Certain planning systems that deal with quantitative
time constraints have used an underlying Simple
Temporal Problem solver to ensure temporal con-
sistency of plans. However, many applications in-
volve processes of uncertain duration whose timing
cannot be controlled by the execution agent. These
cases require more complex notions of temporal
feasibility. In previous work, various “controlla-
bility” properties such as Weak, Strong, and Dy-
namic Controllability have been defined. The most
interesting and useful Controllability property, the
Dynamic one, has ironically proved to be the most
difficult to analyze. In this paper, we resolve the
complexity issue for Dynamic Controllability. Un-
expectedly, the problem turns out to be tractable.
We also show how to efficiently execute networks
whose status has been verified.

1 Introduction
Simple Temporal Networks[Dechter et al., 1991] have
proved useful in planning and scheduling applications that
involve quantitative time constraints (e.g.[Laborie and Ghal-
lab, 1995; Muscettolaet al., 1998b]) because they allow fast
checking of temporal consistency. However this formalism
does not adequately address an important aspect of real exe-
cution domains: the time of occurrence of some events may
not be under the complete control of the execution agent. For
example, when a spacecraft commands an instrument or in-
terrogates a sensor, a varying amount of time may intervene
before the operation is completed. In cases like this, the exe-
cution agent does not have freedom to select the precise time
delay between events in accord with the timing of previously
executed events. Instead, the value is selected by Nature inde-
pendently of the agent’s choices. This can lead to constraint
violations during execution even if the Simple Temporal Net-
work appeared consistent at plan generation time.

The problem of constraint satisfaction for temporal net-
works with uncertainty was first addressed formally in[Vidal
and Ghallab, 1996; Vidal and Fargier, 1999]. In this setting,
the question of temporal feasibility goes beyond mere con-
sistency to encompass issues of “controllability.” Essentially,
a network is controllable if there is a strategy for executing

the timepoints under the agent’s control that satisfies all re-
quirements, in all situations involving the uncontrolled time-
points. The previous work has identified three primary levels
of controllability. In Strong Controllability, there is a static
control strategy that is guaranteed to work in all cases. In
Weak Controllability, for all situations there is a “clairvoy-
ant” strategy that works if all uncertain durations are known
when the network is executed. The most interesting control-
lability property from a practical point of view isDynamic
Controllability, where it is assumed that each uncertain du-
ration becomes known (is observed) after it has finished, and
the property requires a successful strategy that depends only
on the past outcomes.

In previous work, algorithms have been presented for
checking Strong and Weak Controllability, and Strong Con-
trollability has been shown to be tractable, while Weak
Controllability is co-NP-complete[Vidal and Fargier, 1999;
Morris and Muscettola, 1999]. However, Dynamic Control-
lability has proved difficult to analyze, primarily because of
a time asymmetry where a control decision may depend on
the past but not on the future. In this paper we present effi-
cient constraint propagation methods for checking Dynamic
Controllability. These explicitly add constraints that are im-
plicit in the Dynamic Controllability property. With these
additional constraints, Dynamic Controllability checking re-
duces to a form of consistency checking that turns out to be
polynomial. The derived constraints are also used to guide an
effective execution strategy.

2 Background
We review the definitions of Simple Temporal Net-
work [Dechteret al., 1991], and Simple Temporal Network
with Uncertainty[Vidal and Fargier, 1999].

A Simple Temporal Network (STN) is a graph in which the
edges are labelled with upper and lower numerical bounds.
The nodes in the graph represent temporal events ortime-
points, while the edges correspond to constraints on the du-
rations between the events. Formally, an STN may be de-
scribed as a 4-tuple< N,E, l, u > whereN is a set of
nodes,E is a set of edges, andl : E → IR ∪ {−∞} and
u : E → IR ∪ {+∞} are functions mapping the edges into
extended Real Numbers, that are the lower and upper bounds
of the interval of possible durations. Each STN is associated
with a distance graph[Dechteret al., 1991] derived from the
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upper and lower bound constraints. An STN is consistent if
and only if the distance graph does not contain a negative
cycle, and this can be determined by a single-source shortest
path propagation such as in the Bellman-Ford algorithm[Cor-
menet al., 1990]. To avoid confusion with edges in the dis-
tance graph, we will refer to edges in the STN aslinks.

A Simple Temporal Network With Uncertainty (STNU)
is similar to an STN except the links are divided into two
classes,contingent linksand requirement links. Contingent
links may be thought of as representing causal processes of
uncertain duration; their finish timepoints, calledcontingent
timepoints, are controlled by Nature, subject to the limits im-
posed by the bounds on the contingent links. All other time-
points, calledexecutable timepoints, are controlled by the
agent, whose goal is to satisfy the bounds on the requirement
links. We assume the durations of contingent links vary inde-
pendently, so a control procedure must consider every com-
bination of such durations.

Thus, an STNU is a 5-tuple< N,E, l, u, C >, where
N,E, l, u are as in a STN, andC is a subset of the edges:
the contingent links, the others being requirement links. We
assume0 < l(e) < u(e) <∞ for each contingent linke.1

An STNU may be regarded as an STN by ignoring the dis-
tinction between contingent links and requirement links. This
allows us to apply STN terminology and concepts, such as
AllPairs shortest-path calculations, to STNUs.

In addition, choosing one of the allowed durations for each
contingent link may be thought of as reducing the STNU to an
ordinary STN. Thus, an STNU determines a family of STNs,
as in the following definition.

SupposeΓ = < N,E, l, u, C > is an STNU. Aprojec-
tion [Vidal and Ghallab, 1996] of Γ is a Simple Temporal
Network derived fromΓ where each requirement link is re-
placed by an identical STN link, and each contingent linke is
replaced by an STN link with equal upper and lower bounds
[b, b] for someb such thatl(e) ≤ b ≤ u(e).

Given a fixed STNU< N,E, l, u, C >, a scheduleT is a
mapping

T : N → IR

whereT (x), writtenTx here, is called thetimeof time-point
x. A schedule isconsistentif it satisfies all the link con-
straints. From a schedule, we can determine the durations
of all contingent links that finish prior to a timepointx. (This
may be viewed as a partial mapping fromC to IR.) We call
this theprehistoryof x with respect toT , denoted byT≺x.

Then anexecution strategyS is a mapping

S : P → T

whereP is the set of projections andT is the set of schedules.
An execution strategyS is viable if S(p) is consistent (w.r.t.
p) for each projectionp.

We are now ready to define the various types of controlla-
bility, essentially following[Vidal, 2000].

An STNU isWeakly Controllableif there is a viable execu-
tion strategy. This is equivalent to saying that every projection
is consistent.

1If l(e) = u(e), there is no uncertainty and we may as well
replacee by a requirement link.

An STNU isStrongly Controllableif there is a viable exe-
cution strategyS such that

[S(p1)]x = [S(p2)]x

for each executable timepointx and projectionsp1 andp2.
Thus, a Strong execution strategy assigns a fixed time to each
executable timepoint irrespective of the outcomes of the con-
tingent links.

An STNU isDynamically Controllableif there is a viable
execution strategyS such that

[S(p1)]≺x = [S(p2)]≺x ⇒ [S(p1)]x = [S(p2)]x

for each executable timepointx and projectionsp1 andp2.
Thus, a Dynamic execution strategy assigns a time to each
executable timepoint that may depend on the outcomes of
contingent links in the past, but not on those in the future
(or present). This corresponds to requiring that only informa-
tion available from observation may be used in determining
the schedule. We will usedynamic strategyin the following
for a (viable) Dynamic execution strategy.

Networks where two contingent links have the same finish-
ing point are clearly not Dynamically Controllable. Because
of this, and for certain technical reasons (following[Morris
and Muscettola, 2000]), we will exclude such networks in the
remainder of this paper.

It is easy to see from the definitions that Strong Control-
lability implies Dynamic Controllability, which in turn im-
plies Weak Controllability. Strong Controllability is known to
be tractable and Weak Controllability is known to be co-NP-
complete. In this paper, we investigate the status of Dynamic
Controllability. Note that a na¨ıve algorithm for checking this
property is hyperexponential since it requires searching for
an execution strategy that is both dynamic and viable, while a
method described in[Vidal, 2000] requires worst case expo-
nential space.

The following terminology will be useful in the subsequent
discussion. A contingent link issqueezedif the other con-
straints (including the other contingent links) imply a strictly
tighter lower bound or upper bound for the link. An STNU is
pseudo-controllableif it is consistent and none of the contin-
gent links are squeezed.

If a network is pseudo-controllable then all the edges aris-
ing from contingent links are shortest paths. Thus, the con-
tingent links survive unchanged in the AllPairs shortest-path
graph (abbreviated as the AllPairs graph). Note that pseudo-
controllability can be determined in polynomial time by com-
puting the AllPairs graph.

It is easy to see that every Weakly Controllable network is
pseudo-controllable since a squeezed contingent link would
imply a projection that is not consistent. However, the con-
verse is not true in general.

Even for a STNU that was originally pseudo-controllable,
it is possible for a contingent link to be squeezed during ex-
ecution (which may be viewed as augmenting the network
with additional constraints). In this paper, we will make use
of results from[Morris and Muscettola, 2000]. These guar-
antee that a contingent link cannot be squeezed during execu-
tion under certain circumstances. Essentially, upper bounds
can only be squeezed by propagations through links with
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non-negative upper bounds, and lower bounds can only be
squeezed by propagations through links with positive lower
bounds. Even in these cases, squeezing cannot occur if the
relevant bound isdominatedby that of the contingent link,
which essentially means the bound at issue is redundant. If
the dominance relations are such that no contingent link can
be squeezed, then the network issafe. A safe network can
be executed like an ordinary STN, and thus is Dynamically
Controllable.

3 Triangular Reductions
A starting point for resolving the issue of Dynamic Control-
lability is to considertriangular STNU networks, i.e., net-
works involving three timepoints and including a contingent
link, as shown in figure 1. Here AC is a contingent link with
bounds[x, y], while AB and BC are requirement links with
bounds[p, q] and [u, v] respectively. This notation for con-
tingent and requirement links will be used in subsequent di-
agrams. The contingent link AC is called thefocusof the
triangle. We will also assume that the triangular networks
we consider are pseudo-controllable and have been placed in
AllPairs form, so every edge is a shortest path. It follows that
[u, v] ⊆ [x− q, y − p], which implies[p, q] ⊇ [y − v, x− u].

[u, v]

B

[x, y]

[p, q]

CA

Contingent link
Requirement link

Figure 1: Triangular Network

We will derive a number of results concerning additional
tightenings orreductionsof the bounds that must be obeyed
by any schedule resulting from a dynamic strategy (i.e., any
S(p) for any projectionp, in the notation of the previous sec-
tion). These will vary according to cases involving the signs
of the[u, v] bounds.
1. First suppose thatv < 0. We call this theFollow case,
since the lower bound of CB (i.e., BC reversed) is−v and
hence B follows C. Then the network is Dynamically Con-
trollable since C has already been observed at the time B is
executed. In fact, it may be executed like an ordinary STN
since any propagation will go from C to B and not vice versa.
Thus, the network is safe and no tightening is needed.
2. Next consider the case whereu ≥ 0. We call this the
Precedecase, since B occurs before or simultaneously with
C. Then no information about C is available to B. In this
case, we claim that AB can be tightened to[y − v, x − u].
Suppose there is a projectionp that a dynamic strategy maps
to a schedule T withTB − TA < y − v. Since C is not
in T≺B or T≺A, TB andTA cannot depend on AC. There-
fore TA andTB are unchanged if the projection is mutated
to a projectionp′ where AC equalsy. But then we have
BC = TC−TB = (TC−TA)−(TB−TA) > y−(y−v) = v,
so the BC constraint will be violated. Thus,TB−TA ≥ y−v.
A similar argument showsTB − TA ≤ x − u. After the

tightening of AB to [y − v, x − u] (or equivalently BA to
[u − x, v − y]), the BC bounds are dominated (redundant)
since[u − x, v − y] + [x, y] = [u, v]. Thus, the network is
safe provided it is still pseudo-controllable.
3. The most interesting case occurs whenu < 0 and
v ≥ 0, which we call theUnorderedcase, since B may or
may not follow C. However, suppose B does not follow C
andTB−TA < y− v. As in the previous case, there is then a
projection where the BC constraint is violated. We conclude
that, for a dynamic strategy, B cannot be executed at any time
beforey − v after A if C has not already occurred. This is a
conditional constraint on AB, depending on the time of oc-
currence of C. It may also be viewed as a ternary constraint
on A,B, and C, which we call await since B must wait until
either C occurs or the wait expires aty − v after A.

First, there is one subcase for which the conditional con-
straint turns out to be unconditional, which is wheny−v ≤ x.
Then C cannot occur before the wait expires, so we can sim-
ply raise the lower bound of AB toy − v. We will call this
theunconditional Unorderedreduction.

In the truly conditional subcase wherex < y − v, an ob-
vious idea is to branch on the conditional and consider sepa-
rately two possibilities. First if it turns out that AC< y − v
(in which case C occurs first and B follows), the network is
safe if pseudo-controllable as in theFollow case. Otherwise if
AC ≥ y− v then AB≥ y− v also, which gives BA an upper
bound ofv − y. Thus, the BC upper bound ofv is dominated
(redundant). Since the lower boundu is negative, the network
is safe if pseudo-controllable[Morris and Muscettola, 2000].
Observe that in either case B occurs later thanx after A, so
without branching we can raise the lower bound of AB tox.
We will call this thegeneral Unorderedreduction.

We see above that assuming a dynamic strategy may lead
to a tightening of the constraint bounds. If the tightening pro-
duces a violation of pseudo-controllability, then the original
network was not Dynamically Controllable. On the other
hand, if the network remains pseudo-controllable after the
tightening (in the general Unordered case we must verify
this for both possibilities), then the triangular network is safe
and thus Dynamically Controllable[Morris and Muscettola,
2000]. Thus, the tightenings give a procedure for determining
Dynamic Controllability of triangular networks.

4 Local vs Global Dynamic Controllability
To test a general STNU network for Dynamic Controllability,
we can construct the AllPairs graph, which may be regarded
as a combination of triangular subnetworks. Triangles that
involve a contingent link may be viewed as instances of fig-
ure 1. If a triangle contains two contingent links,2 then we
consider it twice, with each contingent link in turn playing
the role of focus, and the other being treated as a requirement
link. Any tightening propagates to neighbour triangles un-
til quiescence of the network is reached. The only problem
arises with Unordered cases: if we branch on the conditionals
as discussed in the previous section, we end up with a com-
binatorial search, which we prefer to avoid. Instead we use

2Triangles with three contingent links cannot occur, since we
have excluded coincident finishing points.
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only the two non-branching Unordered reductions discussed
earlier, so the resulting iterative algorithm is deterministic and
polynomial. (But the network is then not necessarily safe.)

This propagation algorithm with no search may be viewed
as alocalDynamic Controllability checking procedure. Since
it applies to triangles, this is similar to a path-consistency
algorithm in a classical constraint network such as a STN.
Hence, we call this local property3-Dynamic Controllability
and call the resulting algorithm 3DC. As with any local fil-
tering algorithm, the process is sound: if it fails, then at least
one triangle is not Dynamically Controllable and therefore
the whole network is not.

However, it is incomplete as shown by the example in fig-
ure 2. We invite the reader to verify that the triangles are
all quiescent under the deterministic reductions considered
above; therefore the network is stable under 3DC.

BD

C
[2, 4]

[2, 4]

[-3, 1][0, 1]

A

[2, 4]
FE

[0, 1]
[-3, 1]

[0, 1]

Figure 2: Quiescent non-DC Network

Now consider the subnetwork ACDB. It is not difficult to
see that a dynamic strategy requires AD = 1. Similarly, DE
must be 1. But that causes a violation of the AE link. Hence
the network is not Dynamically Controllable.3 This exam-
ple also shows that 3DC does not compute theminimalnet-
work, i.e., the network in which values not belonging to any
dynamic strategy have been removed (for instance here AD
would be tightened to [1,1]). A checking algorithm should
ideally produce this minimality property, which is desirable
for execution purposes. Nevertheless, 3DC is an efficient
technique to rule out a wide variety of networks.

5 Regression of Waits
The incompleteness of 3DC might suggest we should re-
consider a combinatorial search. However, we have not ex-
hausted the possibilities of obtaining deterministic reductions
from the Unordered cases. If the ternary constraint corre-
sponding to the Unordered wait is used directly, then no
branching is necessary. Moreover, this ternary constraint can
be treated somewhat like a binary constraint. Suppose we
have a wait condition that requires B to wait for C until time
t after A. We will indicate that by placing a<C, t> annota-
tion on the AB link. Note that if it is impossible for C to occur
beforet (for example if the lower bound of AC is greater than
t), then the<C, t> wait becomes a true lower bound oft on

3Note that this example is Weakly Controllable, as can be seen
by considering the worst case projection for each cycle.

AB. This corresponds to the unconditional Unordered reduc-
tion discussed earlier.

Now consider figure 2 again. The triangle ABC is an Un-
ordered case, so AB receives a<C, 3> wait. This is not
unconditional since the lower bound of AC is 2. Now con-
sider triangle ADB with this new label on AB. Suppose C has
not occurred yet and D is executed before 1 time unit after A.
In the projection where DB equals 2, B will then occur be-
fore 3 time units after A. If C still has not occurred by then,
the wait on AB will be violated. In other words, the wait on
AB can beregressedthrough DB to obtain a derived wait on
AD, still relative to C: <C, 1> . This, happily, is an un-
conditional wait since C cannot occur before time 2, which
produces a lower bound of 1 on AD and leads to a resolution
of the example. One can notice as well that we achieve the
hoped-for minimal network. That leads us to the following
result.

Lemma 1 (Regression)Suppose a link AB has a wait
<C, t> , wheret is less than or equal to the upper bound of
AC. Then (in a schedule resulting from a dynamic strategy):

(i) If there is any link DB (including AB itself) with upper
boundw, then we can deduce a wait<C, t− w> on AD.

(ii) If t ≥ 0 and if there is a contingent link DB with lower
boundz, whereB 6= C, then we can deduce a wait<C, t−
z> on AD.

Proof: Consider (i) first. Suppose D occurs beforet − w
after A and C has not occurred yet. From the upper boundw
on DB, it follows that B must occur beforew+t−w = t. But
this violates the wait on AB in the projection where C occurs
at its upper bound (which is≥ t). We conclude that D cannot
occur beforet− w after A unless C has already occurred.

Now consider (ii). Ift ≥ 0, then B must be later than A.
Suppose D occurs beforet−z after A and C has not occurred
yet. Then neither A nor D can depend on the outcomes of AC
or DB. Thus, we can consider a mutated projection where DB
finishes atz and AC finishes at its upper bound. This leads to
a violation of the AB wait.2

Note that (i) and (ii) are both applicable to contingent links
but (ii) gives a more restrictive (longer) wait.

A C

D B

<R, 2>

<Q, 2>

[5, 9]

<P, 2>

Figure 3: Regression Example

Iterated regression amounts to a new type of propagation,
where waits are spread to other links. The propagated waits
can be examined for any unordered reductions, which place
additional ordinary constraints throughout the network. For
example, consider figure 3. Intuitively, we can see this is not
Dynamically Controllable because the waits in the worst case
will cause an incursion on the AC lower bound (assuming
the upper bounds of the AP,DQ,BR contingent links are all
at least 2). First we can regress the<R, 2> wait through
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procedure DynamicallyControllable? (network W)
1. Compute the All-Pairs graph for W.

If W is not pseudo-controllable then return false.
2. Select any triangle such that v is non-negative.

Introduce any tightenings required by the Precede case
and any waits required by the Unordered case.

3. Do all possible regressions of waits, while converting
unconditional waits to lower bounds. Also introduce
lower bounds as provided by the general reduction.

4. If steps 2 and 3 do not produce any new (or tighter)
constraints, then return true, otherwise go to 1.

Figure 4: DC Checking Algorithm

AC, which gives a wait of<R,−3> on BA. This gives rise
to (unconditional case) a lower bound of−3 on BA, which
is equivalent to an upper bound of+3 on AB. Now we can
regress the<Q, 2> wait on DB through AB, which gives a
<Q,−1> on DA, giving rise to a+1 upper bound on AD.
Finally, we regress the<P, 2> wait on AD through AD
itself, which gives a<P, 1> wait on AA. Now the general
reduction ensures a positive lower bound on AA, which is
a direct inconsistency. Thus, we have reduced the lack of
Dynamic Controllability to a violation of consistency.

6 Dynamic Checking and Execution
We are now ready to introduce the algorithm for determining
Dynamic Controllability, summarized in figure 4. It is just an
enhancement of 3DC with wait regressions and hence is still
a local algorithm, but now we can show it is complete.

We prove completeness by presenting a dynamic execution
algorithm and showing that it is viable if the DC checking al-
gorithm reports success. For simplicity, we will assume the
execution takes place in the AllPairs graph of the tightened
network, although performance could be improved by trans-
forming it to a minimum dispatchable graph as in[Muscettola
et al., 1998a]. The execution is essentially the same as for
an ordinary STN except for adding a requirement to respect
the waits. For this purpose, we only consider waits<C, t>
wheret satisfiesl(C) < t ≤ u(C). Note that waits with
t ≤ l(C) are converted to lower bounds, while waits with
t > u(C) are equivalent to those witht = u(C). (Since
l(C) > 0 by definition, the waits enforced by the algorithm
are all positive.)

The execution algorithm is shown in figure 5. We assume
there is some start timepoint that is constrained to be before
every other timepoint. (If necessary, one can be added.) In
step 2, a timepoint islive if the current time is within the
timepoint’s bounds. It isenabledif all timepoints required to
be executed before it (by links with positive lower bounds)
have already been executed[Muscettolaet al., 1998a].

It is clear that this algorithm provides a strategy where
the decisions depend only on the past. The issue is whether
any constraints are violated. Properties of STNs guarantee
that they can be executed incrementally[Muscettolaet al.,
1998a]. Therefore, only the special features introduced for
STNUs need be considered. The following are the possible
ways in which the execution might fail.

• A deadlock might occur where a wait lasts forever.

• A wait might be forcibly aborted.

procedure Execute (network W)
0. Perform initial propagation from the start timepoint.
1. Immediately execute any executable timepoints

that have reached their upper bounds.
2. Arbitrarily pick an executable timepoint TP that

is live and enabled and not yet executed, and whose
waits, if any, have all been satisfied.

3. Execute TP. Halt if network execution is complete.
Otherwise, propagate the effect of the execution.

4. Advance current time, propagating the effect of any
contingent timepoints that occur, until an
executable timepoint becomes eligible for
execution under 1 or 2.

5. Go to 1.

Figure 5: DC Network Execution

• A propagation might squeeze a contingent link.

An example of a potential deadlock is when AC and DB are
contingent links with a<C, t1> wait on AD and a<B, t2>
wait on DA. More generally, a deadlock requires a cycle of
links, each of which is labelled with a wait or a positive lower
bound. However, the waits<C, t> enforced by the execu-
tion algorithm satisfyl(C) < t ≤ u(C) (see above). These
imply a positive lower bound ofl(C) by the general reduc-
tion. Thus, we would have a cycle where each link has a
positive lower bound. This corresponds to an inconsistency
in the network that would be detected by step 1 of the DC
checking algorithm. The other possibilities are considered in
the following lemmas.

Lemma 2 Suppose a network has successfully passed the
DC checking algorithm. Then the first failure that occurs dur-
ing the DC execution cannot be an aborted wait.

Proof: Suppose the first failure is an aborted wait, and the
earliest time this occurs involves a wait<C, t> on a link
AB. As pointed out above, this wait must be positive, so the
link AB will have a positive lower bound. First we note that
B obviously cannot be the start timepoint.

There are now two cases to consider. In the first case, the
wait is aborted because step 1 required an immediate execu-
tion of B. Consider the timepoint D (possibly the start) whose
execution initiated the propagation that produced the upper
bound of B. Note the regression of<C, t> through DB pro-
duces a wait of<C, t − u(DB)> on AD. If t − u(DB) ≤
l(AC), the checking algorithm places it as an unconditional
lower bound on AD. Otherwise,<C, t− u(DB)> is an ear-
lier wait that is enforced by the execution algorithm. In either
case, D does not occur untilt−u(DB) after A. Supposeb and
d are the upper bounds of B and D, respectively, anda is the
time of execution of A. Then(d − a) ≥ (t− u(DB)). Since
b = d + u(DB), it follows that(b− a) ≥ t. This contradicts
the assumption that the wait was terminated.

The second case involves the possibility that B is a contin-
gent timepoint. (Thus, the execution is not controlled by the
agent). Suppose EB is a contingent link with bounds[x, y].
Again we can regress the wait through EB getting<C, t−x>
on AE. Since E is earlier than B, the latter wait must be satis-
fied. Thus, the duration of AE is greater thant − x. Sincex
is the minimum duration of EB, it follows that AB is greater
thant− x+ x = t, i.e., the wait is satisfied after all.2
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Lemma 3 Suppose a network has successfully passed the
DC checking algorithm. Then the first failure that occurs dur-
ing DC execution cannot be a squeezing of a contingent link.

Proof: Suppose the earliest failure is the squeezing of a con-
tingent link AC that has bounds[x, y]. This must occur dur-
ing a propagation that either raises the lower bound of AC
or lowers the upper bound. However, the triangular reduc-
tions ensure that AC dominates adjacent links with finishing
point C, except for the case of links BC with negative lower
boundu and non-negative upper-boundv such thaty−v > x
(the conditional Unordered case). This means the only pos-
sibility for a squeezing is an upper-bound propagation along
some such BC. However, the existence of such a BC would
cause the checking algorithm to place a<C, y− v> wait on
AB. If C occurs before B then there is no propagation from
B to C. Otherwise, the enforcement of the wait by the exe-
cution algorithm ensures that B is not executed beforey − v
after A. Thus, the upper bound propagated along BC will be
TB+v ≥ (TA+y−v)+v = TA+y, so AC is not squeezed.
2

Theorem 1 Dynamic Controllability can be determined in
deterministic polynomial time.

Proof: Lemmas 2 and 3 demonstrate that the execution al-
gorithm successfully executes networks that are verified by
the checking algorithm. Thus, the Dynamic Controllability
checking algorithm is complete. As noted earlier, the algo-
rithm is also sound since the added constraints were derived
from the assumption of Dynamic Controllability.

The individual tightenings are clearly polynomial, and con-
vergence is assured because the domains of the constraints are
strictly reduced by the tightenings. The only issue is how long
the convergence takes. A crude upper bound can be obtained
by assuming a fixed level of precisionδ and finite bounds (say
between±β) on all links. If there areη links, then after at
most2ηβ/δ reductions, some domain would become empty.
This bound grows polynomially with the size of the problem.
2

It is worth pointing out that the execution algorithm pre-
sented here preserves maximum flexibility, since the addi-
tional tightenings and waits were all required by Dynamic
Controllability. (In contrast to the approach, for example,
of addingwaypoints[Morris and Muscettola, 1999], which
surrenders some flexibility.) Another interesting point is that
the execution algorithm allows the selection of any execution
time within prescribed limits, without impairing the success
of the dynamic strategy. Therefore the incremental applica-
tion of the DC propagation ensures that the values remaining
in the domains are consistent with the dynamic strategy. In
other words, the DC checking algorithm produces the mini-
mal network in the sense described earlier.

7 Conclusions
Dynamic Controllability is polynomial! That is certainly the
main contribution of this paper, since this property, needed in
many real-world applications such as planning and schedul-
ing, was expected to be much harder.

Moreover, the proposed method is directly applicable to
the STNU (as opposed to a previous technique that needed a

translation into a finite-state automaton model[Vidal, 2000]),
and is inspired by classical constraint satisfaction techniques.
We have presented a local Dynamic Controllability algorithm
based on triangle reductions, and have shown that non-binary
constraints that were inherent in the problem give rise to bi-
nary constraints through a regression process. We have also
proven this local controllability algorithm is complete with
respect to Dynamic Controllability of the global network.

We believe our contribution will be valuable in the design
of new constraint programming packages that handle tempo-
ral uncertainty and will help pave the way to effective real-
time execution systems that incorporate such uncertainties.
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Abstract

A general and expressive model of sequential de-
cision making under uncertainty is provided by
the Markov decision processes (MDPs) framework.
Complex applications with very large state spaces
are best modelled implicitly (instead of explic-
itly by enumerating the state space), for example
as precondition-effect operators, the representation
used in AI planning. This kind of representations
are very powerful, and they make the construction
of policies/plans computationally very complex. In
many applications, average rewards over unit time
is the relevant rationality criterion, as opposed to
the more widely used discounted reward criterion,
and for providing a solid basis for the develop-
ment of efficient planning algorithms, the compu-
tational complexity of the decision problems re-
lated to average rewards has to be analyzed. We
investigate the complexity of the policy/plan exis-
tence problem for MDPs under the average reward
criterion, with MDPs represented in terms of con-
ditional probabilistic precondition-effect operators.
We consider policies with and without memory, and
with different degrees of sensing/observability. The
unrestricted policy existence problem for the par-
tially observable cases was earlier known to be un-
decidable. The results place the remaining com-
putational problems to the complexity classes EXP
and NEXP (deterministic and nondeterministic ex-
ponential time.)

1 Introduction
Markov decision processes (MDPs) formalize decision mak-
ing in controlling a nondeterministic transition system so that
given utility criteria are satisfied. An MDP consists of a set
of states, a set of actions, transition probabilities between the
states for every action, and rewards/costs associated with the
states and actions. A policy determines for every state which
action is to be taken. Policies are valued according to the
rewards obtained or costs incurred.

Applications for the kind of planning problems addressed
by this work include agent-based systems, including Internet

agents and autonomous robots, that have to repeatedly per-
form actions over an extended period of time in the presence
of uncertainty about the environment, and the actions have to
– in order to produce the desired results – follow a high-level
strategy, expressed as a plan.

Classical deterministic AI planning is the problem of find-
ing a path between the initial state and a goal state. For
explicit representations of state spaces as graphs this prob-
lem is solvable in polynomial time, and for implicit rep-
resentations of state spaces in terms of state variables and
precondition-effect operators, which sometimes allows an ex-
ponentially more concise representation of the problem in-
stances, the path existence problem is PSPACE-complete
[Bylander, 1994]. This result is closely related to the
PSPACE-completeness of the existence of paths in graphs
represented as circuits [Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1986;
Lozano and Balcázar, 1990]. Similarly, the complexity
of most other graph problems increases when a compact
graph representation is used [Galperin and Widgerson, 1983;
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1986; Lozano and Balcázar,
1990; Balcázar, 1996; Feigenbaum et al., 1999].

MDPs and POMDPs can be viewed as an extension of the
graph-based deterministic planning framework with probabil-
ities: an action determines a successor state only with a cer-
tain probability. The objective is to visit valuable states with a
high probability. A policy (a plan) determines which actions
are chosen given the current state (or a set of possible current
states, possibly together with some information on the pos-
sible predecessor states.) For explicitly represented MDPs,
policy evaluation under average rewards reduces to the solu-
tion of sets of linear equations. Sets of linear equations can
be solved in polynomial time. Similarly, policies for many
types of explicitly represented MDPs can be constructed in
polynomial time by linear programming. Papadimitriou and
Tsitsiklis [1987] have shown that policy existence for explic-
itly represented MDPs is P-complete. Madani et al. [1999]
have shown the undecidability of policy existence for UMDPs
and POMDPs with all main rationality criteria.

Like in classical AI planning, MDPs/POMDPs can
be concisely represented in terms of state variables and
precondition-effect operators. The important question in this
setting is, what is the impact of concise representations on
the complexity of these problems. In related work [Mund-
henk et al., 2000; Littman, 1997; Littman et al., 1998], this
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question has been investigated in the context of finite hori-
zons. Not surprisingly, there is in general an exponential in-
crease in problem complexity, for example from determinis-
tic polynomial time to deterministic exponential time. The
undecidability results for explicitly represented UMDPs and
POMDPs directly implies the undecidability of the respective
decision problems with concise representations.

In the present work we investigate the complexity of the
policy existence problems for MDPs and POMDPs under ex-
pected average rewards over an infinite horizon. For many
practically interesting problems from AI – for example au-
tonomous robots, Internet agents, and so on – the num-
ber of actions taken is high over a period time and lengths
of sequences of actions are unbounded. Therefore there is
typically no reasonable interpretation for discounts nor rea-
sonable upper bounds on the horizon length, and average
reward is the most relevant criterion. A main reason for
the restriction to bounded horizons and discounted rewards
in earlier work is that the structure of the algorithms in
these cases is considerably simpler, because considerations
on MDP structural properties, like recurrence and periodicity,
can be avoided. Also, for many applications of MDPs that
represent phenomena over extended periods of times (years
and decades), for example in economics, the discounts sim-
ply represent the unimportance of events in the distant future,
for example transcending the lifetimes of the decision mak-
ers. Boutilier and Puterman [1995] have advocated the use of
average-reward criteria in AI.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the planning problems addressed by the paper, and Section
3 introduces the required complexity-theoretic concepts. In
Section 4 we present the results on the complexity of test-
ing the existence of policies for MDPs under average reward
criteria, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Probabilistic Planning with Average
Rewards

The computational problem we consider is the existence of
policies for MDPs (fully observable), UMDPs (unobservable)
and POMDPs (partially observable, generalizing both MDPs
and UMDPs) that are represented concisely; that is, states
are represented as valuations on state variables and transition
probabilities are given as operators that affect the state vari-
ables. The policies we consider may have an arbitrary size,
but we also briefly discuss complexity reduction obtained by
restricting to polynomial size policies.

As pointed out in Example 2.1, the average reward of a
policy sometimes cannot unambiguously be stated as a single
real number. The computational problem that we consider is
the following. Is the expected average reward greater than (or
equal to) some constant c. This amounts to identifying the
recurrent classes determined by the policy, and then taking a
weighted average of the rewards according to the probabilities
with which the classes are reached.

2.1 Definition of MDPs
MDPs can be represented explicitly as a set of states and a
transition relation that assigns a probability to transitions be-

r=1 r=1 r=2 r=2 r=3 r=3

Figure 1: A multichain MDP

tween states under all actions. We restrict to finite MDPs and
formally define them as follows.

Definition 1 A (partially observable) Markov decision pro-
cess is a tuple hS;A; T; I; R;Bi where S is a set of states, A
is a set of actions, T : A � S � S ! R gives the transition
probability between states (the transition probabilities from a
given state must sum to 1.0) for every action, I 2 S is the ini-
tial state, R : S � A ! R associates a reward for applying
an action in a given state, and B � 2

S is a partition of S to
classes of states that cannot be distinguished.

Policies map the current and past observations to actions.

Definition 2 A policy P : (2
S
)+ ! A is a mapping from

a sequence of observations to an action. A stationary policy
P : 2

S ! A is a mapping from the current observation to an
action.

For UMDPs the observation is always the same (S), for
MDPs the observations are singleton sets of states (they de-
termine the current state uniquely), and for POMDPs the ob-
servations are members of a partition of S to sets of states that
are indistinguishable from each other (the limiting cases areS
and singletons fsig for si 2 S: POMDPs are a generalization
of both UMDPs and MDPs.)

The expected average reward of a policy is the limit

lim
N!1

1

N

NX

t�0

X

a2A;s2S

ra;spa;s;t

where ra;s is the reward of taking action a in state s and pa;s;t
is the probability of taking action a at time point t in state
s. There are policies for which the limit does not exist [Put-
erman, 1994, Example 8.1.1], but when the policy execution
has only a finite number of internal states (like stationary poli-
cies have), the limit always exists.

The recurrent classes of a POMDP under a given policy are
sets of states that will always stay reachable from each other
with probability 1.

Example 2.1 Consider a policy that induces the structure
shown in Figure 1 on a POMDP. The three recurrent classes
each consist of two states. The initial state does not belong
to any of the recurrent classes. The state reached by the first
transition determines the average reward, which will be 1, 2
or 3, depending on the recurrent class. �
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2.2 Concise Representation of MDPs
An exponentially more concise representation of MDPs is
based on state variables. Each state is an assignment of truth-
values to the state variables, and transitions between states
are expressed as changes in the values of the state variables.

In AI planning, problems are represented by so-called
STRIPS operators that are pairs of sets of literals, the pre-
condition and the effects. For probabilistic planning, this can
be extended to probabilistic STRIPS operators (PSOs) (see
[Boutilier et al., 1999] for references and a discussion of
PSOs and other concise representations of transition systems
with probabilities.) In this paper, we further extend PSOs to
what we call extended PSOs (EPSOs). An EPSO can rep-
resent an exponential number of PSOs, and we use them be-
cause they are closely related to operators with conditional ef-
fects commonly used in AI planning. Apart from generating
the state space of a POMDP, the operators can conveniently
be taken to be the actions of the POMDP.

Definition 3 (Extended probabilistic STRIPS operators)
An extended probabilistic STRIPS operator is a pair hC;Ei,
where C is a Boolean circuit and E consists of pairs hc; fi,
where c is a Boolean circuit and f is a set of pairs hp; ei,
where p 2]0::1] is a real number and e is a set of literals
such that for every f the sum of the probabilities p is 1.0.

For all hc1; f1i 2 E and hc2; f2i 2 E, if e1 contradicts
e2 for some hp1; e1i 2 f1 and hp2; e2i 2 f2, then c1 must
contradict c2.

This definition generalizes PSOs by not requiring that the
cs of members hc; F i of E are logically disjoint and their
disjunction is a tautology. Hence in EPSOs the effects may
take place independently of each other. Some of the hardness
proofs given later would be more complicated – assuming that
they are possible – if we had to restrict to PSOs.

The application of an EPSO is defined iff the precondition
C is true in the current state. Then the following takes place
for every hc; fi 2 E. If c is true, one of the hp; ei 2 f is
chosen, each with probability p, and literals e are changed to
true.

Example 2.2 Let

o = h>; f hp1; fh1:0; f:p1gigi;
h:p1; fh1:0; fp1gigi;
: : : ;

hpn; fh1:0; f:pngigi;
h:pn; fh1:0; fpngigigi:

Now o is an EPSO but not a PSO because the antecedents
p1;:p1; p2;:p2; : : : are not logically disjoint. A set of PSOs
corresponding to o has cardinality exponential on n. �

Rewards are associated with actions and states. When an
action is taken in an appropriate state, a reward is obtained.
For every action, the set of states that yields a given reward is
represented by a Boolean circuit.

Definition 4 (Concise POMDP) A concise POMDP over a
set P of state variables is a tuple hI; O; r; Bi where I is an

initial state (assignment P ! f>;?g), O is a set of EPSOs
representing the actions, and r : O ! C � R associates a
Boolean circuit and a real-valued reward with every action,
and B � P is the set of observable state variables.

Having a set of variables observable – instead of arbitrary
circuits/formulae – is not a restriction. Assume that the values
of a circuit are observable (but the individual input gates are
not.) We could make every EPSO evaluate the value of this
circuit and set the value of an observable variable accordingly.

Definition 5 (Concise MDP) A concise MDP is a concise
POMDP with B = P .

Definition 6 (Concise UMDP) A concise UMDP is a con-
cise POMDP with B = ;.

2.3 Concise Representation of Policies
We consider history/time-dependent and stationary policies,
and do not make a distinction between history and time-
dependent ones. Traditionally explicit (or flat) represen-
tations of policies have been considered in research on
MDPs/POMDPs: each state or belief state is explicitly as-
sociated with an action. In our setting, in which the number
of states can be very high, also policies have to be represented
concisely. Like with concise representations of POMDPs,
there is no direct connection between the size of a concisely
represented policy and the number of states of the POMDP.

A concise policy could, in the most general case, be a pro-
gram in a Turing-equivalent programming language. This
would, however, make many questions concerning policies
undecidable. Therefore less powerful representations of poli-
cies have to be used. A concise policy determines the current
action based on the current observation and the past history.
We divide this to two subtasks: keeping track of the history
(maintaining the internal state of the execution of the policy),
and mapping the current observation and the internal state of
the execution of the policy to an action. The computation
needed in applying one operator is essentially a state transi-
tion of a concisely represented finite automaton.

A sensible restriction would be that computation of the ac-
tion to be taken and the new internal state of the policy ex-
ecution is polynomial time. An obvious choice is the use
of Boolean circuits, because the circuit value problem is P-
complete (one of the hardest problems in P.) Work on algo-
rithms for concise POMDPs and AI planning have not used
this general a policy representation, but for our purposes this
seems like a well-founded choice. Related definitions of
policies as finite-state controllers have been proposed earlier
[Hansen, 1998; Meuleau et al., 1999; Lusena et al., 1999].

Definition 7 (Concise policy) A concise policy for a concise
POMDP M = hI; O; r; Bi is a tuple hT;C; vi where T is a
Boolean circuit with jBj + p input gates and p output gates,
C is a Boolean circuit with jBj+p input gates and dlog2 jOje
output gates, and v is a mapping from f1; : : : ; pg to f?;>g.

The circuit T encodes the change in execution state in
terms of the preceding state and the observable state variables
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stationary history-dependent
UMDP PSPACE-hard, in EXP (L8,9) undecidable
MDP EXP (T11) EXP (C12)
POMDP NEXP (T13) undecidable

Table 1: Complexity of policy existence, with references to
the lemmata, theorems, and corollaries.

B. The circuit C encodes the action to be taken, and v gives
the initial state of the execution. The integer p is the num-
ber of bits for the representation of the internal state of the
execution. When p = 0 we have a stationary policy.

The complexity results do not deeply rely on the exact for-
mal definition of policies. An important property of the def-
inition is that one step of policy execution can be performed
in polynomial time.

3 Complexity Classes
The complexity class P consists of decision problems that are
solvable in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing ma-
chine. NP is the class of decision problems that are solvable
in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine.
C
C2

1 denotes the class of problems that is defined like the
class C1 except that Turing machines with an oracle for a
problem in C2 are used instead of ordinary Turing machines.
Turing machines with an oracle for a problemB may perform
tests for membership in B for free. A problem L is C-hard
if all problems in the class C are polynomial time many-one
reducible to it; that is, for all problems L0 2 C there is a
function fL0 computable in polynomial time on the size of its
input and fL0(x) 2 L if and only if x 2 L

0. A problem is
C-complete if it belongs to the class C and is C-hard.

PSPACE is the class of decision problems solvable in deter-
ministic polynomial space. EXP is the class of decision prob-
lems solvable in deterministic exponential time (O(2

p(n)
)

where p(n) is a polynomial.) NEXP is the class of decision
problems solvable in nondeterministic exponential time. A
more detailed description of the complexity classes can be
found in standard textbooks on complexity theory, for exam-
ple by Balcazár et al. [1995].

4 Complexity Results
Table 1 summarizes the complexity of determining the
existence of stationary and history-dependent policies for
UMDPs, MDPs and POMDPs. In the average rewards case
the existence of history-dependent and stationary policies for
MDPs coincide. The undecidability of UMDP and POMDP
policy existence with history-dependent policies of unre-
stricted size was shown by Madani et al. [1999]. The result
is based on the emptiness problem of probabilistic finite au-
tomata [Paz, 1971; Condon and Lipton, 1989] that is closely
related to the unobservable plan existence problem.

The results do not completely determine the complexity of
the UMDP stationary policy existence problem, but as the sta-
tionary UMDP policies repeatedly apply one single operator,
the problem does not seem to have the power of EXP. It is
also not trivial to show membership in PSPACE.

The rest of the paper formally states the results summarized
in Table 1 and gives their proof outlines.

Lemma 8 Existence of a policy with average reward r �
c for UMDPs, MDPs and POMDPs with only one action is
PSPACE-hard.

Proof: It is straightforward to reduce any decision problem
in PSPACE to the problem. This is by constructing a concise
UMDP/MDP/POMDP with only one action that simulates a
polynomial-space deterministic Turing machine for the prob-
lem in question.

There are state variables for representing the input, the
working tape, and the state of the Turing machine. The EPSO
that represents the only action is constructed to follow the
state transitions of the Turing machine. The size of the EPSO
is polynomial on the size of the input. When the machine ac-
cepts, it is restarted. A reward r � c is obtained as long as
the machine has not rejected. If the machine rejects, all future
rewards will be 0. Therefore, if the Turing machine accepts
the average reward is r, and otherwise it is 0. �

There are two straightforward complexity upper bounds re-
spectively for polynomial size and stationary policies. Poly-
nomial size policies can maintain at most an exponential
number of different representations of the past history, and
hence an explicit representation of the product of the POMDP
and the possible histories has only exponential size, just like
the POMDP state space alone. Stationary policies, on the
other hand, do not maintain a history at all, and they therefore
encode at most an exponential number of different decision
situations, one for each (observable) state of a (PO)MDP. For
the unrestricted size partially observable non-stationary case
there is no similar exponential upper bound, and the problem
is not decidable.

Lemma 9 Let c be a real number. Testing the existence of a
poly-size MDP/UMDP/POMDP policy with average reward
r � c is in EXP.

Proof: This computation has complexity NPEXP
= EXP, that

corresponds to guessing a polynomial size policy (NP) fol-
lowed by the evaluation of the policy by an EXP oracle. Pol-
icy evaluation proceeds as follows. Produce the explicit rep-
resentation of the product of the POMDP and the state space
of the policy. They respectively have sizes 2

p1(x) and 2
p2(x)

for some polynomials p1(x) and p2(x). The product, which is
a Markov chain and represents the states the POMDP and the
policy execution can be in, is of exponential size 2p1(x)+p2(x).

From the explicit representation of the state space one can
identify the recurrent classes in polynomial time, for exam-
ple by Tarjan's algorithm for strongly connected components.
The probabilities of reaching the recurrent classes can be
computed in polynomial time on the size of the explicit rep-
resentation of the state space. The steady state probabilities
associated with the states in the recurrent classes can be deter-
mined in polynomial time by solving a set of linear equations
[Nelson, 1995]. The average rewards can be obtained in poly-
nomial time by summing the products of the probability and
reward associated with each state. Hence all the computation
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is polynomial time on the explicit representation of the prob-
lem, and therefore exponential time on the size of the concise
POMDP representation, and the problem is in EXP. �

Lemma 10 Let c be a real number. Testing the existence of a
stationary MDP/UMDP/POMDP policy with average reward
r � c is in NEXP. The policy evaluation problem in this case
is in EXP.

Proof: First a stationary policy (potentially of exponential
size as every state may be assigned a different action) is
guessed, which is NEXP computation.

The rest of the proof is like in Lemma 9: the number of
states that have to be considered is exponential, and evaluat-
ing the value of the policy is EXP computation. Hence the
whole computation is in NEXP. �

Theorem 11 Let c be a real number. Testing the existence of
an arbitrary stationary policy with average reward r � c for
a MDP is EXP-complete.

Proof: EXP-hardness is by reduction from testing the exis-
tence of winning strategies of the perfect-information (fully
observable) game G4 [Stockmeyer and Chandra, 1979]. This
game was used by Littman [1997] for showing that finite-
horizon planning with sequential effect trees is EXP-hard.
G4 is a game in which two players take turns in chang-

ing the truth-values of variables occurring in a DNF formula.
Each player can change his own variables only. Who first
makes the formula true has won. For 2n variables the game
is formalized by n EPSOs, each of which reverses the truth-
value of one variable (if it is the turn of player 1) or reverses
the truth-value of a randomly chosen variable (if it is the turn
of player 2.) Reward 1 is normally obtained, but if the DNF
formula evaluates to true after player 2 has made his move, all
subsequent rewards will be 0. This will eventually take place
if the policy does not represent a winning strategy for player
1, and the average reward will hence be 0. Therefore, the ex-
istence of a winning strategy for player 1 coincides with the
existence of a policy with average reward 1.

EXP membership is by producing the explicit exponential
size representation of the MDP, and then using standard so-
lution techniques based on linear programming [Puterman,
1994]. Linear programming is polynomial time. �

Corollary 12 Let c be a real number. Testing the existence
of an arbitrary history-dependent policy with average reward
r � c for a MDP is EXP-complete.

Proof: For fully observable MDPs and policies of unre-
stricted size, the existence of arbitrary policies with a certain
value coincides with the existence of stationary policies with
the same value. �

Theorem 13 Let c be a real number. Testing the existence of
an arbitrary stationary policy with average reward r � c for
a POMDP is NEXP-complete.

Proof: Membership in NEXP is by Lemma 10. For NEXP-
hardness we reduce the NEXP-complete succinct 3SAT [Pa-
padimitriou and Yannakakis, 1986] to concise POMDPs. The
reduction is similar to the reduction from the NP-complete
3SAT in [Mundhenk et al., 2000, Theorem 4.13]. Their The-
orem 4.25 claims a reduction of succinct 3SAT to stationary
policies of POMDPs represented as circuits.

The reduction works as follows. The POMDP randomly
chooses one of the clauses and makes the proposition of its
first literal observable (the state variables representing the
proposition together with two auxiliary variables are the only
observable state variables). The stationary policy observes
the proposition and assigns it a truth-value. If the literal be-
came true, evaluation proceeds with another clause, and oth-
erwise with the next literal in the clause. Because the policy is
stationary, the same truth-value will be selected for the vari-
able irrespective of the polarity of the literal and the clause.
If none of the literals in the clause is true, the reward which
had been 1 so far will on all subsequent time points be 0.

The succinct 3SAT problem is represented as circuits C
that map a clause number and a literal location (0, 1, 2) to
the literal occurring in the clause in the given position. The
POMDP uses the following EPSOs the application order of
which has been forced to the given order by means of aux-
iliary state variables. The first EPSO selects a clause by as-
signing truth-values to state variables representing the clause
number. The second EPSO copies the number of the propo-
sition in the current literal (first, second or third literal of the
clause) to observable variables, The third and fourth EPSO re-
spectively select the truth-value true and false (this is the only
place where the policy has a choice.) The fifth EPSO checks
whether the truth-value matches, and if it does not and the lit-
eral was the last one, the reward is turned to 0. If it does, the
execution continues from the first EPSO, and otherwise, the
literal was not the last one and execution continues from the
second EPSO and the next literal. �

5 Conclusions
We have analyzed the complexity of probabilistic planning
with average rewards, and placed the most important decid-
able decision problems in the complexity classes EXP and
NEXP. Earlier it had been shown that without full observabil-
ity the most general policy existence problems are not decid-
able. These results are not very surprising because the prob-
lems generalize computational problems that were already
known to be very complex (PSPACE-hard), like plan exis-
tence in classical deterministic AI planning. Also, these prob-
lems are closely related to several finite-horizon problems
that were earlier shown EXP-complete and NEXP-complete
[Mundhenk et al., 2000]. The results are helpful in devising
algorithms for average-reward planning as well as in identi-
fying further restrictions that allow more efficient planning.
As shown by Lemma 9, polynomial policy size brings the
complexity down to EXP, also in the otherwise undecidable
cases. There are likely to be useful structural restrictions on
POMDPs that could bring down the complexity further. Re-
stricted but useful problems in PSPACE would be of high in-
terest.
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Abstract

In the last decade, there has been several studies on
the computational complexity of planning. These
studies normally assume that the goal of planning
is to make a certain fluent true after the sequence of
actions. In many real-life planning problems, the
goal is represented in a much more complicated
temporal form: e.g., in addition to having a de-
sired fluent true at the end, we may want to keep
certain fluents true at all times. In this paper, we
study the complexity of planning for such temporal
goals. We show that for goals expressible in Linear
Temporal Logic, planning has the same complexity
as for non-temporal goals: it is NP-complete; and
for goals expressible in a more general Branching
Temporal Logic, planning is PSPACE-complete.

1 Introduction
In the presence of complete information about the initial sit-
uation, a plan – in the sense of classical planning – is a se-
quence of actions that takes the agent from the initial sit-
uation to the state which satisfies a given goal. Tradition-
ally, a goal is described as a fluent which must be true after
all the actions. For such goals, the computational complex-
ity of finding a plan has been well-studied [Bylander, 1994;
Erol et al., 1995; Liberatore, 1997; Baral et al., 2000]. In the
most natural formulation, the problem of finding polynomial
length plans is NP-complete (for exact definitions of stan-
dard complexity terms such as NP-completeness, see, e.g.,
[Papadimitriou, 1994; Baral et al., 2000]).

In many real-life planning problems, the goal is repre-
sented in a much more complicated temporal form: e.g., in
addition to having a desired fluent true at the end, we may
want to keep certain fluents true at all times; for example, we
may want to make sure that certain safety constraints are sat-
isfied at all times. In this paper, we study the complexity of
planning for such temporal goals. There exist two formalisms
for describing temporal goals: Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
[Bacchus and Kabanza, 1998] in which we are allowed to re-
fer to the actual past and future events, and Branching Tem-
poral Logic CTL [Niyogi and Sarkar, 2000] in which we are
also allowed to refer to events from the possible future. In
this paper, we will describe the computational complexity of

planning in both logics. To the best of our knowledge this has
not been done before.

Our complexity analysis will be based on the action de-
scription language

�
proposed in [Gelfond and Lifschitz,

1993]. The language
�

and its variants have made it easier
to understand the fundamentals (such as inertia, ramification,
qualification, concurrency, sensing, etc.) involved in reason-
ing about actions and their effects on a world, and we would
like to stick to that simplicity principle here. To stick to the
main point we consider the simplest action description, and
do not consider features such as executability conditions. We
now start with a brief description of the language

�
.

1.1 The language � : brief reminder
In the language

�
, we start with a finite list of properties (flu-

ents) ���������	���
��� which describe possible properties of a state.
A state is then defined as a finite set of fluents, e.g., �� or��� � ������ . We are assuming that we have complete knowledge
about the initial state: e.g., ��� � ������ means that in the initial
state, properties ��� and � � are true, while all the other proper-
ties �������������	��� are false. The properties of the initial state are
described by formulas of the type����� ��� ����� � ���
where � is a fluent literal, i.e., either a fluent ��� or its negation ��� .

To describe possible changes of states, we need a finite set
of actions. In the language

�
, the effect of each action ! can

be described by formulas of the type

!#" ��$�%'&	% � � ( � � ���	���)�
��*+�
where ���������	���	�)��� * are fluent literals. A reasonably straight-
forward semantics describes how the state changes after an
action:,

If, before the execution of an action ! , fluent literals� � ���	�����
��* were true, and the domain description con-
tains a rule “ !-" ��$.%/&�% � � ( �������	���)�
� * ”, then this rule
is activated, and after the execution of the action ! , �
becomes true.,
If for some fluent � � , no activated rule enables us to con-
clude that ��� is true or false, this means that the execution
of action ! does not change the truth of this fluent; there-
fore, � � is true in the resulting state if and only if it was
true in the old state.
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Formally, a domain description
�

is a finite set of value
propositions of the type “

����� ��� ����� � � ” (which describe the ini-
tial state), and a finite set of effect propositions of the type
“ ! " ��$.%/&�% � � ( ���������	���
� * ” (which describe results of actions).
The initial state ��� consists of all the fluents � � for which the
corresponding value proposition “

����� ��� ����� � � � ” is contained in
the domain description. (Here we are assuming that we have
complete information about the initial situation.) We say that
a fluent � � holds in � if � ��� � ; otherwise, we say that  � �
holds in � . The transition function ���	��
� !������ which de-
scribes the effect of an action ! on a state � is defined as
follows:,

we say that an effect proposition
“ ! " ��$.%/&�% � � ( � � �	�����	����* ” is activated in a state �
if all � fluent literals ���.���	�����
� * hold in � ;,
we define ���
 � !������ as the set of all fluents ��� for which
a rule “ ! " ��$�%'&�% � � � ( � � ���	���)�
��* ” is activated in � ;,
similarly, we define ���
 � ! ����� as the set of all fluents � �
for which a rule “ ! " ��$�%'&	%  ��� � ( �����	�����	��� * ” is activated
in � ;,
if ���
 � !���������� �
 � !����������� , we say that the result of the
action ! is undefined;,
if the result of the action ! is defined in a state � (i.e.,
if � �
 � !�������� �!�
 � !������ �"� ), we define �#�	� 
 � ! ����� ��$�&%'� �
 � ! �����(�*)+�!�
 � !������ .

A plan , is defined as a sequence of actions - ! ���	�����	�/! */. . The
result ���	��
�0, ����� of applying a plan , to the initial state �	� is
defined as

�#����
� !�*+�1�#�	��
#� ! * � � �����	�)�1�#�	��
� ! � ���2��� �	���3�(� �
The planning problem is: given a domain

�
and a desired

property, find a plan for which the resulting trajectory �	� ,
� �42576� �#����
#� ! � ���2��� , �.� 48576� �#�	�2
#� !������ � � , etc., satisfies the
desired property. In particular, if the goal is to make a certain
fluent � true, then the planning problem consists of finding a
plan which leads to the state in which � is true.

In addition to the planning problem, it is useful to consider
the plan checking problem: given a domain, a desired prop-
erty, and a candidate plan, check whether this action plan sat-
isfies the desired property. It is known that in the presence
of complete information about the initial situation, for flu-
ent goals, plan checking is a tractable problem – i.e., there
exists a polynomial-time algorithm for checking whether a
given plan satisfies the given fluent goal [Bylander, 1994;
Erol et al., 1995; Liberatore, 1997; Baral et al., 2000].

1.2 Temporal extensions: motivations
Let us give two examples of planning problems explaining
why temporal extensions are desirable:

1) If we are planning a flight of an automatic spy mini-
plane, then the goal is not only to reach the target point (which
can be described by the fluent 9 ), but also to avoid detection;
more formally, a fluent : (“detected”) must remain false all
the time.

2) When planning a movement of a robot, we may want
to require that not only the robot achieve its goal but also

that, whenever the robot strays from the desired trajectory, it
should always be possible to bring the robot back to this tra-
jectory (i.e., make the fluent ;�< =>9�!	?@��AB=C;�9�D true) by a single
corrective action.

1.3 Linear temporal logic: brief reminder
In Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), in addition to the truth val-
ues of a fluent at the current moment of time, we can also
refer to its truth values in the past and in the future. For this,
LTL has several operators. Different authors use different no-
tations for these operators. Since we will also analyze plan-
ning in branching time logic described in [Niyogi and Sarkar,
2000] as an extension of LTL, we will use notations from
[Niyogi and Sarkar, 2000] for LTL operators.

LTL has four basic future operators:,FE
(neXt time in the future):

E
, is true at a moment time= if , is true at the moment =HGJI ;,LK

(Going to be always true):

K
, is true at the moment =

is , is true at all moments of time �MN= .,JO
(sometime in the Future):

O
, is true at the moment = if, is true at some moment �PML= ;,JQ

(Until): ,
QSR

is true at the moment = if , is true at this
moment of time and at all the future moments of time
until

R
becomes true.

Similarly, LTL has four basic past operators:,JT
(Previously):

T
, is true at a moment time = if , is true

at the moment =SUVI ;,XW
(Has always been):

W
, is true at the moment = if , was

true at all moments of time �YL= ;,LZ
(Once or sometime in the past):

Z
, is true at the mo-

ment = if , was true at some moment �PYL= ;,N[
(Since): ,

[\R
is true at the moment = if , is true at this

moment of time and at all the past moments of time since
the last time when

R
was true.

We can combine several such operators: e.g.,

E � , 48576�
E]E]E

,
is true at a moment = if , is true at the moment =HG_^ .

In general, an LTL-goal is a goal which is obtained from
fluents by using LTL operators and propositional connectives`

(“and”), a (“or”), and  (“not”).
For example, the objective from our first planning problem

can be easily formulated as the following LTL-goal: b 48576�9 `  : `
W
�  :�� �

Comment. Some versions of LTL have additional operators,
e.g., we may have interval operators in which moments of
time �MV= or �PYL= are restricted to a given interval [Bacchus
and Kabanza, 1998; Niyogi and Sarkar, 2000].

1.4 Branching temporal logic: brief reminder
In the Branching Temporal Logic CTL [Emerson, 1990;
Niyogi and Sarkar, 2000], in addition to LTL operations, we
have two additional operators c and d which describe possi-
ble futures:,

c�, (Exists path) is true at the state � at the time = if there
exists a possible evolution of this state for which , is true
at this same moment = .
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,
d , (All paths) is true at the state � at the time = if for
all possible evolutions of this state, , is true at this same
moment = .

For example, the requirement that, no matter what action we
apply to the state � , a fluent � will always stay true, can be
described as d �

E
� � .

Similarly, we can describe in this language the fast main-
tainability requirement from our second planning problem:
no matter what action we apply to the state � , if a fluent �
stops being true after this action, we can always make the
property � true by applying appropriate correcting action.

In CTL, this fast maintainability requirement can be for-
mulated as follows:,

Once we have already reached the next state � � , the pos-
sibility to get � back by applying a single correcting ac-
tion means that either � is already true, or there is a path
in which � will be true at the next moment of time (

E
� ),

i.e., that ��a c �
E
� � .,

So, the fast maintainability requirement means that ev-
ery possible immediate future state � � satisfies the above
property � a c �

E
� � , i.e., in CTL notations, that

d �
E
� ��a c �

E
� �(�(�)� �CI��

Comment. The description of more general temporal logics
can be found in [Gabbay et al., 1994].

2 Results
2.1 What kind of planning problems we are

interested in
Informally speaking, we are interested in the following prob-
lem:,

given a domain description (i.e., the description of the
initial state and of possible consequences of different ac-
tions) and a goal (i.e., a fluent which we want to be true),,
determine whether it is possible to achieve this goal (i.e.,
whether there exists a plan which achieves this goal).

We are interested in analyzing the computational complexity
of the planning problem, i.e., analyzing the computation time
which is necessary to solve this problem.

Ideally, we want to find cases in which the planning prob-
lem can be solved by a tractable algorithm, i.e., by an al-
gorithm

�
whose computational time =�� ����� on each input� is bounded by a polynomial ,S��� ��� � of the length � �	� of

the input � : = � ��
 ��",���� �	� � (this length can be measured
bit-wise or symbol-wise). Problems which can be solved by
such polynomial-time algorithms are called problems from
the class P (where P stands for polynomial-time). If we can-
not find a polynomial-time algorithm, then at least we would
like to have an algorithm which is as close to the class of
tractable algorithms as possible.

Since we are operating in a time-bounded environment, we
should worry not only about the time for computing the plan,
but we should also worry about the time that it takes to actu-
ally implement the plan. If a (sequential) action plan consists
of a sequence of � ��� actions, then this plan is not tractable. It
is therefore reasonable to restrict ourselves to tractable plans,

i.e., to plans � whose duration ����� � is bounded by a polyno-
mial ,���� �	� � of the input � .

With this tractability in mind, we can now formulate the
above planning problem in precise terms:,

given: a polynomial ,�� <*���X< , a domain description
�

(i.e., the description of the initial state and of possible
consequences of different actions) and a goal statementb (i.e., a statement which we want to be true),,
determine whether it is possible to tractably achieve this
goal, i.e., whether there exists a tractable-duration plan� (with � ��� ��� ,S��� � �2G�� b�� � ) which achieves this goal.

We are interested in analyzing the computational complexity
of this planning problem.

2.2 Complexity of the planning problem with goals
expressible in Linear Temporal Logic

Theorem 1. For goals expressible in Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL), the planning problem is NP-complete.

Comments.,
Since the planning problem is NP-complete even for
simple (non-temporal) goals [Bylander, 1994; Erol et al.,
1995; Liberatore, 1997; Baral et al., 2000], this result
means that allowing temporal goals from LTL does not
increase the computational complexity of planning.,
This result is in good accordance with the fact that the
decidability problem for linear temporal logic is also
NP-complete [Emerson, 1990].,
For readers’ convenience, all the proofs are placed in the
special Proofs section.

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following result:

Theorem 2. For goals expressible in Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL), the plan checking problem is tractable.

We give the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 for the version
of Linear Temporal Logic which only uses eight basic tem-
poral operators. However, as one can easily see from the
proofs, these result remains true if we allow more sophisti-
cated temporal operators, e.g., interval operators of the type��� ��� ���

meaning that the fluent is true in some future moment
of time from the interval - = ��� . [Bacchus and Kabanza, 1998;
Niyogi and Sarkar, 2000].

2.3 Complexity of the planning problem with goals
expressible in Branching Temporal Logic

Theorem 3. For goals expressible in Branching Temporal
Logic CTL, the planning problem is PSPACE-complete.

Comment. This result is in good accordance with the fact that
the decidability problem for most branching temporal logics
is also PSPACE-complete [Gabbay et al., 1994].

For the Branching Temporal Logic, not only planning, but
even plan checking is difficult:

Theorem 4. For goals expressible in Branching Temporal
Logic CTL, the plan checking problem is PSPACE-complete.
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Theorems 3 and 4 mean that allowing temporal goals from
CTL can drastically increase the computational complexity
of planning. These results, however, are not that negative be-
cause most safety and maintainability-type conditions can be
expressed in a simple subclass of CTL. Namely, in the main-
tainability conditions like the one above, we do not need to
consider all possible trajectories, it is sufficient to consider
trajectories which differ from the actual one by no more than
one (or, in general, by no more than

�
) states. In this case, the

planning problem becomes much simpler:
Definition 1. Let

� M�� be a positive integer. We say that
an expression in CTL is

�
-limited if this expression remains

true when in all operators c and d , we only allow possible
trajectories differ from the actual trajectory in no more than

�

moments of time.
For example, the above maintainability statement (1) means
that all possible 1-deviations from the actual trajectory are
maintainable and therefore, this statement is 1-limited.

Theorem 5. Let
� M�� be an integer. For

�
-limited goals

expressible in Branching Temporal Logic CTL, the planning
problem is NP-complete.

Theorem 6. Let
� M�� be an integer. For

�
-limited goals ex-

pressible in Branching Temporal Logic CTL, the plan check-
ing problem is tractable.

2.4 Conclusions
Our first conclusion is that if, instead of traditional goals
which only refer to the state of the system at the last moment
of time, we allow goals which explicitly mention the actual
past and actual future states, the planning problem does not
become much more complex: it stays on the same level of
complexity hierarchy.

Our second conclusion is that if we allow goals which refer
to potential future, the planning problem can become drasti-
cally more complicated. Thus, we should be very cautious
about such more general goals.

3 Proofs
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We already know that the plan-
ning problem is NP-complete even for the simplest possi-
ble case of LTL-goals: namely, for goals which are repre-
sented simply by fluents [Bylander, 1994; Erol et al., 1995;
Liberatore, 1997; Baral et al., 2000]. Therefore, to prove
that the general problem of planning under LTL-goals is NP-
complete, it is sufficient to prove that this general problem
belongs to the class NP.

Indeed, it is known [Papadimitriou, 1994] that a prob-
lem belongs to the class NP if the corresponding formula� ����� can be represented as � ���!��� � ��� , where �!��� � ��� is
a tractable property, and the quantifier runs over words of
tractable length (i.e., of length limited by some given poly-
nomial of the length of the input).

For a given planning situation � , checking whether a suc-
cessful plan exists or not means checking the validity of the
formula � ���!��� � ��� , where �!��� � ��� stands for “the plan �
succeeds for the situation � ”. According to the above def-
inition of the class NP, to prove that the planning problem

belongs to the class NP, it is sufficient to prove the following
two statements:,

the quantifier runs only over words � of tractable length,
and,
the property �!��� � ��� can be checked in polynomial
time.

The first statement immediately follows from the fact that
in this paper, we are considering only plans of polynomial
(tractable) duration, i.e., sequential plans � whose length � � �
is bounded by a polynomial of the length � ��� of the input� : � � � �J,���� �	� � , where ,�� <*� is a given polynomial. So, the
quantifier runs over words of tractable length.

Let us now prove the second statement – that plan checking
can be done in polynomial time. (This statement constitutes
Theorem 2.) Once we have a plan � of tractable length, we
can check its successfulness in a situation � as follows:,

we know the initial state � � ;,
take the first action from the action plan � and apply it
to the state � � ; as a result, we get the state ��� ;,
take the second action from the action plan � and apply
it to the state ��� ; as a result, we get the state � � ; etc.

At the end, we get the values of all the fluents at all moments
of time. On each step of this construction, the application
of an action to a state requires linear time; in total, there are
polynomial number of steps in this construction. Therefore,
computing the values of all the fluents at all moments of time
indeed requires polynomial time.

Let us now take the desired goal statement b and parse it,
i.e., describe, step by step, how we get from fluents to this
goal statement b .

For example, for the above spy-plane goal statementb
	 9 `  : `
W
�  :�� , parsing leads to the following se-

quence of intermediate statements: b ��� �  : , b � � �9 ` b � , b �� �
W
b � , and finally, b�	�b ��� � b � ` b � .

The number of the resulting intermediate statements cannot
exceed the length of the goal statement; thus, this number is
bounded by the length � b�� of the goal statement.

Based on the values of all the fluents at all moments of
time, we can now sequentially compute the values of all these
intermediate statements b � at all moments of time:,

When a new statement is obtained from one or two pre-
vious ones by a logical connective (e.g., in the above
example, as b ��� � b � ` b � ), then, to compute the value
of the new statement at all � moments of time, we need� logical operations.,
Let us now consider the case when a new statement is
obtained from one or two previously computed ones by
using one temporal operations: e.g., in the above exam-
ple, as b ��� �

W
b � ). Then, to compute the truth value ofb � at each moment of time, we may need to go over all

other moments of time. So, to compute b � for each mo-
ment of time = , we need � � steps. Hence, to compute
the truth value of b � for all � moments of time, we need� � � steps.
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In both cases, for each of � � b�� intermediate statements, we
need � � � computations. Thus, to compute the truth value of
the desired goal statement, we need � � � � � b � computational
steps. Since we look for plans for which � � ,S��� � � G � b�� � for
some polynomial ,S� <*� , we thus need a polynomial number of
steps to check whether the given plan satisfies the given goal.

So, we can check the success of a plan in polynomial time,
and thus, the planning problem indeed belongs to the class
NP. The theorems are proven.
Proof of Theorem 3. This proof follows the same logic
as proofs of PSPACE-completeness of other planning prob-
lems; see, e.g., [Littman, 1997] and [Baral et al., 2000].

By definition, the class PSPACE is formed by problems
which can be solved by a polynomial-space algorithm. It
is known (see, e.g., [Papadimitriou, 1994]) that this class
can be equivalently reformulated as a class of problems
for which the checked formula �!����� can be represented as� � � � � � �	��� �!��� � � � �����	���)����� � ��� , where the number of quan-
tifiers

�
is bounded by a polynomial of the length of the input,

�!��� ���	���	�)� � � � ��� is a tractable property, and all
�

quantifiers
run over words of tractable length (i.e., of length limited by
some given polynomial of the length of the input). In view
of this result, it is easy to see that for CTL-goals, the plan-
ning problem belongs to the class PSPACE. Indeed, all the
operators of CTL can be described by quantifiers over words
of tractable length, namely, either over paths (for operatorsd and c ) or over moments of time (for LTL operators). A
plan is also a word of tractable length. Thus, the existence
of a plan which satisfies a given CTL-goal can be described
by a tractable sequence of quantifiers running over words of
tractable length. Thus, for CTL-goals, the planning problem
does belong to PSPACE.

To prove that the planning problem is PSPACE-complete,
we will show that we can reduce, to the planning problem, a
problem known to be PSPACE-complete: namely, the prob-
lem of checking, for a given propositional formula

�
with

the variables 
 � �	���	��� 
�* ��
 * � � ���	���)��
 � , the validity of the
formula � of the type � 
 � � 
 � � 
 � � 
 � ���	� � � This reduction
will be done as follows. Consider the planning problem
with two actions ! � and ! � , and ��< G I fluents 
 � �	���	��� 
 � ,=>���1= � �	�����	�(= � . These actions and fluents have the following
meaning:,

the meaning of = � is that we are at moment of time � ;,
the action ! � , when applied at moment = � � � , makes � -th
variable 
 � true;,
the action ! � , when applied at moment = � � � , makes � -th
variable 
 � false.

The corresponding initial conditions are:, ����� ��� ����� �  
 � (for all � );, ����� ��� ����� � =>� ; ����� ��� ����� �  = � (for all �&M � ).
The effect of actions if described by the following rules (ef-
fect propositions):,

for � � I���� �	���	� �(< , the rules

! � " ��$�%'&	% 
 � � ( = � � ��� ! � " ��$.%/&�%  
 � � ( = � � ���
describe how we assign values to the variables 
 � ;

,
for � � I���� �	���	� �(< � the rules

! � " ��$�%'&	% = � � ( = � � � � ! � " ��$�%'&	% = � � ( = � � � �! � " ��$�%'&	%  = � � � � ( = � � ��� ! � " ��$�%'&	%  = � � � � ( = � � ���
describe the update of the time fluents = � .

The corresponding goal is designed as follows:,
first, we replace in the above quantified propositional
formula � , each existential quantifier � 
 � by c

E
, each

universal quantifier
� 
�� by d

E
; let us denote the result

of this replacement by
� �

;,
then, we add

` = � to the resulting formula
� �

;,
finally, we add

T � in front of the whole thing – creatingT � � � � ` = � � .
For example, for a formula � 
 � � 
�� � , this construction leads
to the following goal:

T � �(c
E
� d
E
� � �(� ` =>�	� � This reduc-

tion leads to a linear increase in length, so this reduction is
polynomial-time.

To complete the proof, we must show that this is a “valid”
reduction, i.e., that the resulting planning problem is solvable
if and only if the original quantified propositional formula is
true.

To prove this equivalence, let us first remark that, by
definition of the operator

T
(“previous”), the goal formulaT � � � � ` = � � is true at a moment = if and only if the formula� � ` = � holds at a moment =]U_< . Since, due to our rules, = �

is only true at the starting moment of time = � � , the goal can
only be true if = � < . Thus, to check whether we can achieve
the goal, it is sufficient to check whether we can achieve it at
the moment < , i.e., after a sequence of < actions. In this case,
the validity of the goal is equivalent to validity of the formula� �

at the initial moment = � � .
Let us now show that the validity of the formula

� �
at the

moment = � � is indeed equivalent to the validity of the above
quantified propositional formula. We will prove this equiva-
lence by induction over the total number of variables < .
Induction base: For < � � , we have no variables 
 � at all, so�

is either identically true or identically false. In this case,
� �

simply coincides with
�

, so they are, of course, equivalent.
Induction step: Let us assume that we have proven the de-
sired equivalence for all quantified propositional formulas
with <FU�I variables; let us prove it for quantified proposi-
tional formulas with < variables.

Indeed, let a quantified propositional formula � of the
above type be given. There are two possibilities for the first
variable 
 � of this formula:,

it may be under the existential quantifier � 
 � ; or,
it may be under the universal quantifier

� 
 � .
I
	 . In the first case, the formula � has the form � 
 ��� , where
for each 
 � , � is a quantified propositional formula with < U I
variables 
������	���)��
 � . According to our construction, the CTL
formula

� �
has the form c �

E� � � , where

 �
is the result of

applying this same construction to the formula � .
To show that

� �
is indeed equivalent to � , we will first

show that
� �

implies � , and then that � implies
� �

.
I�� I
	�� Let us first show that

� �
implies � .
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Indeed, by definition of the operator c , if the formula
� � 	c �

E� � � holds at the moment = � � this means that there exists
a path for which, at moment = � � , the formula

E� �
is true.

By definition of the operator

E
(“next”), the fact that the

formula

E� �
is true at the moment = � � means that the for-

mula

 �
is true at the next moment of time = � I .

By the time = � I , we have applied exactly one action
which made 
 � either true or false, after which the value of
this variable 
 � does not change. Let us select the value 
 �
as ”true” or “false” depending on which value was selected
along this path.

The moment = � can be viewed as a starting point for the
planning problem corresponding to the remaining formula� . By induction assumption, the validity of

 �
at this new

starting moment is equivalent to the validity of the quantified
propositional formula � . Thus, the formula � is true for this
particular 
 � , hence the original formula � 	 � 
 � � is also
true. So,

� �
indeed implies � .I�� � 	�� Let us now show that � implies

� �
.

Indeed, if � 	 � 
 � � is true, this means that there exists
a value 
 � for which � is true. By the induction assumption,
this means that for this same 
 � , the goal formula

 �
is also

true at the new starting moment = � I . Thus, for any path
which starts with selecting this 
 � , the formula

E� �
is true

at the previous moment = � � . Since this formula is true for
some path, by definition of the operator c , it means that the
formula c �

E� � � is true at the moment = � � , and this formula
is exactly

� �
.

Thus, � does imply
� �

, and hence � and
� �

are equivalent.

� 	�� The second case, when 
 � is under the universal quantifier� 
 � , can be handled similarly.
The induction step is proven, and thus, by induction, the
equivalence holds for all < .

Thus, the reduction is valid, and the corresponding plan-
ning problem is indeed PSPACE-complete. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 4. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3, we
can show that plan checking belongs to the class PSPACE, so
all we need to prove is the desired reduction. From the proof
of Theorem 3, one can see that the exact same reduction will
work here as well, because in this reduction, the equivalence
between � and

� �
did not depend on any action plan at all.

The equivalence used in the proof of Theorem 3 is based on
the analysis of possible trajectories and does not use the ac-
tual trajectory at all.

Thus, we can pick any action plan (e.g., a sequence con-
sisting of < actions ! � ), and the desired equivalence will still
hold. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. For trajectories of duration � ,
with

�
possible actions at each moment of time, there are no

more than � � �
possible trajectories differing in one state, no

more than ��� � � � � trajectories differing in two states, etc. In
general, whatever number

�
we fix, there is only a polynomial

number ( ����� � � � � ) of possible trajectories which differ from
the actual one in � � places.

Therefore, for fixed
�

, we can explicitly describe the new
operators c and d by enumerating all such possible trajecto-
ries. Thus, similarly to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, we

can conclude that for
�

-planning, plan checking is tractable
and the corresponding planning problem is NP-complete.
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Abstract

Deciding whether a propositional formula in con-
junctive normal form is satisfiable (SAT) is an NP-
complete problem. The problem becomes linear
when the formula contains binary clauses only. In-
terestingly, the reduction to SAT of a number of
well-known and important problems – such as clas-
sical AI planning and automatic test pattern genera-
tion for circuits – yields formulas containing many
binary clauses. In this paper we introduce and ex-
periment with 2-SIMPLIFY, a formula simplifier
targeted at such problems. 2-SIMPLIFY constructs
the implication graph corresponding to the binary
clauses in the formula and uses this graph to deduce
new unit literals. The deduced literals are used to
simplify the formula and update the graph, and so
on, until stabilization. Finally, we use the graph
to construct an equivalent, simpler set of binary
clauses. Experimental evaluation of this simplifier
on a number of bench-mark formulas produced by
encoding AI planning problems prove 2-SIMPLIFY
to be fast and effective.

1 Introduction
Propositional satisfiability (SAT) is the problem of deciding
whether a propositional formula in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) is satisfiable. SAT was the first problem shown to be
NP-complete [Cook, 1971] and has important practical appli-
cations. In the last decade we have witnessed great progress
in SAT solution methods, first with the introduction of effi-
cient stochastic local search algorithms [Selman et al., 1992;
1994], and more recently with a number of efficient system-
atic solvers, such as REL-SAT [Bayardo and Schrag, 1997]
and SATZ [Li and Anbulagan, 1997] and their randomized
versions [Gomes et al., 1998].

Among AI researchers, interest in SAT solution algorithms
has increased farther since Kautz and Selman showed that
some classical planning problems can be solved more quickly
when they are reduced to SAT problems [Kautz and Selman,
1996]. Kautz and Selman’s planning as satisfiability ap-
proach is based on generic SAT technology, and, aside from
the translation process itself, makes no use of properties spe-
cific to planning problems. However, SAT-encoded planning

problems have an important syntactic property: they contain
a large fraction of binary clauses. Interestingly, this property
is found in another important domain – automatic test-pattern
generation for circuits [Larrabee, 1992].

Unlike the general SAT problem, 2-SAT, the problem of
deciding whether a propositional formula containing binary
clauses only has a satisfying assignment is (constructively)
solvable in linear time. One would hope that this property
would make it easier to solve SAT instances containing a
large fraction of binary clauses. In this article we describe
the 2-SIMPLIFY preprocessor, a simplifier that is geared to
such formulas. Like other simplifiers (e.g., Crawford’s COM-
PACT), this algorithm takes a propositional formula in CNF
as input and outputs a new propositional formula. Naturally,
for this process to be worthwhile, the new formula should be
easier to solve, and the overall time required for simplification
and solution of the simplified formula should be less than the
time required to solve the original SAT instance. Experiments
on a number of bench-mark formulas derived from planning
problems show that 2-SIMPLIFY meets this criteria.

2-SIMPLIFY efficiently implements and combines well-
known 2-SAT techniques, a limited form of hyper-resolution,
and novel use of transitive reduction to reduce formula size.
The basic idea is as follows: each clause of the form p _ q is
equivalent to two implications: :p! q and :q ! p. We use
this property to construct a graph (known as the implication
graph [Aspvall et al., 1979]) from the set of binary clauses.
This graph contains a node for each literal in the language and
a directed edge from a literal l to another literal l0 if the (dis-
junction equivalent to the) implication l ! l

0 appears among
the set of binary clauses. After constructing this graph, we
compute its transitive closure and check each literal to see
whether its negation appears among its descendants. If :l is
a descendant of l, we can immediately conclude that :l is a
consequence of the original formula. Once we know that l
holds, we can simplify the original formula. The simplified
formula may contain new binary clauses, which are immedi-
ately added to the graph. 2-SIMPLIFY utilizes these and other
ideas to quickly derive unit literals from the original formula
and produce the simplest equivalent formula as its output.

In the next section we discuss the background of this work
in more detail. In Section 3 we present the simplification al-
gorithm used by 2-SIMPLIFY. In Section 4 we present some
experimental results, and we conclude in Section 5.
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2 Background
We start with some SAT background and then we briefly ex-
plain the planning as satisfiability approach, which motivated
this work.

2.1 The SAT Problem
The SAT problem is defined as follows: given a propositional
formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) output YES if the
formula is satisfiable and NO otherwise. In practice, a posi-
tive answer is accompanied by some satisfying assignment.

There are two classes of SAT algorithms: stochastic and
systematic. Stochastic methods, such as G-SAT[Selman et al.,
1992] and WALKSAT[Selman et al., 1994], perform stochas-
tic local search in the space of truth assignment. Often, they
can find solutions quickly, but they cannot identify an un-
satisfiable instance. Their performance is extremely sensi-
tive to the choice of heuristic and various other parameters.
Systematic methods systematically search the space of truth
assignments. Thus, they can identify unsatisfiable instances.
Modern systematic algorithms are quite fast and stable thanks
to improved branch choice heuristics and backtracking tech-
niques. In addition, systematic solvers can be improved by
introducing some randomization into their search procedure,
e.g., their choice of branch variable. See [Gomes et al., 1998]
for more information on this topic.

Often, a formula simplifier is applied before the SAT
solver. Simplifiers use specialized, efficient deductive meth-
ods to reduce the original formula into a simpler formula
which is typically easier to solve. The best known simpli-
fication method is unit propagation. When one of the clauses
in the formula contains a single literal, it must be assigned
the value true in any satisfying assignment. For example, if a
formula contains the clause f:pg then :p must be true in any
satisfying assignment, i.e., p must be false. Once we deduce
this fact, we can use it to simplify other clauses: clauses that
contain :p can be removed since their satisfaction is guaran-
teed when p is false, and the literal p can be removed from
any clause containing it (e.g., fp;:sg will be transformed
into f:sg) because it is equivalent to false. As we just saw,
the simplification process can yield additional unit clauses,
which are used to produce additional simplifications. If dur-
ing the simplification process an empty clause is discovered
(e.g., if we assigned s the value true and there is a unit clause
f:sg) we can conclude that the formula is unsatisfiable.

There are a number of additional simplification methods,
such as failed unit clause and failed binary clause, where a
unit or binary clause are added to the current formula and
we attempt to show (e.g., using unit propagation) that the re-
sulting formula is inconsistent. In that case, the negation of
the added clause is implied by the original formula, and we
update the truth assignment accordingly. For example, if our
original formula becomes inconsistent once we add the clause
fp; qg, we know that both p and q must be assigned false.

2.2 2-SAT
2-SAT is a subclass of SAT in which clauses contain no more
than two literals. While SAT is NP-complete [Cook, 1971],
2-SAT can be solved in linear time. The key step in solv-
ing 2-SAT problems is the construction of the implication

Instance % Binary Clauses
log-dir.a 49%
log-dir.b 55%
log-dir.c 55%
log.d 80%
log-gp.a 98%
log-gp.b 98%
log-gp.c 98%
log-un.a 98%
log-un.b 98%
log-un.c 99%
bw-dir.a 70%
bw-dir.b 71%
bw-dir.c 74%
bw-dir.d 78%

Figure 1: Percentage of Binary Clauses in SAT-Encoded
Planning Problems

graph [Aspvall et al., 1979]). The nodes of the implication
graph correspond to the literals in the formula. The graph
contains an edge between the literal l and the literal l0 if the
clause f:l; l0g appears in the formula. That is, edges in the
graph correspond to implications (since f:l; l0g is equiva-
lent to l ! l

0). Since implication is transitive, we have that
l1 ! l2 is implied by the formula whenever there is a path
in the graph between node l1 and node l2. In particular, if we
have a path between l1 and :l1, we know that l1 cannot hold.
Therefore, :l1 is implied by the formula. If, in addition, we
have a path from :l1 to l1, then neither l1 nor :l1 can hold,
and so the formula is unsatisfiable. Finally, we know that in
every satisfying truth assignment, if l is assigned true then
any literal implied by l, i.e., any descendant of l in the graph,
must be assigned true as well.

2.3 Planning As Satisfiability
The planning problem is defined as follows: given a descrip-
tion of an initial state, a goal state, and a set of operators
(=Actions) for changing the state of the world, find a se-
quence of operators that, when applied in the initial state,
yield the goal state. An important development in planning
algorithms was Kautz and Selman’s planning as satisfiabil-
ity approach [Kautz and Selman, 1996]. Kautz and Selman
showed that by reducing planning problems to satisfiability
problems, we can often solve them more quickly than by us-
ing standard planning algorithms. Planning problems can be
encoded as satisfiability problems in a number of ways (e.g.,
see [Ernst et al., 1997] for a description and analysis of some
of these methods).

As [Brafman, 1999] points outs, encoded planning prob-
lems contain a large number of binary clauses. In Figure 1
we show this for a number of instances of SAT-encoded plan-
ning problems.1 This is no accidental phenomenon. Close
inspection of the types of constraints expressed within en-
coded planning problems makes it apparent that many classes
of these constraints generate binary formulas. For example,

1Available at ftp://ftp.research.att.com/dist/ai/logistics/tar.Z and
satplan.data.tar.Z
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Figure 2: The Implication Graph

the constraint that if an action is executed at some time point
then all its preconditions must hold prior, produces binary
clauses. Similarly, the constraint asserting that if an action is
executed at some point then all its effects must hold after the
execution yields binary clauses as well. In the encoding used
by the BLACKBOX planner [Kautz and Selman, 1999] mu-
tual exclusion constraints (on actions and on state variables)
play a prominent role. These constraints are expressed using
binary clauses as well.

Interestingly, it turns out that the SAT encodings of other
important problems exhibit the same large percentage of bi-
nary clauses. These include test-pattern generation for cir-
cuits [Larrabee, 1992] and bounded model checking [Shtrich-
man, 2000].

3 The 2-SIMPLIFY PreProcessor
We now explain the algorithm implemented by the 2-
SIMPLIFY preprocessor using the following formula:

f:p; qg; f:p;:rg; fr; sg; f:w; sg; f:p; tg; f:t; pg; f:u; tg

f:p;:sgf:p; s; qg; f:q;:s; pg; fu;:w; qg; f:q;:r; sg

fs; v;:mg

(1) Construct Implication Graph. A graph containing all
literals in the language is constructed with directed edges
from l to l

0 if f:l; l0g is a binary clause. Figure 2 shows the
implication graph for the formula above.

(2) Collapse Strongly Connected Components. A subgraph
in which there is a path between every pair of nodes is called
a strongly connected component (SCC). When a path from
node l to node l0 exists, we know that l ! l

0 is a consequence
of our formula. Therefore, all nodes within an SCC imply
each other, and they must all be assigned the same value.

Once we discover an SCC we replace it by a single node.
The children of this node are the children of the nodes in the
SCC, and the parents of this node are the parents of the nodes
in this SCC. In addition, all literals in the SCC must be re-
placed by this new node within all non-binary clauses.

In our example, the nodes t and p, and the nodes :t and
:p, form strongly connected components. We choose p to
represent the first SCC and we choose :p to represent the
second SCC. The reduced graph is shown in Figure 3.

p

r q

s

w s

r w

p q

u

u

Figure 3: Removing Strongly Connected Components

(3) Generate Transitive Closure. We generate the transitive
closure. Now, we know that if l0 is a child of l then l ! l

0 is
implied by the original formula. We can deduce l if either:

1. for some proposition p, both p and:p are children of:l.

2. l is a child of :l.

Once we deduce l, we can perform unit propagation: We
know that all children of l are true, and we can reduce the
current formula by applying unit propagation. If the reduced
formula contains new binary clauses, we add the appropriate
edges to the graph and update the transitive closure.

In Figure 4 we can see the effect of this step. First,
we compute the transitive closure of the current graph,
shown in Figure 4A. In this graph, we see that u has
:u as a descendant and that p has :p as a descen-
dant. Therefore, we conclude that p and u must be as-
signed the value false. We can remove nodes that cor-
respond to assigned propositions (i.e., p; u;:p;:u in our
case). The resulting graph is shown in Figure 4B. Next,
we perform unit propagation, and our initial ternary clauses:
f:p; s; qg; f:q;:s; pg; fu;:w; qg; f:q;:r; sg are reduced
to f:q;:sg; f:w; qg; f:q;:r; sg: The first clause was re-
move because it is satisfied, and a (false) literal was removed
from the next two clauses. Since we have new binary clauses,
we can update the graph, as shown in Figure 4C, making sure
it is transitively closed. In the resulting graph, :w is a child
of w, and we can deduce that w = false. The reduced graph
is shown in Figure 4D.

(4) Derive Shared Implications. Let fl1; : : : ; lkg be some
non-binary clause in the formula. Let Li be the set of literals
implied by li for i = 1; : : : ; k. Let L = L1 \ � � � \ Lk. All
literals in L are consequences of our formula, and we can use
them to perform unit propagation.

Consider the clause f:q;:r; sg, the sets of liter-
als implied by each of the literals in this clause are
(:q); (:r; s;:q); (s;:q), respectively. Their intersection
contains :q. Hence, we can deduce that q is false.

(5) Compute Transitive Reduction. The transitive reduc-
tion of a graph G is a graph G

0 with the same nodes as G but
with a minimal set of edges such that a path between l and l

0

exists in G iff a path between l and l
0 exists in G

0.
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Figure 4: (A) Initial Transitive Closure. (B) Removal of As-
signed Nodes. (C) Update with New Binary Clauses. (D)
Removal of Assigned Nodes.

(6) Output Simplified Formula. We output a formula whose
clauses consist of the non-binary clauses remaining after
all simplifications were performed and all binary clauses
corresponding to edges in the transitive reduction of the
graph. Given the assignments deduced so far and the map-
pings between elements of strongly connected components,
the simplified formula is equivalent to the original formula.
For example, the output for our original formula will be:
fr; sg; fs; v;:mg together with the partial assignment u =

false; p = false; w = false; q = false.

Step (4) is a novel implementation of an old technique
(hyper-resolution [Robinson, 1965]) and step (5) is new.
Both have important impact on 2-SIMPLIFY’s performance.
The Derive Shared Literals step enhances the ability of 2-
SIMPLIFY to derive unit literals. In some cases, it can derive
hundreds of new unit literals quickly. In fact, 2-SIMPLIFY
uses a more sophisticated version of this procedure: if no
shared unit literals exist, we attempt to derive new binary
clauses by intersecting the implications of all literals but one.
These binary clauses are then added to the implication graph.
The Compute Transitive Reduction step leads to a minimal
sufficient set of binary clauses, leading to smaller and simpler
formulas. We have found this reduction to have an important
positive influence on systematic solvers.

4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the 2-SIMPLIFY preprocessor on a set of bench-
mark instances of encoded planning problems which were
used to test the REL-SAT solver. 2-SIMPLIFY is written in
C++ and all experiments described here were conducted on
a DELL Latitude CPi notebook with a Pentium II-400 pro-

Instance Simp. Time Assigned/Total
log-dir.a 0.02 152/828
log-dir.b 0.02 152/843
log-dir.c 0.04 186/1141
log.d 2.4 753/4713
log-gp.a 0.19 148/1782
log-gp.b 0.31 169/2069
log-gp.c 0.52 191/2809
log-un.a 0.13 160/1415
log-un.b 0.21 161/1729
log-un.c 0.37 179/2353
bw-dir.a 0.08 173/459
bw-dir.b 0.2 351/1087
bw-dir.c 0.96 824/3016
bw-dir.d 3.86 1658/6325

Figure 5: Running time and deduction power of 2-SIMPLIFY

Instance SATZ 2-Simplify SATZ on 2S Total
log-dir.a 108.03 0.02 0.51 0.53
log-dir.b 0.4 0.02 0.38 0.4
log-dir.c 3.23 0.04 1.11 1.15
log.d 1636.7 2.4 1.41 3.81
log-gp.a 0.95 0.19 0.17 0.36
log-gp.b 2.82 0.31 0.6 0.91
log-gp.c 4.08 0.52 0.8 1.32
log-un.a 0.5 0.13 0.09 0.22
log-un.b UA 0.21 UA UA
log-un.c UA 0.37 UA UA
bw-dir.a 0.2 0.08 0.08 0.16
bw-dir.b 0.7 0.2 0.32 0.52
bw-dir.c 3.27 0.96 1.79 2.75
bw-dir.d 1061.83 3.86 300.72 304.58

Figure 6: Solution times for SATZ and 2-SIMPLIFY+SATZ.

cessor with 64MB RAM running LINUX. All time measure-
ments refer to CPU time.

First, we examined 2-SIMPLIFY’s ability to deduce unit lit-
erals. In Figure 5 we show 2-SIMPLIFY’s running time on
each of the instances and the number of variables it was able
to assign. Note that in addition to deducing unit literals, 2-
SIMPLIFY also supplies additional important information in
the form of equivalent literals.

To assess the utility of 2-SIMPLIFY we generated simpli-
fied formulas for each of the instances and compared the solu-
tion time of the original formulas with the combined simplifi-
cation and solution times for the simplified formulas. We per-
formed this comparison using two systematic solvers: SATZ
and REL-SAT. The results for SATZ are shown in Figure 6,
where we show the simplification time again, in order to give
a sense of its magnitude in comparison to solution time. We
see that in all instances 2-SIMPLIFY proves itself useful, re-
ducing the overall solution time. 2-SIMPLIFY is particularly
useful on the instances on which SATZ takes longest.

The results for REL-SAT are shown in Figure 7. We note
that in many cases, REL-SAT’s performance on the simplified
formulas can be improved by disabling its own preprocessor.
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Instance REL-SAT 2-SIMPLIFY 2S+R

log-dir.a 0.46 0.02 0.41
log-dir.b 0.47 0.02 0.45
log-dir.c 1.04 0.04 0.8
log.d 9.64 2.4 9.47
log-gp.a 1.43 0.19 0.86
log-gp.b 2.22 0.31 1.56
log-gp.c 3.35 0.52 2.93
log-un.a 0.57 0.13 0.33
log-un.b 0.57 0.13 0.33
log-un.b 0.57 0.13 0.33
log-un.b 12.21 0.21 6.74
log-un.c 23.14 0.37 12.09
bw-dir.a 0.25 0.08 0.18
bw-dir.b 1.58 0.2 1.1
bw-dir.c 29.05 0.96 18.6
bw-dir.d >1040 3.86 528.73

Figure 7: Solution times for REL-SAT, 2-SIMPLIFY, and 2-
SIMPLIFY+REL-SAT.

(We refer the reader to the full paper where these experiments
appear.) We see that 2-SIMPLIFY+REL-SAT is always faster
than REL-SAT alone when we use REL-SAT’s preprocessor.
The improvement is especially significant in the hardest in-
stances. We note that the REL-SAT figures represent average
running times (because REL-SAT has a stochastic element).2

We run another sequence of experiments to compare 2-
SIMPLIFY with Crawford’s COMPACT simplifier. First, we
examined the performance of various COMPACT options on
the test problems and found that the best performance is ob-
tained almost always using either no flags or using the psl

flags.3 To see whether 2-SIMPLIFY improves on COMPACT’s
performance we compare the sum of simplification time and
solution time for combinations of COMPACT with and without
2-SIMPLIFY and with either SATZ or REL-SAT.

In Figure 8 we see the results for SATZ. The columns corre-
spond to the combined running time of SATZ and the simpli-
fication algorithms on each of the instances. The first column
is SATZ applied to COMPACT simplified formulas, while the
second is SATZ applied to 2-SIMPLIFY+COMPACT. The third
and forth columns are similar, except that we used the psl op-
tions in COMPACT. We see that 2-SIMPLIFY leads to reduced
running times in all cases except two (log-dir.a and log.d on
compact with the psl options).

In Figure 9 we show the corresponding results for REL-SAT
(with its preprocessor). Here we see that 2-SIMPLIFY im-
proves the overall performance on all problems, and in some
cases significantly so.

Finally, we examined 2-SIMPLIFY’s influence on the per-

2In the case of bw-dir.d, REL-SAT timed out on the original prob-
lem in some of the iterations and we provided a lower bound on its
average running time.

3With no flags, COMPACT does unit resolution, removes satis-
fied clauses, and renames variables to be contiguous. With psl, in
addition to the above, COMPACT eliminates pure literals, resolves
away variables with a single occurrence, and for each literal checks
whether its addition leads to contradiction.

Instance C+S 2S+C+S psl + S psl + 2S+ S

bw-dir.a 0.29 0.25 0.16 0.16
bw-dir.b 0.84 0.67 1.0 0.89
bw-dir.c 3.39 3.32 6.30 4.69
bw-dir.d 686.66 302.47 123.33 77.31
log-dir.a 1.17 0.77 2.29 13.35
log-dir.b 0.52 0.53 0.64 0.41
log-dir.c 1.32 3.94 398.33 3.23
log.d 454.76 4.20 4.06 5.39
log-gp.a 1.02 0.48 5.82 1.60
log-gp.b 1.59 0.76 10.24 2.25
log-gp.c 3.66 1.13 22.82 13.82
log-un.a 0.62 0.32 3.18 0.88
log-un.b - - 12.70 3.62
log-un.c - - 104.48 21.00

Figure 8: Simplification with COMPACT and 2-SIMPLIFY,
Solution with SATZ.

Instance C+R 2S+C+R psl + R 2S+ psl + R

bw-dir.a 0.38 0.16 0.16 0.16
bw-dir.b 1.55 1.24 1.47 1.38
bw-dir.c 25.93 18,47 28.33 17.64
bw-dir.d - 608.27 - 510.59
log-dir.a 0.45 0.52 0.56 0.38
log-dir.b 0.80 0.59 0.71 0.49
log-dir.c 1.43 1.13 1.21 0.79
log.d 10.96 9.33 9.32 8.63
log-gp.a 1.62 0.98 6.56 1.80
log-gp.b 2.40 1.54 12.16 3.01
log-gp.c 4.46 3.23 27.25 5.75
log-un.a 0.82 0.44 3.35 0.85
log-un.b 7.64 6.81 9.80 3.95
log-un.c 18.92 13.09 27.48 12.98

Figure 9: Simplification with COMPACT and 2-SIMPLIFY,
Solution with REL-SAT.

formance of WALKSAT, a stochastic solver. As noted,
stochastic solvers require tuning, and we tried to find the best
parameters in each case. As Figure 10 shows, the results are
mixed. On the log instances, we get 2-6 fold improvement,
except for the log.d. In this instance, the simplified formula
is solved faster, but simplification time is larger than solution
time. However, on the bw-dir instances we get significant re-
duction in performance. If 2-SIMPLIFY ignores the transitive-
reduction step (i.e., we maintain many binary clauses), we
get somewhat different results (shown in the last column).
These mixed result are not surprising as stochastic methods
are know to be quite sensitive to the form of the formula.

5 Conclusion and Related Work
SAT instances with many binary clauses arise naturally in a
number of important applications. The abundance of binary
clauses in such problems can be exploited using 2-SAT so-
lution methods and other specialized inference algorithms.
Here, we presented 2-SIMPLIFY, a principled and efficient
simplification algorithm that uses the transitive closure of the
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Instance WALKSAT 2S+WALKSAT 2S-TR+WALKSAT
bw-dir.a 0.06 0.20 0.16
bw-dir.b 4.13 79.55 7.97
bw-dir.c 39.26 — 17.79
bw-dir.d 94.47 — 160.61
log-dir.a 0.25 0.17 0.13
log-dir.b 0.45 0.0.26 0.17
log-dir.c 1.01 0.37 0.25
log.d 1.15 2.76 10.35
log-gp.a 8.20 1.20 4.24
log-gp.b 7.19 3.23 29.36
log-gp.c 20.34 7.95 72.26

Figure 10: Solution times using WALKSAT.

implication graph together with a novel implementation of
hyper-resolution (i.e, the derive shared literals step) and tran-
sitive reduction to obtain a smaller equivalent formula. This
leads to an approach that is faster, more powerful, and more
efficient the ad-hoc resolution of binary clauses used in [Braf-
man, 1999]. Our experiments on a set of encoded planning
problems show that 2-SIMPLIFY is beneficial in conjunction
with systematic solution algorithms: in virtually all tested ex-
periments shorter solution times were obtained. In conjunc-
tion with a stochastic solver, the results were mixed, and the
utility depends on the problem instance.

We are not the first to utilize binary resolution in this
area. Larrabee used the implication graph to devise a SAT
algorithm in the context of test-pattern generation [Larrabee,
1992]. Larrabee systematically generates satisfying assign-
ments consistent with the implication graph. Any assignment
that satisfies the non-binary clauses is a satisfying assignment
for the whole formula. This method exploits the binary por-
tion of the formula, but it does not utilize the power of con-
temporary variable ordering and search techniques.

2CL [Van Gelder and Tsuji, 1996] is a solver based on the
Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland algorithm [Davis et al.,
1962]. At each branch point, 2CL constructs the transitive-
closure of the current implication graph and uses it to choose
the next branching variable. Thus, 2CL is a dynamic exten-
sion of a key aspect of 2-SIMPLIFY. We have yet to exper-
iment with 2CL. However, our initial attempt to produce a
dynamic version of 2-SIMPLIFY along similar lines were not
competitive with SATZ for two reasons: Maintaining an up-
dated transitive closure is costly in terms of time and memory,
and SATZ seems to obtain better information through its use
of unit propagation, and faster. At this point, it seems that the
techniques that 2-SIMPLIFY utilizes (i.e., implication graph
analysis, restricted hyper-resolution, and transitive reduction)
provide a basis for a good simplifier, but not necessarily a
good systematic solver.
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